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“At least you are off the street!” I heard this undoubtedly sarcastic remark numerous times when talking to my dad in Germany while being
in graduate school here in the United States. As a phrase now part of
many family conversations it speaks to the continuing support and interest of my parents in my work and doings (thank you for that!); but it
also alludes to a much larger discourse regarding widespread perceptions of youth: lingering, loitering, and smoking youngsters standing
on street corners wasting time. To think about such attitudes, to hear
widespread understandings of youth and reﬂect on its history, all of
that reminded me that youth remains only an access point into much
broader conversations around law and order, appropriate behaviors,
and societal norms.
I had stumbled upon such discussions surrounding youth in the immediate post–World War II period on a snowy winter day in Northern
Arizona. I had spent much time looking through newspapers on microﬁlm in the library, namely consulting Die Süddeutsche Zeitung, the
only major publication I could access for Bavaria. At the time I was interested in complexities surrounding denaziﬁcation and re-education.
One headline from September 1946, however, caught my attention and
eventually shifted my focus towards discussing images of youth in Munich. It read, “Bavarian Problems: Youth–Food–Export.” I wondered,
how could the state of youth be as important as economic recovery and
access to food?
To try answering this question became an incredible journey, one
I could only complete due to the assistance and kindness of many
along the way. My original interest fell on fertile ground within and
outside academia, as many encouraged me to pursue this study early
on. Friends and colleagues alike looked at early ideas, drafts, and conference papers, thus helping this project to move forward. I had the
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luxury to dedicate much time to this study based on funding from my
home institution and several grants. Yet I am also fortunate to have
friends and family in Germany, kind enough to open their doors and
homes. Such helpfulness allowed me to afford long research stays in
Munich while living in comfortable and welcoming environments. The
latter was vital because completing any scholarly project can become a
rather lonely endeavor. The actual research process relied on the help
of many individuals, including archivists and their patience when answering endless questions. I experienced many moments of such kindness, at times from complete strangers: people sat down with me for
several hours to share their stories about growing up in Munich, others
simply forwarded me a whole set of primary documents prior to being
available elsewhere. One gentleman happily greeted me each morning
as I made my way into the reading room of the Hauptstaatsarchiv archive in Munich for yet another day of research. In the United States I
could build on the help of my dissertation advisors and readers, their
suggestions and critiques. Later the questions of students helped me
rethink elements of my work, or reminded me about the importance
of my study overall. Throughout all of this time the patience and kindness of my ever-supporting wife was vital: without her support and
continuing encouragement this book would simply not exist. Then
there were numerous readers, the comments of anonymous reviewers,
and the help of editors at Berghahn Books that eventually helped me
turn a potentially promising manuscript into a coherent publication.
As I write this, that journey comes to a conclusion, and I thus look
back at numerous open doors and arms of both friends and strangers,
many of them simply intrigued by the research, all of them young at
one point, and kind enough to share their knowledge and advice, or
time and homes. Thank you for such help, support, memories, and
stories, and for giving me the opportunity to complete research meant
to shed new light onto images of youth as Munich came of age.
Martin Kalb
Bridgewater, VA, 2015
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The message to the Bavarian president was clear: juvenile delinquency
is a major problem in Munich. During his visit to the Bavarian capital
in spring 1947 local ofﬁcials again emphasized their concerns regarding the devastating state of the young: wandering and homeless youth,
unwilling to work, and an explosion of sexually transmitted diseases,
namely amongst female youth, threatened Munich’s recovery.1 In June
1946 the mayor of Munich had already stressed the need to make juvenile delinquency a priority.2 Extensive media coverage had also called
attention to the fact that “unorganized and unsupervised youth is a
problem that cannot be overlooked.”3 Major local newspapers like Der
Münchner Merkur had even inaugurated a segment primarily dedicated to the problem of youth by November 1946.4 For adult contemporaries, a supposedly widespread delinquent youth remained a major
problem within Munich and allegedly endangered the city’s recovery
and future.
My study challenges such pervasive constructions or representations of youth as delinquent, and indicates that those in power repeatedly created these threatening images of young people according to
their needs. Such an interpretation builds mainly on Michel Foucault’s
discussion regarding the beneﬁts of illegality, a framework that is in
the center of this volume. As Foucault noted in Discipline and Punish
several decades ago, “the establishment of a delinquency … has in fact
a number of advantages.”5 When taking such beneﬁts into consideration, it is easily apparent how constructions of youth as delinquent
provided postwar authorities with options to control society. First,
constructing delinquency, and with that a deviant Other, helped mark
norms or standards for a society trying to regain stability and normality. If black-marketeering youngsters are deviant, then hard-working adults must be the desired norm. Second, the existence of juvenile
deviancy legitimized the being of certain institutions. In fact, shortly
after World War II the Youth Welfare Ofﬁce in Munich pointed to the
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state of the young to justify and legitimize its quick denaziﬁcation,
re-creation, and overall efforts in disciplining youth. Finally, to physically and symbolically wrestle with such marked ills of society as embodied by juvenile delinquents ultimately increased the power and
inﬂuence of various institutions. After all, if an institution is successful
in dealing with threats to society during times of confusion, then it
will gain more legitimacy and authority from those trying to return
to normality. Most contemporaries deﬁned such normality as the rule
of law, a communal effort to rebuild and recover, and the eventual resurgence of a healthy German national identity.6 Supervising juvenile
delinquency provided the leeway and justiﬁcation for those in power
to expand various mechanisms of social control, which, overall, limited the freedoms not only of the young but also of broader groups in
postwar society.
Age plays only a minor role when analyzing postwar constructions
of youth. Historically, scholars have understood youth as the phase between childhood and adulthood.7 Yet postwar representations of youth
as delinquent or deviant, I believe, need to be understood more as a
broad idea or ﬂuid state. This reading is in line with scholarship seeing youth as a construct only partially connected to age;8 it also builds
on a larger awareness regarding representations of youth as hope and
threat.9 My study solemnly focuses on images of youth as delinquent
given its prominence in Munich at the time. I am also not interested
in generational cohorts or subcultures. Instead, my discussion concentrates on images or constructs of juvenile delinquency in Munich as a
way to access larger conversations.
Such an analysis needs to acknowledge gendered dynamics once
describing constructs of male and female youth. Given long-standing
terminology, a potential lack of sources, and an underlying bias, male
youth continues to dominate many studies. Young females, on the
other hand, have been largely ignored. This silence has indeed limited
discussions around gendered dynamics, frameworks, and stereotypes,
leaving the experiences of young females largely uncovered. Coming of
Age acknowledges complex dynamics between male and female youth
and also exposes that for young females gender and sexuality, plus age,
mattered. Notions of respectability, traditional gender mores, and sexuality are indeed “all important yet unmentionable” when analyzing
female youth, as demonstrated by several scholars.10 Male youngsters,
on the other hand, had comparatively more freedoms, a situation apparent once putting constructs of male and female youth in conversation with each other. Mechanisms of control eventually take shape, as
Michel Foucault highlighted in a different context, “through useful and
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public discourses,”11 a dynamic apparent in numerous circumstances
and beyond Nazi Germany.12
With such discussions in mind I ultimately argue that the misery of
the young in the postwar period became a microcosm or communication channel for larger conversations. Put differently, youth became
the discursive space for discussions about postwar society, future objectives, and contemporary threats. The destitution of youth signiﬁed
the hardship of society, while allusions to youth could also embody the
hope for a quick recovery and a bright future. In fact, talking about
youth was not only a way to discuss the young but also became a strategy to revisit, reframe, and rewrite history. In this sense, understanding youth as a construction carrying social meanings is helpful when
trying to decipher postwar conversations and norms.
In order to access these conversations I emphasize the importance
of representations of youth at a particular juncture in Modern German
history, generally deﬁned as the immediate postwar period. In Munich
this timeframe arguably began in 1942 with the ﬁrst aerial bombing
targeting the Bavarian capital in August of that year.13 Whereas a conception of war had been present in different forms on Munich’s streets
and households beforehand, this event made the city’s landscape and
topography a real place of war. It thus set the stage for subsequent
disorder, destruction, and disillusionment cutting across an only imaginative Stunde Null or zero hour.14 My analysis concludes in 1973. Then
local authorities had ﬁnally let go of using protests and the student to
their advantage. Throughout this time period I trace six images of male
and female youth in particular and analyze the re-creation, continuation, and alteration of the moral fabric emerging within post–World
War II Munich: the delinquent boy and the sexually deviant girl appeared in the immediate postwar period, or crisis years15 (1942–1949),
and supposedly challenged the rebuilding process. During the time of
economic recovery of the miracle years (1949–1962),16 so-called Halbstarke semistrong male rowdies and the newly emerging female teenager stepped into the limelight to question traditional norms, gender
mores, and overall productivity. The Schwabing riots in 1962 then triggered the rise of the protest years in Munich (1962–1973), deﬁned by
the student and the Gammler, the latter a bumming around youngster
hanging out primarily in the bohemian quarter of Schwabing. At that
time, to follow historian Konrad Jarausch, the student was the most
antagonistic image of youth.17 All of these images of youth have subsisted within the historical record and have a complex history. Jugendliche Verwahrlosung or juvenile delinquency amongst male and female
youth, for instance, has been described in numerous contexts within
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German history prior to World War II. Historian Detlev Peukert most
notably engaged with Halbstarke working-class youth in Imperial Germany and the Weimar Republic;18 other scholarship centered on “wild
youth” in urban environments during the depression and National Socialism.19 Constructs of youth as delinquent are thus present in unstable times, making them an excellent avenue for accessing particular
conversations tied to the re-creation of societal norms, morals, structures, and institutions.
Reactions to such images of youth repeatedly brought Munich into
a state of panic. As captured most notably by cultural theorist Stanley
Cohen, societies can slip into hysteria or paranoia once circumstances
or groups of people “become deﬁned as a threat to societal values.”20
Cohen focused on the mods and rockers phenomenon in Britain in the
1960s to capture the creation of deviancy and the moral outrage nourished by the media. His framework showed how this panic emerged,
and helped describe the exaggerated nature of juvenile delinquency.
Fellow cultural theorist Stuart Hall traced such panics and episodes,
and ultimately exposed state responses in more detail.21 My analysis
builds on these accounts by illustrating the constructed nature and
overall beneﬁts of these moral panics.22 The inevitably complex process of constructing and controlling youth was not a conspiracy of
authorities. It was rather a product of historical precedent, contemporary exigencies, conﬂicting motives of diverse actors, and the genuinely new circumstances of postwar Germany and the world in which
it existed. As noted above, authorities have been constructing youth
as deviant in the past.23 Periods of actual and perceived instability
for adult authorities, including war and postwar environments, often
provided the context for such conversations. Those constructing and
eventually controlling youth, described by scholars like Anthony Platt
in similar contexts as “child-savers,”24 then work under different premises, reaching from a genuine concern for the well-being of youth to
more ambiguous motivations and mere self-interest. In Munich, such
groups included local institutions, the U.S. Military Government, speciﬁc individuals, and many others hoping to secure their power. All of
them formed a rather surprising coalition ﬁghting against a perceived
threat to society.
My proposed arguments and ﬁndings are in conversation with a
complex scholarship that has come a long way, and has increasingly
moved away from focusing on generations or age cohorts.25 Such generational frameworks help capture larger trends, yet continue to build
on random markers and age ranges, male protagonists, and upper-class
sources. The work of scholars like Philippe Ariès, John Gillis, and
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Pierre Bourdieu, on the other hand, originally paved the way when discussing youth beyond the restrictive category of age.26 As cultural historian Richard Ivan Jobs wrote more recently when discussing youth
in post–World War II France, “youth served as a common denominator
that crossed boundaries of class, gender, race, and region.”27 Germanist Jaimey Fisher takes it a step further and describes youth as a discursive space, an opening to deal with the Nazi past.28 Although Jobs
and Fisher both touch on efforts to regulate behaviors of youth, their
discussions of concise mechanisms of control remain limited given
their overall emphases. Similar trends are apparent when surveying
the historiography focusing on youth in the 1950s and 1960s, although
some discussions take on youth culture, Americanization, and protests.29 Kaspar Maase and Uta Poiger most notably engaged with such
conversations yet again limit themselves to descriptive discussions of
youth culture within Cold War environments.30 A widespread reliance
on high culture due to a broader geographical focus further speaks
to the need for sensible and manageable local case studies that trace
images of young people within their local, daily, historical, and topographical contexts. Cultural and social historian Jennifer Evans moved
towards this approach in her recent publication Life Among the Ruins
(2011), utilizing cityscapes as a way to analyze such conversations.
Coming of Age follows in these footsteps, now with the objective to
gather empirical evidence for tracing connections between constructing and controlling youth in Munich.
The city of Munich is an excellent microcosm for achieving these
objectives. Located on the elevated plains of Southern Bavaria, this
metropolis has always been among the largest urban spaces within
the region. Like Berlin, it became an important cultural and industrial
center during industrialization; unlike Berlin, it did not have a special status during the Cold War, thus making a focus on youth in this
space all the more interesting.31 Munich dealt with traditional fears of
urban environments and modernity, especially because inhabitants of
agrarian, conservative, and deeply Catholic backgrounds and mindsets surround the city. This location and environment along with other
cultural, regional, and economic factors arguably limited the public
display of sex and sexuality in interwar Munich, unlike in a more openminded and liberal Berlin. As the site of Adolf Hitler’s failed Beer Hall
Putsch of 1923, and with the ﬁrst N azi concentration camp Dachau
nearby, the former capital of the N azi movement continues to carry
a difﬁcult past. The Americans eventually occupied Munich in April
1945. Soon the city became a vibrant cultural hub and important economic center—along with Frankfurt am Main and Stuttgart—that kept
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its political composition as a social democratic beacon within a heavily conservative Bavarian state. Until the currency reform in 1948 and
the ensuing economic miracle, however, Munich struggled economically given the widespread destruction and refugee crisis. An increased
Americanization visible in the rise of popular youth culture and postwar prosperity demonstrated how times increasingly changed thereafter. As early as 1962 Munich then experienced the ﬁrst supposed
student protests, as protestors rioted in the city’s bohemian Schwabing
district. Six years later Munich mourned the death of a student and a
journalist during the protests of 1968. For these reasons the Bavarian capital offers an abundance of materials for historians working
on youth, while also being a sensible and manageable case study for
mapping local variations and tracing larger postwar trends, all while
keeping youth’s relations to topography and cityscape in mind.
The historical record offers countless ways to trace, analyze, and
discuss images of youth. As historian John Gillis put it, scholars must
“capture the voices and faces of the young, as well as those of the adults
who claim to speak in their name.”32 The latter is of key importance
for my approach because I examine social constructions of youth. After all, to scrutinize the historical record based on the construction of
deviant behaviors at a speciﬁc conjuncture in history is in the center of
Coming of Age. I consulted traditional materials in archives throughout
Munich, including governmental documents and newspapers. I also
relied on popular culture—music, movies, youth magazines—oral histories, city spaces, and other materials. The actual young did increasingly participate in the construction of youth, an aspect that becomes
apparent in this study. After all, as noted by one scholar, “‘Youth’ is not
constructed or otherwise acted upon through the pure subjection and
passivity of young people: they have clearly participated in the processes of differentiation, and their creation of youth cultures speaks to
their ongoing negotiations with the multiplicity of their social identities.”33 Shortly after World War II, local authorities and larger dynamics extremely restricted the power of young people, and only as the
new Germany came of age did the voices of young people assist with
more force in the conﬁguration of discourses.
Since I present a social microhistory my methodology or use of
sources favors a bottom-up approach. As visible in the use of evidence,
I move beyond the voices of the powerful. Instead, this analysis places
itself within the larger tradition of a history of everyday life (Alltagsgeschichte) as I focus on images of youth and the silenced voices of the
young. This approach falls in line with an emphasis on those traditionally left behind, to align with the framework laid out by historian
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Alf Lüdtke several decades ago. As he put it, Alltagsgeschichte concentrates on “the life and survival of those who have remained largely
anonymous in history.”34 More recently, historians have built on this
approach and kept it alive. As illustrated in that context, historians
of Alltagsgeschichte “dwell on historical actors’ stories, told in the language of everyday life, while nonetheless subjecting their myths (and
our own analysis as well) to critical scrutiny, attempting to disclose
their contradictions and to identify their human consequences. These
acts of criticism and translation ‘respect’ everyday life in all its contradictions by recounting stories and incidents, yet we criticize and
translate these stories patiently not only in order to understand but
also to undermine them.”35 Coming of Age follows this tradition because it highlights the stories of the disenfranchised; plus, my study
investigates and expose dynamics surrounding constructions of youth
in everyday Munich. “The model of subaltern studies, with its emphasis on writing history from the margins of power, of trying to hear the
voices unrecorded by mainstream histories,”36 also helps make sense
of the sources. The voices of the actual young, male and female, play a
key role in my attempt to illustrate life on street corners, in bars, and
other supposedly deviant spaces. My focus on a speciﬁc urban space,
neighborhoods, or the topography at large allows me to shed light onto
daily experiences and demonstrates how such helped frame constructs
of youth—a different perspective compared to more recent studies trying to take on whole nation-states.37 Such an emphasis also exposes
lingering stereotypes of youth—deﬁned along simplistic binaries as
hope and threat—as I ask about the beneﬁts of such constructs, frameworks, or discourses.38 In effect I read documents along and against
the grain in an attempt to expose underlying debates and broader objectives and build on the moralized language apparent in the sources
and question its validity and beneﬁts. As a result, this monograph is
less interested in simply describing youth but more so in asking how
and why certain descriptions, representations, and images of youth
have been useful. Answering this question, I contend, tells us much
about dynamics between constructing and controlling youth, everyday
life, and the coming of age of Munich as one space with a young West
German democracy.
To focus on the postwar period as a way to expose these dynamics is
sensible given the surprising limitations of scholarship tied to youth for
that time period and broader transformations within Munich’s history.
Whereas the Nazi era has seen extensive research, the crisis years have
experienced little discussion beyond political and occasional economic
histories. Apart from a couple of local case studies focusing on youth,39
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most research highlights the 1950s and beyond, apparent in the silences within a more recent overview.40 Such an emphasis devalues
continuations and previous discussions surrounding youth; it also
aligns the importance of young people primarily with a rise of popular
culture and protest movements. In contrast, I believe that the exposure
of hidden continuities apparent in daily life within seemingly distinct
periods allows scholars to see such underlining currents. For example, the crisis years in Munich began with the ﬁrst aerial bombings in
1942 and not with the end of World War II. Throughout this period
mechanisms of social control against youth remained very much intact. Whereas this aspect underlines larger continuities between Nazi
rule and postwar setups, it also allows for comparative discussions
with the situation across the inner-German border. In fact, traditional
mechanisms of social control in place against youth during Nazi rule
lingered well into the postwar period; they were also in many instances
not fundamentally different from mechanisms in place in East Germany.41 In that way, the coming of age of a postwar society, as it played
out on the streets of Munich, ultimately provides an excellent physical
and metaphorical space for tracing social constructions of youth and
opens up future possibilities for more fully exposing potential similarities regarding mechanisms of control against youth. In Munich, at
least, circumstances changed slowly and the city did not move toward
a more open society until the early 1970s. Finally, this coming of age
epoch marks a fundamental shift within the city’s history, apparent
once focusing on images of youth. Confusion increased throughout
the ﬁnal years of World War II as destruction set in; soon authorities
pushed for reconstruction, and hoped for a quick return to normality.
Once the situation stabilized towards the end of the 1940s, protecting
and defending such normality—increasingly deﬁned along prosperity,
stability, and traditional values—became the key objective of adult
authorities. My focus on discussions surrounding youth brings these
trends to the forefront, in a time when Munich and West Germany as
a whole slowly transitioned into adulthood.
Distinctions between social constructs and the actual young are
grounded in the original language, documents, and discussions. The
terms youth or the young (die Jugend) refers to youth as a social construct; the actual young are described as exactly that, or simply as
youngsters (Jugendliche), male (Jungen) or female (Mädchen). Speciﬁc
constructions of youth like the delinquent boy are rooted in a German
original, in this case, der verwahrloste Junge. Such vocabulary appeared repeatedly in that exact jargon in the historical record and contemporary discussions, and thereby helped me in identifying certain
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images of youth. I provide literal translations while I leave the original
term in place if its use is in line with a broader scholarly consensus; I
also mark constructs or images of youth in italics throughout the text
to make it easier for the reader.42 Gender dynamics embedded within
semantics are worth mentioning as well, especially given that male
and female identities matured in conversation with each other. In Munich, the delinquent boy steps into the limelight along with his female
counterpart, the well-researched sexually deviant girl, also known as
Veronika Dankeschön or Fräulein. The Halbstarke ﬁnds his match in
the teenager during the 1950s, as both are deﬁned in the context of an
emerging youth culture and increased Americanization. Such dynamics are apparent for the student and the Gammler as well, although both
constructions pay comparably less attention to still prevalent traditional gender norms. This characteristic is visible in the language because the male student (der Student) becomes a broader phrase, which,
at times, also works as an umbrella term accommodating young female protestors. Such semantics already underscore the importance
of gender mores when determining contemporary conceptions of normality. Clear distinctions also underscore that this is neither a history
of a speciﬁc generation, nor age cohort or young people; it is also not a
subcultural history of those who identiﬁed as Halbstarke in an attempt
to resist existing societal norms. Although such elements informed discussions and alerted me again and again to speciﬁc images of youth,
neither of these approaches captures the main point of this analysis: a
variety of powerful adult contemporaries constructed youth as deviant
in order to have reasons to control the young and society.
I organized this book along three main parts, each section tracing,
deﬁning, and characterizing overriding constructs of youth before indicating how those representations became tools of social control. Part
I sketches the rise of the delinquent boy and the sexually deviant girl in
the so-called crisis years (1942–1949). Here I outline how contemporaries constructed delinquency as homelessness, black marketeering,
an apolitical mindset, and sexual deviancy due to fraternization. Not
surprisingly, by spring 1946 local U.S. and German authorities began
actively targeting youth, a process that reached its climax in a largescale raid in October 1947. Part II then focuses on the miracle years
(1949–1962). During these long 1950s the return to normality deﬁned
as economic stability shifted constructions of youth only slightly. The
Halbstarke semistrong male rowdy and the teenager embodied a threat
against established values and norms. Americanization of German high
culture supposedly ignited a wasteful lifestyle and a rebellious character while so-called teenager clubs moved young girls into unsuper-
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vised and thus dangerous spaces. Local authorities together with an
increasingly powerful commercial sector symbolically wrestled with
such constructs, and based on that, I assert, these groups were able
to establish an apolitical young consumer that was of little danger for
existing norms. Part III then introduces the student and the Gammler
during the protest years (1962–1973), both constructs emerging in the
public sphere in Munich as early as 1962. In this section I demonstrate
how open clashes with law enforcement outlined a shift because the
increasing power of young people now more actively helped in reshaping existing representations of youth. Authorities, on the other hand,
needed to come up with more subtle ways to control youth, an aspect
apparent in the rise of undercover missions and the use of spatial planning. In the conclusion I ultimately highlight larger consequences of
my analysis; I also comment on the continuing power of constructing
youth as a threat in Munich and beyond, thereby demonstrating that
talking about youth is still more than simply discussing young people.
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CHAPTER 1

Constructing the Delinquent Boy
and the Sexually Deviant Girl

¨´

In the summer of 1947, the Munich Youth Exhibit welcomed its guests
with a large banner reading, “The worst in Germany, worse than a lack
of food, [and] overcrowding … is the psychological state of youth.”1
Upon entering the ﬁrst tent of the exhibit, visitors saw “the misery
of the young” depicted in various photographs. N umerous statistics
and charts supported the notion that juvenile delinquency posed a major problem in Munich.2 Visitors then learned about solutions: local
youth organizations showed how to lure youth off the streets; state
institutions including the Youth Welfare Ofﬁce provided information
on dealing with disruptors. Concerned contemporaries could leave the
exhibit without worry: the misery and delinquency of youth was under
control, and with that society on the right path towards recovery and
stability.
The Youth Exhibit captured a widespread and highly moralized postwar discourse and functioned as a magnet for engaging with broader
issues. Equating misery with deviancy, the exhibit exempliﬁed an obsession with juvenile delinquency in the Bavarian capital during the
so-called crisis years. According to popular sentiments, National Socialism, the war, and postwar destitution had led young people of both
sexes towards a life of homelessness, black marketeering, and sexual
deviancy. Like ruins and rubble, juvenile delinquency became a visual
reminder of defeat, destruction, and disorder; its existence jeopardized
social order and postwar recovery. Organizing the young within institutions, on the other hand, painted a positive picture of the current state of affairs and the city’s future. As a result, and even though
authorities condemned the strict hierarchies of the Hitler Youth, the
general public supported those willing to rebuild the young through
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traditional institutionalization, watchful guidance, and rigorous law
enforcement.
The construction of juvenile wrongdoing had beneﬁts. Whereas it is
apparent that some youngsters participated in illegal endeavors given
postwar circumstances, local ofﬁcials generally exaggerated the extent
of deviancy to frame a broader consensus. Once exploring beneﬁts of
illegality,3 to follow Michel Foucault, it becomes clear that the construction of delinquency offered a variety of traditional powers a way
to reorganize society. Authorities from across the political spectrum
were mainly interested in restoring security, stability, social order, and
traditional morality. Actually, ﬁrst post-1945 Bavarian President Fritz
Schäffer from the conservative party called on Christian morals and
the power of the Bavarian Heimat or homeland as the foundation for
recovery.4 His social democratic successor, Wilhelm Hoegner, noted in
his 1946 inauguration speech, “A whole world is out of balance and
must return to order.”5 Authorities relied on pre-1914 sentiments when
marking norms across party lines as law and order, recovery, and stability. They deﬁned this return to a state of normality in a way that
delegitimized the horrors of National Socialism and the instability of
the Weimar years. Understood as the future, youth proved a powerful
rhetorical space for such discussions.
As the Youth Exhibit demonstrates, it was fortunate that delinquency already had a solution: more intervention by adult authorities. Anxious to prove their ability to create order and ensure recovery,
those responsible for controlling youth had an interest in spotting juvenile delinquency. Given such overlapping intentions, representations
of youth increasingly became disconnected from reality. In fact, while
there was a real youth crisis—as there might be in many societies at
any given moment—it was consistently exaggerated for self-serving
purposes. Instead of portraying youth as victims of war, authorities increasingly depicted young males in particular as work-shy vagabonds
and disruptors. Females, on the other hand, were tied to sexual misbehaviors, especially after the U.S. arrival. This connection between
postwar delinquencies deﬁned as juvenile behavioral problems called
for state action, thereby making youth a powerful tool and an excellent
excuse for expanding mechanisms of social control.
The ﬁrst part of Coming of Age focuses on the construction of male
and female youth in the immediate postwar period, deﬁned as the crisis years. It presents the delinquent boy (der verwahrloste Junge) and
the sexually deviant girl, also known as Veronika Dankeschön or Fräulein, as a case in point for the rhetorical construction and normalization of masculinity, femininity, and authority. No strangers in German
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history,6 both images of youth emerged in the postwar period in new
forms. After all, male adult-dominated societies discriminate against
the sexually deviant girl because of her gender and sexuality.7 To add
on to such conversations by focusing also on age is in the center of the
following discussion. Keeping the historical context of the crisis years
in mind is important, as youngsters actually had reason to complain.
Many had lost their families, homes, and youth to National Socialism
and war. Yet supported by a broad consensus that there had to be a
larger problem, a whole array of contemporaries scrambling for postwar power fostered the image of male and female deviancy as active
delinquency to advance their own ends and agendas.

Creating the Delinquent Boy
The crisis years beginning with the ﬁrst aerial bombings in summer
1942 were devastating for many in Munich, including the young. The
ﬁrst heavy aerial bombing occurred in late August 1942 and marked,
according to historian Hans-Günter Richardi, a shift for the situation
in Munich.8 Prior to 29 August citizens had visited a local exhibit to
learn about potential bombings. With the massive attack that night,
however, the situation changed and the Bavarian capital now became
a regular target. Soon U.S. planes bombed during the day and the British at night. By the end of the war Munich had endured more than
seventy bombings, destroying about 90 percent of the old city center.9
The increasing and visible destruction of the cityscape brought the
war more directly into the Bavarian capital and gradually destabilized
society. In fact, residents began to pillage even if that could result in
being shot by authorities.10 Young people originally experienced these
events as scary yet exciting since the cityscape increasingly became
an unmonitored playground in which many began to collect shrapnel or wandered around in destroyed buildings.11 Parents and authorities eventually sent some children to the countryside, away from the
bombs, thus further disrupting a perceived normality and stability in
Munich.
The months following Germany’s defeat at Stalingrad increased instability in Munich.12 Most notably, thousands poured into the city.13
By late 1944, a young boy from Munich described the scene as he recalled seeing ragged soldiers dragging themselves home from the East:
“They told us that the war was lost and asked for civilian clothes. Many
of them were wounded, amputated, bandaged. After the soldiers came
masses of refugees. They were frightening to us because they told sto-
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ries about atrocities by Russians and Czechs. We did not know anything about the miseries of these refugees and were hesitant to believe
them.”14 In such disorder countless youngsters had been separated
from their families or loved ones as well. Contemporary photographs
by Heidi and Georg Fruhstorfer from 1945, for example, captured the
ordeal as thousands of young refugees poured into the city from all
directions.15 Amongst them, according to some ofﬁcials, “hundreds of
thousands of such youngsters” just in Bavaria;16 other sources stated
that in the U.S. Zone of Occupation alone homeless youngsters living
on streets ranged from ten thousand to eighty thousand.17 Up to one
hundred thousand wayward youngsters supposedly roamed around in
the three western zones of occupation.18 Whereas reliable data for this
period remains difﬁcult to obtain, it is undeniable that war, misery,
and the loss of family had left the young in a visible state of destitution
and trauma.
Given the lack of food and coal, the young had to play a key role in
scavenging for resources. Apart from looking for loved ones in a ruined
cityscape, they traveled long distances to the countryside alongside
adults or by themselves hoping to ﬁnd food. This sudden visibility of
the young was striking and became a clear symbol of Germany’s larger
decay: during Nazism and the early years of war, the young spent their
days at school and in supervised youth organizations, like the Hitler
Youth; beginning by 1942, and certainly by the end of the war, however, a lack of adequate facilities, ongoing processes of denaziﬁcation,
and missing parental and state supervision kept schools and youth
groups closed. These restrictions left many youngsters on the streets
and in other unsupervised city spaces. Local authorities and the public
at large perceived and described this increased visibility of the young
as abnormal. According to one local commentator, “The metropolis
is playing the role of a dam against vagabonding youngsters, whose
numbers have risen based on different economic and personal circumstances. Being at home nowhere has created emotional nomads.”19
Such voices saw it as a sign of disorder or a rupture within normality
because previously youth had been organized in speciﬁc institutions,
and even along clear ranks, and the young certainly did not roam
around without any adult supervision or guidance.
Reaching Munich on 30 April 1945, U.S. soldiers, on the other hand,
recognized young Germans as victims of World War II. Although originally advised to see male youth in particular as potential fanatic Nazi
ﬁghters, American GIs witnessed the dire situation of youth and quickly
changed their conceptions.20 Soon nonfraternization measures excluded small children, however deﬁned, and U.S. authorities allowed
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soldiers to ofﬁcially socialize with the young.21 Most did so by giving
out candy. With death around every ruined corner of this overcrowded
city, narratives of victimization increasingly came to the forefront. In
Munich and elsewhere, contemporaries already discussed the impact
of bombings and the war. American understandings of an indoctrinated German youth ﬁtted into such frameworks. For adult Germans
at the time such descriptions were beneﬁcial: many insinuated how a
few N azis had seduced an innocent, young nation, and these claims
ultimately allowed more Germans to present and construct themselves
as victims. Moreover, descriptions of youth as a metaphor for the future
automatically shifted debates away from the past. As Germanist Jaimey
Fisher explains, discussions about youth as victims served as a platform
“onto which to displace and with which to distract from, the wider challenges of coming to terms with Germany’s burdensome past.”22
Within several months, however, increased stabilization of administrative structures shifted the way the public constructed male youngsters
from victims to criminals. Some schools and youth groups reopened
in fall 1945. Most importantly, local authorities needed workers of
all ages to clear the rubble within the city, providing employment for
youth. Aware of such opportunities, contemporaries increasingly saw
living on the street as an active choice. Those young persons who were
homeless or wandering around became known as unwilling, resistant,
and deviant. Various prejudices and speculations regarding the motives for homelessness played a key role in constructing such behaviors
as deviancy. Instead of portraying youth simply as passive victims of
N ational Socialism and war, descriptions now included assumptions
about why male youngsters choose to live on the streets. Anton Buckel’s description of Munich youth in his 1948 Ph.D. dissertation epitomizes how easily the marks of destitution became moralized into signs
of deviancy:
This group of people mostly wears blackened U.S. uniforms, miserable
footwear. Around the neck there is often a bright cloth. Even during the
coldest winters there is in principle no hat, no jacket, no gloves, no underwear, and often not even a shirt. The young have distinctively overlong hair not to be found within other milieus, not even amongst other
young people. Face and neck are mostly clean, like the hair, because the
young spend their nights frequently in bunkers where they are deloused.
Worth noting is the fact that a majority of their bodies shows scabs and
rashes. The hands are disgustingly black from daily endeavors. The ﬁngers are “decorated” by ﬁve to eight millimeter long scruffy nails. The
gaze is restless and distrustful, always scenting danger, at times bold and
presumptuous. The face is glaringly pale. The gait slow, sagging. The
whole stature seems—even though young—senile.23
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A variety of other contemporary voices painted a similar picture,24
thereby increasingly setting the tone for criminalizing homelessness
among the young.
Metropolitan spaces like Munich played a key role in sustaining and
spreading such sentiments. In urban environments people mingled and
saw the supposed state of society: homelessness, destitution, deviancy.
Traditional antiurban sentiments so prevalent in Munich’s conservative surroundings exacerbated this effect, characterizing urban public
spaces and those spending their time there as delinquent. According
to widespread interpretations outlined by historian Jennifer Evans,
youngsters at home in dark alleys, train stations, or gloomy restaurants would necessarily mingle with a variety of criminals, foreigners,
and other shady characters.25 As Anton Buckel observed in Munich
shortly after World War II, “The central train station is a major space
for sin and delinquency. Any morally unwavering individual meets disgusting young deviants at 5:30 A.M. as they roam a snack bar to get
their breakfast.”26 Others noted an increased appearance of “homeless,
destitute individuals, vagabonds, pillagers, thieves” in the city’s public
spaces.27 For those constructing youth, homelessness hence became an
active choice amongst youth, not a state grounded in postwar destitution and destruction, and such misbehaviors were now also inherently
tied to speciﬁc locations.
Yet unlike the Foucauldian heterotopic sites described by Jennifer
Evans when discussing postwar Berlin,28 discussions surrounding homosexuality took a backseat when framing male delinquency in Munich. Local scholars did mention fears in regard to sexual deviancy
amongst males.29 Anton Buckel describes such only brieﬂy, noting,
“masturbation among the young is threatening but not a hopeless
cause. Unrestrained homosexuality, on the other hand, and even more
terrible sexual perversions are truly threatening.”30 Some anecdotal
evidence and random statistics repeatedly sustained his and similar
views regarding alleged sexually abnormal behaviors. However, unlike
in Berlin, such fears rarely inﬂuenced larger conversations. As a result,
contemporaries did not tie delinquency in Munich to a homosexual
subculture so widespread in 1920s Berlin. Instead, male sexual deviancy rarely came up in discussions. Those commentators, like Anton
Buckel, who debated homosexuality linked it to vagrancy and a lack
of resources. In this sense, the limited discussion of sexual deviancy
amongst males apparent in Munich actually helped frame homelessness as willful vagrancy, even resistance to order.
Overall, shifts in the construction of youth soon appeared in the media. The newspaper Die Süddeutsche Zeitung, for example, introduced
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twenty-one-year-old Fritz J. by noting how he “supposedly worked for
several different farmers in the area of Ingolstadt.”31 The paper implied
that Fritz should have stayed there to fulﬁll his role for a society in
need. Instead, he ran away to Munich. There, the police picked him up
during a raid and sent him to prison for fourteen days. This odyssey,
like other similar stories, was partially blamed on the dire situation
after the war; yet the boy was also clearly held responsible for running
away in order to sustain a questionable lifestyle. In fact, publications
increasingly referred to vagabondage instead of homelessness, depicting life on the street as a lifestyle choice, not a necessity. Reminiscent
of 1920s rhetoric, this interpretation more and more dismissed postwar circumstances. Instead, commentators even put vagabondage in
the same category as theft and murder, characterizing all three behaviors as jugendliche Verwahrlosung or juvenile delinquency.32
Structured around traditionally gendered understandings of male
youth as disciplined workers and future providers, contemporaries
demonized those unwilling to participate in the reconstruction process by portraying them as individual pleasure-seekers. City ofﬁcials
in particular saw the youth as wasting time. Signs set up by the city of
Munich reading “Youth! Help rebuild!” in April 194633 did not change
the situation. Die Süddeutsche Zeitung noted that at this rate the rubble
symbolizing destruction would not be cleared for the next six to eight
years.34 Then, in June 1946, the city ran out of money and could not pay
its regular workers. In response to such scarcities Mayor Karl Scharnagl put forward a proclamation aimed speciﬁcally at male youth. He
stated, “All our efforts are in vain if the whole population does not support these measures and if the young do not implement them the way
we propose.”35 Die Süddeutsche Zeitung picked up this call three days
later arguing, “In this context there has been no effort [by the young]
so far; but especially with regard to the youth who could inspire and
serve the public good regarding reconstruction—where is it?”36 Deputy
Mayor Thomas Wimmer linked common perceptions regarding individualistic endeavors of the young with their unwillingness to work.
In his view, “At this point it would be much desired if everyone would
work together; this is better than seeing how every afternoon hundreds
of youngsters spend their time at the Isar river, while others work; there
is not much the youth does concerning clearing the rubble. Something
has to be done so that at least over the summer the young help.”37 This
connection completed negative portrayals of male youth: they enjoyed
themselves swimming instead of helping to rebuild the city, and with
that kind of behavior endangered the reconstruction process, which
jeopardized the overall recovery of Munich. Soon shortages of help-
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ing hands became a morally charged discussion. Even though unemployment rates are difﬁcult to assess, by 1947 the employment ofﬁce
indicated that there were forty-six thousand job openings in Munich.38
Local companies frequently complained about a lack of workers, and
at the outskirts of the Bavarian capital farmers desperately looked for
helping hands. Where were the young when it came to bringing Munich back from abyss? An upset citizen noted with outrage that “young
and strong boys” spend time at the movie theaters instead of working.39
In contrast to the legendary Trümmerfrau, or woman of the rubble, attempts to frame Trümmerjungen, or rubble boys, seemed fruitless.
Black marketeering, supposedly sustained by male youngsters, deepened anxieties and seemingly explained male reluctance to work. In
operation since the early 1940s, the existence of a black market signiﬁed Munich’s dire situation. Similar to circumstances in many other
cities throughout Germany and beyond, food shortages had become
visible during the war and often continued after the U.S. arrival.40 In
May 1945, food rations sank below one thousand calories per day per
person.41 Once authorities tried to stabilize the economic situation by
bringing food into the city, the existence of a broad underground economy jeopardized their attempts. In September 1946, Die Süddeutsche
Zeitung noted how more than a third of the food arriving at Munich’s
central train station would never make it to local businesses. Instead,
individuals and groups stole and hoarded massive amounts of valuables, at times robbing entire trains. The produce then reappeared on
the black market, where law-abiding citizens had to pay outrageous
prices to primarily young entrepreneurs.42 Black marketeering tied to
male youngsters increased widespread fears regarding economic stability, moral order, and recovery. Authorities felt that it showed how
youngsters preferred to work for their own beneﬁt, rather than helping
rebuild the city.
By 1946, speculations about the work habits of the young not only
framed delinquency but also deﬁned the broader debates about Munich’s economic and moral future. Similar to circumstances in other
major cities,43 the black market in Munich subverted a recovering yet
fragile economic system. The German currency, the Reichsmark, had
long lost its purchasing power and value, making cigarettes, coffee,
chocolate, and ration cards the main currencies. While the black market undercut attempts by local ofﬁcials to provide food for reasonable
prices, those who had access to scarce produce could make a fortune
selling it informally. Certain groups began hoarding, organizing, and
stealing.44 As one Munich ofﬁcial noted, it was “only the willingness of
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local farmers to fulﬁll requirements regarding food that guaranteed
sufﬁcient rations for the city.”45
There is indeed some evidence that mainly male youngsters became
experts in trading, organizing, and black marketeering. Some roamed
around hoping to ﬁnd Camels, Lucky Strikes, and Chesterﬁelds while
others began collecting stumps of cigarettes. If an American GI emptied his ashtray he could be sure that he just made the day of several
youngsters. Jacob C., for example, loitered in front of an American
bar in downtown Munich before caught by the local police for picking
up stumps of cigarettes.46 Many older Germans saw the act of picking
up stumps of cigarettes as a symbolic willingness of young Germans
to bow down and surrender before an occupation force; Die Süddeutsche Zeitung noted how “youngsters solicit cigarettes out of the mouths
of U.S. soldiers.”47 That some GIs willingly gave youngsters valuables
once approached did not matter. Instead, in a society run by the older
generation, the young as the future of society were under scrutiny.
Adults supposedly knew that illegal trade was only a temporary solution. Yet local authorities feared that youngsters growing up with no
other moral referents would continue to actively subvert a slowly recovering and fragile economy.
Parents did not always help the situation. They faced devastating
times, and many relied on the ingenuity of their children. According
to one male youngster, “This was the time when I started stealing coal
from a nearby train depot. There were steam engines, and magniﬁcent
hard coal. I ﬁlled my pockets and was not even yelled at for making my
clothes dirty. Instead my mom sewed me a bag so that I could carry
more.”48 He recalled seeing a poster showing the well-known Kohlenklau or Coal Thief. This character became a warning sign displayed
throughout this period and intended to keep people from stealing coal.
The encouragement of his parents, however, seemed enough to dismiss
any moral quandary for this youngster, keeping authorities wondering
how individuals like him should ever learn right from wrong.
The participation of the young in illegal trades was also seen as devaluing the honest, hard work of adults. Whereas honorable adult citizens went to work for little money, young black marketeers beneﬁted
from an illegal environment. This binary appeared repeatedly by early
1946 as scholars and the media reported on youngsters who stopped
working in regular jobs in order to make more money on the black
market. According to this interpretation, such behaviors “underlined
the tempting and dangerous downward-pulling effect the black market
and illicit trade had on the young mind.”49 Writing about the morale
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in postwar society, a local newspaper juxtaposed hard work with black
marketeering: “There are people who get up at 5 A.M. every morning,
have a long commute to their work, only to toil for twenty-ﬁve Reichsmark. And then there are people who spent double of that amount at
the black market for their daily need of cigarettes.”50 N umerous anecdotes discussing youngsters’ unwillingness to work sustained these
storylines. One paper, for instance, quoted a male youngster stating, “I
do not want to go to [and work for] the farmer—why did I get an education? I’d rather work on the black market, then I can at least help out
my mother.”51 The conclusion, according to Der Münchner Merkur, was
simple: “There is a direct path from black marketeering to stealing, all
eventually ending in juvenile detention.”52
By early 1946, a widespread public consensus constructed work
ethic dichotomies in which age proved deﬁnitive. Adults working regular jobs and helping clear the rubble became the norm; young people
seeking individual pleasure, wandering around all day, and proﬁting
from the black market deﬁned an ill or problem of society. Such dynamics outline, to follow historian Stefan Mörchen, that the black market
provided one basis for creating moral categories, as those associating with this deviant space became the abnormal Other.53 In Munich,
contemporary social commentator and journalist Werner Friedmann
sketched out such newly forming moral paradigms in relation to youth.
He concluded that we adults “have to exemplify a moral being to them
[the young] through our own life.”54 Youth, who attended the black
market and participated in illegal actions, jeopardized this crucial role
of adults as role models. Blaming the parents and society at large became a way to initiate discussions about broader issues. In this sense,
demonizing youth helped ofﬁcials to establish norms of hard work for
parents and society at large.
In addition to such dynamics, authorities saw male youth not only
as disciplined workers but also future political leaders. Shortly after
the war women had little inﬂuence in politics. Reassigned to kitchen,
children, and church, their role in clearing the rubble was enough of a
deviation from traditional norms. Die Neue Zeitung captured contemporary sentiments, while hinting at the sexually deviant girl. It printed
a letter stating, “Before women go political, they should measure their
honor against their moral barometers. The number of those afﬂicted
with venereal disease is climbing to pyramidal heights. Women are
sacriﬁcing their beauty and integrity to the material desire for consumer goods and food.”55 Whereas a rebuttal occurred later on in the
same newspaper,56 this understanding was widespread and made male
youth the prime targets for initiating new democratic processes.
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Yet shortly after the end of National Socialism many male youngsters remained reserved in regard to traditional political structures.
This supposed lack of political participation became another highly
moralized discourse in early 1946. German and U.S. ofﬁcials felt that
local residents needed democratic experiences prior to casting their
votes. Since Military Governor Lucius D. Clay had called for spring
elections in fall 1945, numerous societal forces began encouraging participation in new democratic processes. Authorities saw male youth in
particular as Germany’s future leaders, and debates consequently focused on this demographic. In January 1946, Die Süddeutsche Zeitung
speculated about the “lost vote” of the young.57 Numerous discussions
in the media followed similar storylines, even though it became clear
that elections in several Bavarian counties and municipalities showed
high turnout rates. Yet the media and the general public had noticed
a lack of party membership amongst youngsters and simply equated
this trend with a disinterest in politics and democracy overall. Some
publications like the satirical magazine Der Simpl wondered about the
political morals of the young altogether. In one issue Der Simpl showed
an image of a male youngster from the front with a sign reading “democracy”; once he turned around, the sign showed the word “reactionism.” Titled “German Democracy,” the caption read, “A nice kid from
the front but not from the back!”58 The young did indeed come of age
during the Nazi era, which partially explains such depictions. At the
same time, these representations tell more about underlining adult
fears regarding the democratic reorganization of the city. And, such
depictions ultimately helped tie supposed apolitical or reactionist behaviors amongst male youth to delinquency.
The limits of such contemporary readings are apparent in a postwar
surge in youth newspapers, giving some of the actual young a voice
and room for an alternative interpretation. In Munich, it was mostly
Der Pinguin and Der Ruf. Although generally run by adults, these platforms provided a rare venue for more nuanced discussions of young
people’s relation to politics. In fact, in March 1947 Der Ruf published
a powerful “testimony of a young German.”59 The author discussed
religious beliefs, antimilitary sentiments, and a deep distrust of nationalism; he also warned his readers about political intolerance and
problematized the rightful detachment of the youth from traditional
political processes. In his view, current elites were “old and used.”60
“One should get used to the fact that, once heard, the youth will put
forward new words and independent thoughts,”61 he warned and predicted. That surely had to sound threatening to adults and the emerging
political system. According to historian Manfred Burschka, the youth
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press “was—in clear rejection of an apolitical youth culture—political, but did not try to indoctrinate. As a counter piece to the National
Socialist youth press it provided a political reorientation towards democracy.”62 Burschka concludes, “The youth press refutes the thesis
of a ‘silent generation.’”63 Moreover, many youngsters took matters in
their own hands. Shortly after the war, groups from Munich traveled
to the French-German border promoting a European community. As
one young participant recalled years later, “this idea of a uniﬁed Europe drew large crowds of youngsters.” For him, being political was
“an emotional event”64 disconnected from traditional party structures.
The editor of the student newspaper Das Steckenpferd, Klaus Heller,
even promoted international cooperation at International Youth Days,
especially “once political parties fail.”65 However, even though the International Youth Days were promoted as events about youth, such
venues took place without the young. Der Simpl noted this paradox
showing a room ﬁlled with adults playing with model trains, bikes, and
games. The young looked through the cracked door, only to be told,
“Children, get lost! Youngsters are not allowed in here!”66 Such aspects
underline that male youngsters hoped to participate, but on their own
terms. Adult contemporaries interested in established formats saw
party afﬁliation as participation in democratic processes; the young
had a different view. One male youngster noted, “As long as the older
generation does not take these [our] political attempts seriously, there
is no ground for attacking the young for their disinterest, black marketeering, and such.”67 For him political parties were stuck in old and
non-democratic worldviews with hierarchies still dominated by old
elites. To an emerging liberal German state rebuilding society on the
basis of conservative values, this approach cast the young as a threat
to political stability and represented a traditional party system as the
norm for West German democracy.
By early 1946 the delinquent boy, a speciﬁc image of male juvenile
deviancy, appeared more clearly within the media in Munich: he was
vagrant by choice, worked on the black market, and cared little about
politics. The media sustained these readings. Local newspapers featured articles that showed photographs of homeless youngsters standing under a sign warning against theft.68 The satirical magazine Der
Simpl featured three young males on its cover, two of them smoking,
while one is holding a bottle of alcohol. In the background, adults are
waiting in line for their rations. The caption reads, “Whatever Santa
Claus. I paid ﬁve packs of Americans [cigarettes] for this”69 [Figure
1.1]. Even the newspaper of the U.S. military government, Die Neue
Zeitung, disseminated this new image of juvenile delinquency,70 as did
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Figure 1.1 The satirical magazine Der Simpl portrays male youth in one of
their supposed post–World War II habitats, the black market. The caption reads:
“Whatever Santa Claus. I paid five packs of Americans [cigarettes] for this.” (Der
Simpl, December 1947, no. 24). Courtesy of Universitätsbibliothek Heidelberg.
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the series “The Young” (Die Jungen) in Der Münchner Merkur.71 Soon
the delinquent boy was seemingly everywhere: there was “a sixteen-year
old boy captured without identiﬁcation at Munich’s central station,”72
the police caught “a well-dressed” young man on the black market,73
and various male youngsters were trying to break into buildings.74 The
delinquent boy personiﬁed societal ills: he lived on the street, did not
contribute through work, and was unwilling to take a leadership role
in postwar Munich.
This ﬁgure similarly suffused scholarly debate. Anton Buckel’s descriptions mentioned earlier did so in vivid ways;75 others made similar
claims. Edeltraut Lauter’s 1946 dissertation provided a status report
that depicted postwar youth in Munich as a genuine threat to Germany’s social order, aligning homelessness and black marketeering with
broader debates.76 Gundelinde Reithmeier painted a similar picture of
“astray and unwilling youngsters,”77 further describing the delinquent
boy and inﬂuencing scholarship up until today.
Statistics only outwardly sustained such understandings. Since the
Youth Welfare Ofﬁce responsible for surveying problem youth was
partially destroyed and lacked personnel, the ﬁrst ofﬁcial statistics
published in Munich’s statistical yearbook did not resume until 1948.
Historian Daniela Zahner suggests that statistics regarding juveniles
remain questionable until at least 1950.78 The scarce data available was
based on verdicts. Homelessness and theft dominated these numbers.
In 1945, for instance, there were 183 cases of theft, 169 of them by
male youngsters; a year later there were 346 cases, with 306 of them
committed by male youngsters. Whereas such crimes decreased slowly
as early as 1947, homelessness increased in the same timeframe.79 Deﬁnitions throughout such statistics remain vague suggesting that local
institutions also simply linked vagrant youth to crime. The use of deviancy as a blanket term increased numbers by including absences from
school, visits to the black market, or loitering on street corners. Broadly
deﬁned categories like “waywardness” (Verwahrlosung) and “wildness”
(Verwilderung) consequently saw the highest increase during the crisis
years. Sociologist Curt Bondy thus noted in 1945, “N ever before in
history have there been so many criminals, delinquents and neurotics.
There will be still more after the war. The underlying psychic state
of mind of many of them is waywardness.”80 Cultural historian Hermann Glaser rightfully resists such interpretations and highlights how
“broadly the concept of ‘degeneracy’ was understood. Very often, it referred only to a special form of the art of survival.”81 Nonetheless, delinquency became the synonym for abnormal behavior, turning crime
rates into moral statistics. In fact, authorities paid lots of attention to
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youth, which also inﬂated numbers. The media, local authorities, and
scholarly publications relied on this ﬂawed data and broad deﬁnitions.
Such circumstances then led to higher reported crime rates, marking
what sociologist Stanley Cohen has titled “the interplay between deviation and reaction,”82 and turning the delinquent boy into a folk devil
challenging the creation of postwar norms.

Creating the Sexually Deviant Girl
According to Anton Buckel, sharing what he saw in Munich in the immediate postwar period, “Apart from male delinquents there are also
hordes of girls at our main train station and in shady restaurants. Behind many ruins some go about their business as prostitutes and the
next morning such ‘ladies’ complete transactions at restaurant tables …
with adolescent youngsters.”83 Similar to the delinquent boy, an image
of female youth thus emerged in the crisis years: the sexually deviant girl
(sexuell verwahrloste Mädchen), also known as Veronika Dankeschön or
Fräulein. Like her male counterpart, she endangered efforts of recovery.
Contemporaries blamed her for jeopardizing the crucial role of women
during this period, as young females in particular needed to help clear
the rubble, ﬁnd a German husband, and reproduce for Germany’s future. Fraternizing with U.S. soldiers, enjoying an extravagant lifestyle,
or simply being too sexual, on the other hand, ran against these higher
purposes. Furthermore, interracial relationships challenged categories
of race, and the spread of venereal diseases endangered the health of
the nation. Constructed as abnormal, such females became known as
sexually deviant, a characterization that ultimately helped in deﬁning
norms for the immediate postwar period.
The widely described “hour of the woman”84 also began before
1945. Initially, females had had an assigned role within National Socialist doctrine: they were the “mothers of the state.”85 The war, however, increasingly disrupted such responsibilities. More and more men
left their families to ﬁght in battle, a development that created labor
shortages at the home front. While forced labor helped decrease such
scarcities, high-ranking N azi ofﬁcials soon realized that this would
not be enough. In summer 1943 it was clear, to follow scholarly discussions, that “girl or woman … : everyone must participate.”86 One
young woman in Munich, for instance, recalled becoming a conductor
on cable cars;87 a child wrote in her diary how by summer 1943 “a
young female teacher barely nineteen or twenty years old … [had to]
… teach second and third grade. Each class has about seventy stu-
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dents.”88 The described individual was one among roughly 500,000
additional women that had been mobilized by the end of 1943.89 By
then high-ranking N azi ofﬁcials like Hermann Göring had acknowledged that women would not only be brood mares but also had to be
workhorses.90
State authorities and contemporaries soon viliﬁed those failing to
comply. In Munich, as elsewhere, postings did not merely remind females of their obligations but also emphasized moral standards: “Every German woman has the duty towards those ﬁghting on the front
to keep her distance from foreigners. The German woman also needs
to abstain from false appearances—for the sake of her honor.”91 In addition, sexualized references increasingly degraded those women who
behaved outside accepted norms: contemporaries described women
seen with foreign workers as sexually immoral or saw those dressing
or behaving provocatively, however deﬁned, as prostitutes—an analysis
in line with historian Annette Timm’s discussion of similar dynamics
in Berlin.92 According to historian Robert Gellately, “young women
who went out alone or with different men, others who seemed to know
many men, but had no regular work, all had to worry about accusations
that they were secretly working as prostitutes.”93 During the early crisis years N azi authorities arrested women simply because they were
homeless, without work, or perceived as sexual outsiders carrying venereal diseases.
Such perceptions of women only increased with the end of the war.
Many men had been killed in action, were still imprisoned, or mentally
and physically unable to take their traditional role in postwar society. Die Süddeutsche Zeitung noted, for example, that there were eighty
men for one hundred women.94 The population census for Bavaria
from 1946 paints a similar picture. That year Munich counted 715,147
inhabitants: 341,538 males and 410,429 females.95 This discrepancy
pushed women into the center of the family, even though gender mores and morality had shifted little. Instead, men technically remained
providers and protectors. After all, the hour of the woman marked a
deviation from norms only because of the wartime emergency. Women
needed to help overcome this disorder by working for the beneﬁt of all,
before eventually returning to their rightful place at the stove.
The arrival of U.S. troops introduced even more areas of contention because the presence of powerful foreign occupiers, some of them
African Americans, brought disruptions of normality and historical
anxieties increasingly to the forefront. Although fears of rape rarely
materialized in Munich,96 German honor was violated in a different
way. Instead of being forcefully taken, contemporaries experiencing the
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arrival of U.S. forces documented how young females gave themselves
away willingly. According to a local priest describing the American arrival, “immoral girls and women welcomed U.S. troops with ﬂowers,
hugs, and kisses, and took them home at night;”97 other sources speak
about the “exultation speciﬁcally within womanhood who immorally
pushed themselves towards the armored vehicle of the Americans.”98
One seventeen-year-old boy described his moment of shock when he
saw “our single women … fall around the neck of the Americans.”99
These observations underlined how in the immediate postwar period
female behaviors—captured in discussions surrounding their bodies—
became a microcosm for broader topics of contention. Many contemporary voices perceived German women as traitors, especially once
they saw U.S.-German relations through the prism of material beneﬁts and prostitution. Vivid descriptions further emphasized female
behavior as an affront to German honor. According to a pastor from a
Munich suburb, “since the arrival of the Americans, local women and
girls mingle with U.S. soldiers and socialize within sight of children
and youngsters even in between the graves [of a local cemetery] and on
the grass.”100 Whereas prostitution near religious sites or children was
a crime, the location for such sexual deviancy underlined how German
women desacralized male suffering. Such behavior painted a shameful picture of the German nation and honor. According to contemporary sentiments, “German soldiers fought for six years, the German
women only for ﬁve minutes.”101 Once U.S. soldiers arrived, bystanders
believed that young women simply walked away from their important
role in recovery, stabbed their countrymen in the back, and ran off
with American GIs.
Discussions about fraternization between American soldiers and
German girls continued long after American arrival. Such debates sustained previous U.S. fears regarding the treacherous character of young
and unmarried German women or Fräuleins.102 Actually, in September
1944 American authorities had proclaimed an antifraternization policy, which prohibited fraternization between Americans and Germans
from shaking hands to spending time in their homes. During combat,
problems with fraternization remained at a minimum. Once Germany
surrendered, however, fraternization became a much more substantial
concern. According to U.S. Military Governor General Lucius D. Clay,
“the only fraternization that really interests the soldiers is going on
with the pretty German girl, who is very much in evidence.” He continued, “Frankly, I do not know the answer to this problem as yet.”103
One youngster noticed that—compared to male youth—girls had “better chances” to acquire valuables because they had “a secret.”104 A girl
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experiencing the arrival of U.S. troops in Munich underlined the downside of not fraternizing: “once the smell of coffee and other good stuff
came from their room … we were the ‘dumb ones,’ however, because
we did not get anything.”105 Fraternization had clear beneﬁts, and measures to prevent U.S. soldiers and German girls from socializing could
do little to foil such afﬁliations given widespread destitution in the
crisis years.
As these interactions took center stage and female delinquency became increasingly tied to notions of sexual deviancy or prostitution,
discussions centered on possible motives for such misbehaviors. The
satirical magazine Der Simpl captured the perceived reasons for liaisons when showing the image of two lovers on its cover. The caption
read, “‘Sylvia, do you feel my impulse and vehement romantic desires
exhumed in me by nature?’ ‘Yes, Bobby, I have been hungry for a while
too!’”106 For contemporaries quickly judging such relationships it were
material desires that undoubtedly jeopardized the cohesion of German
families. Young and attractive females fraternized with U.S. soldiers to
gain access to chocolate and other valuables rather than dating Germans and working for a living. The complicated nature of such relationships, on the other hand, and the ﬂuid borderlines between love,
prostitution, and even rape, did not matter. Instead, fraternization was
equated with prostitution, making it, according to historian Timothy
Gilfoyle, an “allegorical threat to the nation”107 and, to follow Foucault,
a useful public discourse.108
Yet a more concise analysis of causes illustrates the diversity of motivations for such relationships. In many ways overwhelmed by being
abroad and preferred, young GIs showed a clear interest in local girls.
One U.S. soldier was blunt when noting in 1946 how the “bulging, fat,
overfed, [and] lonely” American soldier was “standing on a street corner in Germany” with three things on his mind: “(1) To ﬁnd a German
woman and sleep with her. (2) To buy and steal. … (3) To go home.”109
German girls, on the other hand, were often interested in the warmth
and comfort of a male counterpart, especially given the ongoing devastation of the crisis years. One young woman commented on the appreciation Americans showed towards them: “They were generous,
complimentary and thoughtful in such a casual way, which was a totally different behavior pattern than that of German men.”110 That they
always looked and smelled good certainly helped. A lack of German
men had further limited marriage choices, especially given that those
available for marriage dealt with the consequences of a horriﬁc war. As
historian Perry Biddiscombe summarizes, “The outlook was particularly bleak for girls just out of school, who complained that there were
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‘no men [for them] to get.’”111 The women’s magazine Constanze asked,
“which woman, in view of such oppressive statistical surplus of female
marriage partners can still ask, What is the man like? rather than simply, Where, where is the man?”112 Of course, material gains brought
additional advantages when dating an American. Those who had an
American boyfriend or acquaintance had access to cigarettes, coffee,
and chocolate. As one youngster observed about one such relationship,
“She had quickly realized that humans don’t need morals to eat and
that life is way better on the side of the winners. Being an ‘American
whore’ was a little infamous, but ﬁlling.”113 All of these motivations
shifted and overlapped, reaching from purely sexual interests to desire
for economic security, to romantic and real love.
At the same time, such circumstances emasculated German men.
More physically and mentally healthy American soldiers could easily
provide for German women while local men lacked such advantages,
pushing them into the role of disgruntled bystanders. Their masculinity was under attack, a situation that made them question their overall
position within postwar society as providers, protectors, and procreators. In their view, women had become more independent during war
times, and now U.S. soldiers had fully replaced German men as providers and protectors. For contemporaries favoring traditional gender
roles, these aspects had to be concerning. The study by contemporary
anthropologist Hilde Thurnwald discusses the difﬁculties of families in
the immediate postwar period. She focuses on the situation in Berlin,
a space increasingly overshadowed by growing tensions given nearby
Soviet presence. N onetheless, Thurnwald provides some striking examples of male fears apparent in Munich as well. In her view, sacriﬁce,
suffering, and domesticity remained vital in order to overcome current
problems.114 As historian Hermann Glaser rightfully noted, scholars
like Thurnwald saw
The housewife as guardian of the home and loving, nurturing, healing
center of the family [who] should undertake without gratiﬁcation, the
reproductive labor of giving birth to the new generation, socializing
them into accepted morality. The man, however, … as the head of the
household … , should receive compensation for all the authority that society had either taken away from him or denied him through industrialization, technology, destruction of property, power and inﬂuence, and,
at that time also through Fascism, war, defeat, and the division of the
German Reich.115

In this sense, the devaluation of German masculinity had begun long
before the end of the war, yet increased due to the hour of woman. Not
surprisingly, Thurnwald, among others, saw those fraternizing with
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foreign soldiers, while abandoning their duties towards German men,
in the context of previous challenges to more traditional family structures.116 These interpretations made such trends symbols for abnormal
times and a threat to family life and society.
Unable to compete with, let alone challenge American occupiers, local men became more and more disheartened, and some spoke up. In
fact in early September 1946 handwritten posts demonizing German
females willing to give up their honor for a couple of cigarettes and
some chocolate appeared throughout Munich. Local authorities also
conﬁscated a poem, laying out the situation according to returning
German soldiers. It concluded, “We have neither cigarettes nor butter, yet the foreigner has coffee and sugar. And if he brings chocolate,
then no one cares about skin color.”117 Some men even wanted to “beat
them” and “cut the hair … of these American whores.”118 In another
instance a posting portrayed a suffering German soldier captioned,
“All this to allow women to be whores?”119 Even the faraway New York
Times reported on such instances on the streets of Munich. In an article titled “SS Remnants Warn German Women,” it described how locals complained about females ignoring the sacriﬁces of so many. “Oh
God, if it would be up to us, you would pay for it,”120 one posting stated
at the Max-Weber Platz square. A young male caught for hanging up
such posters explained the larger motivations behind his action: “We
were angry about the fact that the girls of fourteen or so, who always
used to talk to us, refuse to have anything to do with us now.”121 Sexual
and material envy plus the inability to compete with U.S. materialism, vigor, and masculinity upset contemporaries and fueled the anger
against young women.
As apparent in some of these postings, attempts to recast racial categories also played a role within discussions about female youth. With
the arrival of U.S. soldiers, many locals in Munich saw individuals
with a distinctly different skin color often for the ﬁrst time. Of course
previous discourses had ingrained racial stereotypes in Germany’s collective memory, making these parts of a larger identity. Germany’s imperial doings in Africa had left marks in publications at home; during
the Weimar years, conservative authorities had demonized jazz for its
black roots, an idea they shared with National Socialist ideology later
on. Throughout N azi rule such discrimination resulted in the sterilization of numerous so-called occupation children. Most of them had
been born during the occupation of the Rhineland by African-French
soldiers following World War I, an event widely understood as yet another humiliation and insult by the French. N ational Socialist propaganda also speciﬁcally demonized African American soldiers. The
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newspaper Münchner Neuste Nachrichten, for instance, reported that
the U.S. Air Force employed African American pilots and encouraged
them to unleash their “congenital hatred for the white race and its
cultural achievements.”122 According to the subsequent article, such
motivations clearly betrayed a “level of moral degeneration that must
ﬁll every true European with disgust.”123 These plus other stereotypes
linked a fear of black men to sexuality and created what historian Lutz
Niethammer has called an “expectation of rape.”124
African American soldiers stationed in Munich, on the other hand,
enjoyed themselves, and in that way worried contemporary adults all
the more. Often experiencing a nonsegregated environment for the
ﬁrst time, they could move around and go in almost every store without problems. Children came up to them “intrigued by and curious
about their otherness,” as recalled by one youngster.125 To them, African Americans were exceptionally friendly, and were more likely to
give chocolate and candy. Adult bystanders became concerned when
they witnessed such casual engagements, especially when seeing young
girls and African American GIs interact in a friendly and seemingly
carefree manner. Fearing for gender mores and morality, while also
desiring clear racial categories, local German authorities and many
contemporaries tried to ﬁnd ways to limit encounters. But to openly
condemn relations between German women and African American
soldiers was difﬁcult, especially given power structures and Germany’s recent past. Based on this, a more nuanced and subversive criticism emerged. Instead of employing deliberately racist statements,
contemporaries referred to immorality and deviancy as characteristics
to construct and frame females in particular as a threat to moral and
social order. One way to do so was connected to the role of women
within society. After World War II, women remained guardians of family and nation. Their position as mothers, homemakers, and wives gave
them special roles and responsibilities in society. But when women
crossed national boundaries in sexual relations, it became acceptable
to critique them as sexually immoral. According to historian Timothy
Schroer, “women who engaged in sexual relations across the color line
were by deﬁnition immoral and could even run the risk of somehow
ceasing to be fully white.”126 This understanding made interracial liaisons a space for recasting racial categories. As Schroer continues,
African American GIs worked “as a foil to Germans’ self-deﬁnition as
white.”127 Racially mixed children or “Other Germans” broke such categories visibly, as apparent, for example, in Der Simpl. This satirical
magazine portrayed a young woman following her African American
husband with their child. The depiction of the father and the child did
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not hide racial stereotypes and a perceived Otherness. The suggested
notion that she would follow him to Africa played with preconceived
and widespread readings of race: the image shows the father sitting in
the jungle, almost completely naked while smoking a cigarette, as his
formerly German family arrives.128 The youth magazine Der Pinguin
asked more directly, “what will happen to the children of the Fräuleins?”129 In this sense, to again build on Schroer, accusations about
“immorality often served as a euphemism” employed to describe interracial relations between German women and African American GIs;130
it also indicated how such relations not only jeopardized German families but also traditional categories of race.
Demonizing German girls became a more direct and common way
to deal with the situation. Many contemporaries called females fraternizing with GIs “chocolate girls” or “chocolate whores.”131 Such characteristics underlined their desires for candy and other material goods
while insinuating prostitution; references to chocolate also carried blatant racist characteristics. Terms like “chocolate prostitution”132 captured such aspects openly and illustrated a focus on interracial liaisons.
In Munich, expressions like Ami-Flitscherl encapsulated similar aspects
and gave deviant behaviors local meanings.133 It seemed as if public
opinion sustained these emerging encounters or constructs. Whereas
contemporary polls paint a complicated picture, the “sponsorship affect” of existing surveys leaves additional room for doubt.134 Moreover,
comments by various institutions left little uncertainty regarding the
creation of evidence. In fact, the Bavarian Ministry of the Interior
blatantly stated “that girls are more prone to immorality than boys.
They also seem to feel constraints regarding local men while many are
tempted by the adventure of spending time with foreign soldiers.”135
According to Biddiscombe, “fraternization was only the latest in a long
line of sins to which women are supposedly prone.”136 As a result, young
unmarried women in particular had little power to resist these stereotypes. They faced discrimination based on their age, gender, and sexuality, allowing for little room to even discuss, let alone question, the
morals and norms of a male-dominated German society. Poems like,
How did you do it when you were away?
Did you not have girls and women by night and by day?
So shut up and be quite still
Every girl can do what she will137

seemed misplaced and had little use to most young girls, who had
never even been married to a German soldier.
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The term Veronika Dankeschön became another way to deﬁne and
characterize sexual deviancy while referring to a growing concern: a
rise in venereal diseases. Veronika Dankeschön made her ﬁrst appearance in a cartoon published in the American Army newspaper Stars and
Stripes.138 Embodying female delinquency, her initials V and D stood
for venereal disease. Her last name Dankeschön or Thank You signaled
gratitude.139 According to contemporary sentiments such appreciation
worked both ways: American GIs were thankful for the company of
German females and sexual relations, and German girls were grateful for chocolate, coffee, cigarettes, and other valuables. For U.S. and
German authorities, on the other hand, the spread of venereal diseases
was a nightmare. Whereas the U.S. Army had to deal with these issues
prior to its arrival in Germany,140 local Munich ofﬁcials panicked, especially since Veronika Dankeschön not only endangered herself—in
the immediate postwar period she also threatened social order and
stability, as German authorities saw the health and reproduction of
the nation endangered.141 In this sense, discussions about venereal disease were connected to the individual but also became a showcase for
broader debates about the health and reproductive qualities of a newly
forming German society.
Veronika Dankeschön was not the ﬁrst personiﬁcation of female
sexual deviancy. The German abbreviation hwG (häufig wechselnde
Geschlechtspartner), a label for those with constantly changing sexual
partners, had been present well before Veronika’s arrival. As outlined
by historian Robert Gellately when discussing the early crisis years,
authorities simply arrested some women because they were homeless
after a divorce; others were seen as outsiders or even as asocials because they supposedly or actually suffered from a venereal disease.142
Inconsistencies and contradictions within Nazi morality had exhumed
such fears. Since it was the duty of women to bear children, Nazi ideology favored what has been described a “state-organized sexual promiscuity.”143 Ideally children would be born within an ‘Aryan’ marriage.
However, the collapse of traditional social structures as well as a growing deﬁcit of males increasingly limited such possibilities, especially
during the crisis years. This fact contested contemporary ideologies on
various levels. According to Nazi sentiments,
We must hope that these women, who lost their husbands in the war and/
or have no future marriage prospects, will have something like a marital
relationship with preferably one man, thereby producing and raising as
many children as possible. … For the sake of our future we must promote a veritable cult of motherhood. … In special circumstances, a man
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should be allowed to enter into a permanent married relationship with a
woman other than his spouse.144

However, as historian Michael Kater points out, by 1944, “park benches
and adjoining lawns” at the outskirts of Munich had become “notoriously occupied by soldiers and their teenage consorts” and “every spot
was littered with condoms.”145 Such incidents underlined the dissolution of morals during the early crisis years and resulted in “illegal
pregnancies” and “venereal diseases,”146 a discourse that ultimately
continued across 1945.
Again, a variety of observations suggested a surge in venereal disease
shortly after the war. In August 1945, the ofﬁcial Munich city chronicles revealed a severe increase in sexually transmitted diseases.147
Two years later a conservative state representative simply noted, “Today, each group arriving in Munich or Bavaria brings a multitude
of youngsters along. … Ninety percent of them that are picked up at
raids are people, not born here, non-Bavarian vagabonds and roaming youngsters, and ﬁfty percent of females have sexually transmitted
diseases.”148 After six months of occupation and about three months of
limited or tolerated fraternization, a survey asked U.S. soldiers about
a wide array of issues, including how much time they actually spent
with Germans in the course of a week. Such socializing included broad
categories like “talking” and contacts “other than those of purely conversational nature.”149 N ot surprisingly, the survey report concluded
that few associated with older Germans or men of their own age; however, 56 percent had spent time with German girls, 25 percent more
than ten hours a week.150 A different U.S. Army report from November
1947 simply played around with numbers only to state that 2.5 million
Germans knew at least one American very well.151 Again, no indication was made what “knowing” an American exactly meant. Yet for
contemporaries such results were sufﬁcient evidence to indicate that
most U.S. soldiers had sexual relations with German girls. Soon such
broad deﬁnitions of sexual deviancy helped produce high numbers, as
pollsters carelessly applied terms like “roaming” to young girls in particular. In 1946, the Munich police registered 2,576 “roaming girls.”152
“What is roaming?” asked one state representative several years later.
He explained, “If the military police observes a girl that is clearly waiting, then such actions can be deﬁned as roaming, but not if a woman
or a girl is, for instance, coming home from work.”153 Moreover, insinuations or broad references to valuables like chocolate or cigarettes
linked certain behaviors to prostitution and provided even local Munich scholars with avenues to extend a problem. According to Gunde-
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line Reithmeier, for example, “a noticeable rise in moral delinquency
within girls” was apparent, but “crime rates do not capture such facts
though because they are not criminal actions.”154 Such evidence highlights how broad deﬁnitions artiﬁcially increased numbers and helped
manufacture juvenile delinquency.
This reading and analysis does not deny the existence of relations
between young German females and American GIs. As apparent in the
historical record, a fair number fraternized with U.S. soldiers. However, not everyone seen with an American GI was having sexual relations or carried a venereal disease. Yet at the height of a growing panic
gripping Munich and its conservative and Catholic surroundings such
generalizations became ubiquitous, especially because—unlike in Cold
War frontline Berlin—conﬂict and instability were supposed to have
ended in the Bavarian capital by 1945. Soon authorities replaced probable cause as the main reasoning for arresting suspected girls with
references to or suspicions of inappropriate behaviors. Take the story
of Elisabeth: captured and searched, the seventeen-year-old girl had
various amounts of valuables in her pockets, namely coffee, chocolate,
cigarettes. Though she claimed in court that she worked for the U.S.
Military Government in Munich, the judge and the journalist writing
the article did not believe her. Instead, the mere fact that she possessed
American products was sufﬁcient evidence for sentencing her to one
year of probation.155
Publications and commentators soon linked such supposed misbehaviors with presumed appearance. Newspapers described the sexually
deviant girl as wearing “make-up”156 or having a “badly rouged” face.157
Various symbols like nylon stockings or a line painted on the back
of legs to mimic such valued legwear hinted at Americanization and
thereby further connected girls to sexual promiscuity and prostitution.
Soon contemporaries did not hold back:
The Mädchen: “girls,” red lips, red nails, red toe nails, American shoes,
high heels, … bright sweaters, red coats, bright colored headscarves, …
gifts from half a dozen hands, all from Joe, Jimmy, Charles and Joe again,
and George, sent with cigarettes and gum, Chanel no. 5 and care-packets,
each week a special delivery, with hopes for marriage and chances to
marry.158

After a while, newspapers did not merely catch up with emerging
fears but increasingly spearheaded conversations. In January 1946,
Der Münchner Stadtanzeiger referred to the rise of sexually transmitted
diseases as a “pandemic.”159 By August, Die Süddeutsche Zeitung already asked, “Who is ‘Veronika Dankeschön’?”160 Explaining the roots
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of this term, the article stated that in the ﬁrst half of 1945 a total of 566
girls out of 1,173 suspects were diagnosed with sexually transmitted
diseases. The fact that half of those girls were under twenty underscored the danger. Apart from the expenses to help such individuals,
the article also underlined an inherent promiscuity supposedly present
in all young girls.161 In spring 1946, the media were full of similar stories discussing sexual deviancy. One American newspaper described
how hitchhikers raised rates of venereal diseases and how U.S. soldiers
are innocent prey: “Typical autobahn girl technique is to stand along
the highway a few miles outside of a large city and solicit rides. She
generally carries a small, almost empty suitcase. She lets the soldier
know, usually through innuendo, that she is not a prude and then begins her request for food, cigarettes and candy.”162 Soon references to
the current situation of the young generally included wayward girls
with venereal diseases, captured near the central train station, within
sight of U.S. barracks, or close to food depositories. Loitering, unwillingness to work, a lack of identiﬁcation papers, or the simple suspicion
of carrying sexually transmitted diseases thus became sufﬁcient to justify arrests.
Speciﬁc stories often gave sexual immorality—seen as a deviation
from accepted norms—face and context. Nineteen-year-old Margarete
M., for instance, was one of those supposedly sexually deviant girls.
In October 1946, authorities “hauled [her] out of a room” that was located in the American barracks as she spent time with a “colored soldier.” After spending fourteen days in prison for “trespassing,” she
“again became acquainted with a colored soldier and was picked up
within the barracks” thereafter. Instead of complying with her sentence and working in the Youth Labor Camp Dachau, she left Munich
for a little while only to return a couple months later. Next, she was
seen “in suspicious company and ambiguous circumstances” around
Christmas. Again sentenced to fourteen days in prison, Margarete
then “trespassed” onto U.S. property and was caught in “an infamous
restaurant.” “This time, she did not get off so easily but was sentenced
to a four-month prison term.”163
As the image or portrait of the sexually deviant girl took shape, the
media also employed another widespread construct: the Trümmerfrau. This well-known image showed women clearing the rubble after
the war.164 Although women of all ages did so, images predominately
showed older women. Age consequently became a deﬁning category
and a way to exclude young females. Moreover, contemporaries constructed the Trümmerfrau as a “de-sexualized, family-oriented, and
hard-working”165 mother. These characteristics made her the complete
opposite of fraternizing and sexually deviant girls. A binary evolved,
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and it underscored how sexual relations with GIs were considered
abnormal. Young females enjoying themselves instead of helping out
were not simply the “wayward sister of the Trümmerfrau”166 but a deviant and threatening Other that jeopardized postwar recovery. She
faced excessive demonization while the Trümmerfrau became an almost mythical embodiment of Germany’s postwar struggle from rubble to renewal, to riches.
Scholars sustained these increasingly looming fears. Although primarily focusing on male youth, Anton Buckel referred to “fallen girls”
when talking about “vagabonds, beggars, thieves, and forgers.” He also
stated that the morals of women and girls have declined “due to materialism and sexualism.”167 For Buckel the situation was clear: prostitution happened in certain city spaces and youngsters were part of
it. Other scholars agreed with such sentiments and equally linked girls
and soldiers to deviant spaces like coffee shops and movie theatres.
Elisabeth Lauter added how the current situation “primarily enhances
sexual errors of girls.”168 Only her references to the domestic role of
girls and women illustrated that girls were less threatening than boys.
Medical studies also demonized females by projecting “an extraordinary danger for youth.”169 An early postwar dissertation on sexually
transmitted diseases indicated continuities regarding social constructions of female deviancy while underlining that a ﬁght against prostitution would not be sufﬁcient to deal with venereal diseases.170 Overall,
most agreed with Anton Buckel who claimed, “Sexual deviancy was
only the beginning for a variety of immoral and criminal behaviors.”171
Anecdotes again exempliﬁed sexual deviancy by following similar
narratives and familiar patterns. A study discussing the reorganization
of various welfare ofﬁces laid out its broad features when noting,
We encounter an alarming number of girls, whose weakness in character, a lack of control, and bad company have led them to unrestrained
sexual devotion—more often than not for material gains and sometimes
even employed by their parents to make money. They repeatedly come to
the hospital once infected with sexual diseases. Exceedingly worrisome
is that some are of elementary-school age.172

“That was the future of Germany!” noted well-known author and social
commentator Hans Magnus Enzensberger in this context: “A drunk,
pimpled American soldier and a German girl walking the streets.”173
One contemporary publication summarized the story of any female
youngster in several photos. In the ﬁrst image an innocent-looking girl
is sitting on the steps outside of an ofﬁce building. The image underlines her destitution, loss, and potential unemployment in the crisis
years. The next photo of this sequence shows her sleeping on a bench,
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Figure 1.2 The 1948 publication Ein Neuer Anfang (A New Beginning) tells the story
of juvenile delinquency in Munich. The caption reads: “Welfare: The Fate of a Young
Person.” Courtesy of Stadtarchiv München.

identifying that she was homeless. She is then portrayed talking to
men, smoking a cigarette, and drinking beer—her moral decline. Such
a deviant lifestyle eventually led her into the arms of two policemen.
Her story and this morality tale ended in prison174 [Figure 1.2]. For
contemporary readers, authorities, and a concerned overall adult public interested in law and order, traditional morals, and recovery, the
message and course of action was clear.
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CHAPTER 2

Controlling Juvenile Delinquents
in the Crisis Years

¨´

“An unorganized and unsupervised youth is a problem that cannot be
taken lightly.”1 This sentiment appeared in Die Süddeutsche Zeitung
in fall 1946. It captured attempts to defend the state, morality, and
social order. The article also quoted a local U.S. ofﬁcial arguing in
favor of institutionalization in schools, youth organizations, and the
Youth Welfare Ofﬁce as a way to deal with the delinquent boy and the
sexually deviant girl. Both images embodied abnormal behaviors and
had turned into discursive spaces and signiﬁers for wrongdoing. These
constructs had their beneﬁts2 and now also became valuable tools of
social control for those defending Munich’s recovery and future.
Moving forward against such youth during a complex transition period was a complicated endeavor; yet growing fears among the general
public increasingly united authorities against juvenile delinquency and
provided the leeway for contemporaries to draw on traditional means
of control. Such an interpretation sustains claims regarding continuities in German history across 1945, especially widespread within
Alltagsgeschichte. As the evidence suggests, the situation for the young
changed little during the crisis years. Take the story of Albert O. and
his sister. Born in 1928, Albert had spent time in juvenile detention
during the Nazi period. Brieﬂy liberated by U.S. troops from the concentration camp in Dachau, he was eventually penalized for a variety of minor property crimes. Authorities at Dachau prison sent his
sixteen-year-old sister to juvenile detention for, according to the ofﬁcial language, “constantly changing sexual partners.”3 These measures
against Albert, his sister, and many other youngsters built on widespread public support, and were grounded in the constructed meaning
of juvenile delinquency. Once faced with these perceived threats in a
time of crisis, local authorities willingly and forcefully clamped down
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on the young, starting with efforts to reinstitutionalize youth and later
taking much more direct actions. According to authorities, reopening
schools and youth organizations would get the young off the streets
and would help the recovery of society; the Youth Welfare Ofﬁce would
deal with those unwilling to conform. By fall 1945 and early spring
1946, however, such measures appeared increasingly inadequate, as
juvenile delinquency seemed rampant. Finding itself in a state of panic
and hysteria, authorities in Munich began favoring a more thorough
use of existing institutions; they also relied on new measures grounded
in a widespread postwar consensus. Soon more intrusive policies and
measures helped ﬁght juvenile delinquency in order to save society
and Munich’s future. In October 1947 a large-scale raid swept through
Munich and Bavaria for twenty-four hours, making it the climax of
authoritative responses. It would ultimately take until the stabilization
of the German economy following the currency reform in June 1948
before juvenile delinquency became detached from broader fears regarding Munich’s recovery and future.
Authorities ﬁghting against youth consisted of many diverse groups
and displayed and acted upon a shared “restoration-of-order” attitude.
Their outlook was based around the noble sacriﬁces of the “rubble
women” and what was supposed to become a similar contribution of
the “reconstruction generation.” Forming, in some ways, an improbable and very practical coalition that came together for the sole purpose
of defending recovery, many journalists, social commentators, experts,
as well as a variety of public voices pushed for opposition against delinquency. Cardinal Michael von Faulhaber and conservative politician
Alois Hundhammer, for instance, became important voices in favor of
a faith-based education and corporal punishment as ways to ﬁght juvenile deviancy. Since democratic processes developed from the ground
up, the coalition ﬁghting delinquency consisted also of the local military administration and the city government. In Munich, this alliance
included the city council as well as mayors Karl Scharnagl and Thomas
Wimmer. City Schools Inspector Anton Fingerle and the Director of
the Youth Welfare Ofﬁce Elisabeth Bamberger also played important
roles. On the streets of Munich it was primarily the newly organized
city police, led by Police Chief Franz-Xaver Pitzer, which initially dealt
with youngsters. The overall excellent coordination between the U.S.
Military Government and local German ofﬁcials on this particular topic
is striking given “two utterly different perspectives”4 on education as
such. This aspect only highlights the perceived common-sense reaction
in line with German and American ideals once dealing with juvenile
delinquency. That this unlikely coalition had initially helped construct
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youth as a threat outlines inherent connections between constructed
meanings and social control.

Fighting an Uphill Battle
At the beginning of the crisis years, attempts to control youth were
secondary. With the constant increase of daily bombings, a rise in the
amount of refugees, and the growing lack of basic necessities, N azi
authorities and contemporaries had little time to discipline youth.
Waning institutional structures like schools, the Hitler Youth, and the
Youth Welfare Ofﬁce tried to stay aﬂoat as much as possible, pushing
male youngsters, if anything, as a last stand against approaching enemy forces. N azi authorities had formed the Volkssturm or people’s
army by fall 1944, consisting of every available male age sixteen to
sixty. In Munich, “a couple of seventeen-year-old Hitlerjungen shot
twice onto approaching Americans.”5 Elsewhere such fanatic attempts
to prevent or at least participate in an ever-likely downfall swept many
youngsters into horriﬁc situations. Bernhard Wicki’s movie Die Brücke
(1959) paints a realistic picture of the futility of such circumstances.
The late occupation of Munich shortly before the end of World War
II, however, allowed most youngsters to do their best to avoid tragic
situations, especially during the last weeks of the war.
Shortly after U.S. arrival in Munich and in response to previous
experiences and standardized policies, Americans strictly controlled
daily life. Authorities proclaimed curfews, which initially prohibited
locals to be away from their residence between 7 P.M. and 6 A.M. Yet
those ended within a couple of weeks and ofﬁcials simply monitored
and patrolled certain city spaces. Train stations, bars, and other potentially deviant areas saw much supervision early on, namely to prevent
a feared guerilla warfare by Nazi groups like the Werwulf (Werewolf).
In Munich Werwolf activities did not materialize.6 Instead, the allied
victory was complete, making curfews and extensive controls of daily
life for security reasons increasingly obsolete.7
Within a short amount of time, American and German authorities
focused on sexual deviancy. Again grounded in previous experiences
when liberating or occupying various locations,8 U.S. ofﬁcials set up
warning signs aimed at their own men. One of such signs read, “V.D.—
Big Army Problem”;9 another one stated, “You’d better be without
VD.”10 Furthermore, as an ofﬁcial U.S. report put it, “All possible measures were taken to further an educational program on the prevention
of venereal diseases.”11 This effort included lectures and movies for GIs
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on sexual morality, even demonstrations with infected patients. With
limited success, the emphasis shifted towards German girls. By summer 1945, American ofﬁcials created so-called prophylactic stations to
treat those carrying sexually transmitted diseases. Initially set up only
for American soldiers and personnel, these facilities soon opened their
doors to the sexually deviant girl. The city of Munich set up its own
hospitals focusing primarily on venereal disease, and the U.S. Military
Government provided penicillin, a drug until then not widely available
in Germany. To its relief, Der Münchner Stadtanzeiger commented that
the Military Government now “took this danger seriously and worked
together with local German institutions to ﬁght this pandemic. Directives requiring reports of the contraction of venereal disease are indicative of the realistic view which the Army has heretofore taken of
this problem.”12 By March 1946 there were ninety-eight special clinics
for patients with venereal diseases and twenty-eight diagnostic centers
throughout the U.S. Zone of Occupation.13 In that sense, opposition to
fraternization and fears regarding Veronika Dankeschön “created an
unusual alliance between those reactionary Germans and the American military government,” as historian Petra Goedde has put it.14
Gaining control over the female body thus does not only signify the
overall power of U.S. and German ofﬁcials but also highlights a rather
straightforward coordination between authorities against supposed female misbehaviors [Figure 2.1].
Although penicillin brought quick relief to most patients, authorities
remained concerned. Numerous patients returned various times after
an initial treatment. Whereas this fact sustained claims regarding rampant sexual deviancy, local German ofﬁcials felt they were losing more
than just the ﬁght against venereal diseases. Seeing sexually transmitted diseases as part of female immorality, they felt that the state was
losing the war against immorality altogether. In times of recovery, loss
of control was deemed extremely dangerous. It was consequently not
surprising that the introduction of penicillin was not seen as a victory
in the battle against societal ills.15
As local ofﬁcials tried to step up their efforts they also began employing a variety of existing laws still in place from the Nazi period or
from before. Apart from regulating areas around U.S. barracks, hoping
to spot female deviants, the “Law for Combating Sexually Transmitted
Diseases”16 provided a valuable vantage point to actively control the
sexually deviant girl. Enacted in 1927, it had remained in place after
1945. At the time, comments one historian, this law “did not simply
hope to limit infections; it also utilized discussions of hygiene, welfare,
and education” to ﬁght venereal diseases.17 Applicable to both sexes,
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Figure 2.1 An American GI and German Fräuleins on the streets of Munich, 1948.
Courtesy of Georg Fruhstorfer/Bayerische Staatsbibliothek München/Bildarchiv.

conceptions of loose female morals made this law an excellent tool
in the fight against the sexually deviant girl in particular. According to
paragraph four of this regulation, authorities could force those “who
carry sexually-transmitted diseases or are suspect of such [emphasis
added]” to be tested.18 If authorities determined that a girl carried a venereal disease, then she faced various charges, including youth arrest.
Apart from this measure, laws in place to limit prostitution offered
another way to target female youngsters. Whereas prostitution was not
illegal in Germany, the German criminal code prohibited prostitution
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“publicly and in a conspicuous manner” or “in a manner offensive to
individuals or the public;”19 the law also speciﬁcally forbade prostitution near churches and all places frequented by the young, hence offering additional frames for supervision. Finally, paragraph 175, originally
included in the German penal code in 1871, prohibited coitus-like behavior among men. Whereas homosexuality was not a prime concern
of authorities in Munich, the broad application of this law could provide an avenue for criminalizing sexual deviancy among male youngsters, if desired. As outlined by historian Dagmar Herzog, “Supporters
of the paragraph strongly emphasized the need to protect youth and
repeatedly invoked the belief that male homosexuality was a contagious condition that would spread ineluctably unless forceful punitive
action was taken.” According to her, some authorities believed young
delinquents loitering around train stations to be “vulnerable to conversion via seduction … [and these voices] explicitly named [that] as
the reason for retaining Paragraph 175.”20 Hence, shortly after the war
contemporaries had little problems in ﬁnding the legal basis to control
real and imagined sexual deviancy in Munich.
However, local authorities rarely had the capabilities to implement
existing laws, especially without American assistance and support.
These limitations are apparent in the context of the black market. As a
threat to the food supply, and as the supposed habitat of the delinquent
boy, black markets had been part of city life for several years. Located
at the central train station, the German Museum, and certain streets
throughout the city, several restaurants and bars also became places
for such semilegal activities.21 In an attempt to regain control, local
authorities soon began observing these spaces more closely. Yet according to one police report from summer 1945, those trading in such
spaces did not mind the police: “The threshold to participate in illegal
activities is so high that some even set up little booths with umbrellas
and all, laying out their products.”22 Early raids helped little because
black marketeers soon recognized policemen and warned other participants, dealers, or bystanders. Besides, raids were not always safe
for law enforcement because some marketeers attacked a usually outnumbered and ill-equipped police force. In fact, during an early raid,
forty-ﬁve policemen experienced exactly that as they tried to clamp
down on a black market in downtown Munich:
Right at the arrival a mob … jumped the police car, stopped it, and took
it over. Ofﬁcers were kicked off, surrounded, and attacked. Only with
major difﬁculties were the police able to arrest fourteen and free the
injured driver. Stones ﬂew and the ofﬁcers rushed away. … The eight arrested individuals ultimately jumped off the car and escaped.23
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In general, those caught rarely faced charges because it was difﬁcult to
prove their participation in illegal activities. As a result, the local police
felt increasingly helpless in safeguarding recovery, as it had neither the
capabilities nor the legal backing to step in against black marketeering
youth.
Newly installed Police Chief Franz-Xaver Pitzer eventually spoke up
about such inabilities. Like many before him, he utilized the misery of
youth to give his call more authority. Based on the slogan “all decent
individuals to the front in the ﬁght against indecency,”24 he called for
stricter measures including the arming of the local police. The U.S.
Military Government declined to supply weapons until October 1945;25 it
did, however, allow an increase in forces. This concession allowed Pitzer
to set up a “special unit for combat against black-marketeering.”26 It
consisted of thirty-two ofﬁcers and relied on the newly passed “Law
for the Fight against the Black Market.”27 Although this law remained
only brieﬂy on the books due to its inadequate legal grounding, the police arrested 650 black marketeers, some of them male youngsters.28 At
that point it became apparent that only a solid legal basis and powerful
law enforcement could control youth.

Institutionalization: Schools,Youth Groups,
and the Youth Welfare Office
Given the chaotic situation shortly after the war, rebuilding traditional
institutions for the young turned out to be a sensible starting point
when ﬁghting delinquency. Schools would house youngsters during
the day, and teach them about their role as productive citizens. Afterwards, they would be under the supervision of their parents or other
legal guardians. Those without such afternoon support could go to traditional youth groups, or would receive the help of the Youth Welfare
Ofﬁce. Authorities thus primarily rebuilt these three institutions to get
youth off the streets and back into a supervised environment.
More and more throughout the crisis years, and certainly at the time
of U.S. arrival, local schools lay in shambles, and little changed for
the ﬁrst months of occupation. War and postwar struggles had signiﬁcantly disturbed schooling. After years of Nazi education, elementary
schools had closed and many children had been sent to the countryside
once the war intensiﬁed.29 By early 1945, a lack of coal had brieﬂy terminated instructing for those still in schools.30 During the ﬁnal weeks
of the Nazi regime schooling and education had not been on the mind
of local residents and faltering Nazi authorities. The U.S. arrival did
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not change much. At ﬁrst, schooling and education were not priorities
for American authorities. Instead, U.S. ofﬁcials conﬁscated buildings
for their own use, including schools.31 By summer 1945, some U.S.
policies regarding schooling began to emerge although confusion remained for months to come.32 Originally released in April 1945, Directive JCS 1067 to the Commander in Chief of U.S. forces in Germany
then noted, “All educational institutions within your zone except those
previously re-established by Allied authority will be closed.” It inaugurated “a coordinated system of control over German education” in an
attempt to completely eliminate Nazi and militaristic doctrines. This
directive also permitted “the reopening of elementary, middle and vocational schools at the earliest possible date after Nazi personnel has
been eliminated.”33 Another directive later on translated such abstract
measures into precise administrative rules, stressing denaziﬁcation
and the necessity for military control at all levels.34 By summer 1945,
American ofﬁcials started to implement JCS 1067. Part of a larger
process, they began with the denaziﬁcation of teachers. But replacing
those deemed unsuitable, ﬁnding new textbooks, and dealing with a
lack of facilities took time. For example, 21 percent of all school buildings had been destroyed, and the occupation force seized 255 facilities
for its own purposes.35
Apart from such problems facing a youth crisis also increasingly
changed priorities. Although U.S. authorities made an attempt to denazify schools, a quick reopening was soon deemed of higher importance. Compared to German ofﬁcials, the Americans saw such quick
steps as emergency measures, with more reform to follow later. For
many Germans, on the other hand, quick denaziﬁcation was not the
beginning but the end of educational reform as a whole. Working together in order to reestablish some kind of “orderly schooling even if
only getting the kids off the streets to prevent delinquency”36 became a
common ground, as one scholar rightfully noted later on; references to
a supposed rise in juvenile delinquency turned into one way to justify
the quick reorganization of schools. In August 1945, ofﬁcials formed
a committee for schools within the city council. There, local authorities connected “worries about the psychological and mental future of
our people and our city … to worries about education and schooling
of our youth.”37 On 3 September, all between the ages of six to fourteen started to register for schools. Two weeks later, several elementary
schools opened their doors. Middle schools and secondary schools followed, as the Munich school system took shape again.38 By early 1946
growing fears of the delinquent boy and the sexually deviant girl had
contributed signiﬁcantly to the reopening of seventy-seven elementary
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schools in Munich,39 despite questions about their readiness to accept
students.
This rapid reorganization brought problems. Most notably, the denaziﬁcation demanded by JCS 1067 had limited the availability of
teachers. In Munich’s elementary schools 400 teachers taught 52,201
children making one teacher responsible for about 130 students.40
Most educators were categorized as N ational Socialists, and those
rehired often followed outdated teaching methods. City Schools Inspector Anton Fingerle called upon certiﬁed teachers to “adopt a new
and tolerant attitude,”41 advice that assumed such changes can simply happen overnight. Plus, his comments seemed of little use without the infrastructure to provide preparation and help. Books were
either widely unavailable, soaked with N ational Socialist narratives
and doctrines, or grounded in outdated nineteenth-century teaching
ideas. Moreover, children had to bring their own paper to school. As
late as the summer of 1946, 70 percent of students in Munich had no
notebooks, and 90 percent did not own a jacket to keep them warm
while in school.42 Facilities were inadequate and most at least partially destroyed. Students were squeezed into large classes restricting
the quality of learning. One student remembered how she attended a
school that was in ruin with cardboard covering the windows. During
the winter months a little round iron stove could not fully heat the
room although most students brought coal. Without shoes or jackets
she and her classmates were shivering and their ink froze.43 Another
individual remembered how the children “sat in school in their coats,
and between classes they did a little sport, so that they did not get too
cold.”44 Schools during the crisis years were hardly appropriate environments for learning.
Broader ignorance about these issues or the inability to deal with
them due to a lack of funds could explain these shortcomings, yet neither was the case for Munich. Local ofﬁcials, most notably City Schools
Inspector Anton Fingerle, were well informed about the situation. They
did little in response. For them, such problems were secondary given
the looming threat of juvenile delinquency. Institutionalization, not
learning, was a priority and deemed the basis for quick recovery.
According to Munich’s school ofﬁce, “even the formal opening of a
school … had to be seen as progress.”45 The same ofﬁce later deliberately stated that the main objective for schooling was ﬁrst, to get
the young “off the streets,” and second, “to return them to a regulated
and orderly mental and intellectual occupation.”46 Authorities hoped
that once schools reopened children and youngsters would return to
their assigned roles within society. Institutionalization as control—not
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learning—was consequently the priority of schooling and the reason
why authorities rushed towards reopening schools.
Ofﬁcials could rely on the support of the public, which made these
choices easier. Newspapers captured such sentiments when reporting
on the problems with schools but emphasizing their necessity in times
of crises. In late 1945, Die Süddeutsche Zeitung aligned the opening of
schools with Munich’s hopeful future and complete recovery.47 Other
public voices sustained such calls for society’s return to order48 while
local church ofﬁcials hoped to inﬂuence future educational models.49
Such conversations took center stage particularly in Munich. Whereas
the reintroduction of corporal punishment and numerous other disagreements resulted in conﬂicts between conservatives, liberals, social
democrats, and the U.S. Military Government,50 awareness regarding
the delinquent boy and the sexually deviant girl brought even the latter
onto the same page.51 After all, rebuilding and reopening institutions
of education was a way to get youth off the streets and as such signiﬁed
Munich’s recovery and success of occupation policies.
The re-creation of youth groups followed a similar mindset and pattern, initially spearheaded by American authorities. By October 1945,
a report by the U.S. Military Government had outlined, “formal education, as such in the narrow sense of the term, will only partially solve
the tremendous problem of what to do with defeated German youth,
to give them hope, to form them into decent citizens, and, from a very
practical point of view, to keep them ‘out of mischief.’”52 “The Report
on the United States Education Mission to Germany” presented in
1946 made similar suggestions.53 After all, the Hitler Youth had indicated the power of after-school programs, though such setups could
not remerge after denaziﬁcation. As a result, no new youth group took
shape in the ﬁrst two months after U.S. arrival, leaving a “vacuum” in
Munich, as one contemporary described it.54 The ﬁrst new youth organizations then reappeared in the summer—at the time mostly Catholic
youth groups.55 By fall 1945 and once aware of the increasing need for
afternoon supervision, U.S. authorities made a more coordinated effort to reorganize youth organizations. Beginning in October 1945, the
US Forces, European Theater (USFET) set up a synchronized process
according to which each county had to create so-called youth committees. Organizations interested in reviving a former or creating a
new youth group had to get ofﬁcial permission from these committees.
The board of youth committees faced ﬁnal approval by the local military governor.56 Following this arrangement, numerous youth groups
sprouted throughout Munich in the following months. The ﬁrst was
the Youth Club Munich-South for Girls, which was licensed in July
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1946;57 others like the Boy Scouts St. Georg, the Young Socialists, the
Falcons, or the Free German Youth soon followed. Most important
became local chapters of the Bavarian Youth Ring and the City Youth
Ring Munich, both supported by Anton Fingerle, who made them a
quasi-municipal organization and a semi-ofﬁcial arm of the city of
Munich.58
The Youth Ring emerged in reaction to U.S. efforts, demonstrating the desire of German ofﬁcials to control their young, especially
once the Americans got involved more directly. Spreading from Northern Germany, the U.S. Army had long developed a program aimed at
German youngsters. It had originated in the Enclave of Bremen in
summer 1945, where a grassroots effort within the Seventh U.S. Army
had resulted in open facilities for the young and certain youth groups.
By September 1945, according to a contemporary publication, it “instituted the ﬁrst broad program of German Youth activities” beyond
Bremen.59 Increasingly rooted in the desire to help the young and
ﬁght against delinquency as personiﬁed by the delinquent boy and the
sexually deviant girl, the so-called German Youth Activities Program
(GYA) spread throughout the U.S. Zone of Occupation, and eventually arrived in Munich.60 There, as elsewhere, local German authorities needed U.S. help. According to U.S. ofﬁcials, “social workers [in
Munich] were aiding 13,000 children in the city. Over 3,000 orphan
children were being cared for in homes maintained by the youth ofﬁce
funds and 10,000 others were being visited regularly by the organization’s nurses.”61 Another report concluded, “The enormity of this problem ultimately foiled military government’s intention of retaining only
a directive responsibility for youth activities and welfare.”62 Soon U.S.
authorities strengthened their efforts to help. Interested in controlling
youth and re-educating the young, a directive from April 1946 outlined exact measures: “Getting the young off the streets” and into U.S.
monitored formats was crucial to rebuilding German society.63 Apart
from limiting the possibilities of juvenile delinquency, it gave U.S. ofﬁcials prime authority over German youth. Hoping to plant the seed of
democracy in the young, youth work within the GYA became an important area for U.S. policies of re-education. Boys and girls would be
off the streets and learn about democracy by playing sports, discussing various contemporary issues, or simply learning about the United
States. As summarized by a U.S. ofﬁcial report, American policies were
“motivated by the wish to use youth organizations as an additional
means of re-education and control.”64
Whereas the U.S. military government spent sixty million Deutsche
Marks on the GYA by 1950,65 German city ofﬁcials equally concerned
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with the delinquent boy and the sexually deviant girl had mixed feelings
about American involvement. Although they supported youth groups
as a mechanism to deal with delinquency, they heavily criticized the
setup of the GYA. Youngsters did not have a membership card but
could show up whenever they wanted. U.S. groups were also more
democratic, apparent in the fact that youngsters could lead groups
themselves. Traditional youth workers “could simply not empathize
with such setups and mindsets,” remarked one contemporary.66 Furthermore, most U.S. youth groups were coeducational.67 In Munich,
division along lines of gender had been well established for decades. To
allow both sexes to visit the same group was a slap in the face to those
hoping to stabilize society, return boys and girls to their traditional
roles, and recover quickly. Traditional fears of Americanization played
a role as well68 and became ways to question the subservient German
part in such setups. It indicated that getting youth off the streets and
under German control was what ultimately mattered most to local
German authorities.
With schools and youth groups more and more in place, the reorganization of the Youth Welfare Ofﬁce became the ﬁnal puzzle piece
regarding the institutionalization of youth. Traditionally the prime institution for controlling wayward youngsters, it had been embedded
within a National Socialist system. To resurrect its power meant another step towards stability. The expanded function of the local Youth
Welfare Ofﬁce within a society fearing disruptions was clear: dealing
with juvenile delinquency, youngsters unwilling to work, and numerous other groups threatening postwar recovery. Those in charge considered young refugees from the Soviet sector in the East as part of
the homeless and thus delinquent youth, at least until their fate was
exploited for propagandistic purposes in an emerging Cold War paradigm. Of course, the local Youth Welfare Ofﬁce was also concerned
with alarming numbers of sexually deviant girls. According to contemporaries, these girls were “morally weak, unsupervised, seduced [into
deviancy] by bad company, and unscrupulous in their sexual activity,
often for material beneﬁts.”69 Though initially targeted by the U.S.
Military Government and treated in various hospitals, the Youth Welfare Ofﬁce increasingly helped in such undertakings, making this institution, in many ways, the ﬁnal stand in the ﬁght against juvenile
delinquency.
The complicated resurrection process of the Youth Welfare Ofﬁce
began in July 1945. According to a U.S. report, the ﬁrst youth ofﬁces
“were established by the military government and staffed by Germans
to supervise and to provide care for orphaned, needy, and delinquent
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German youth.”70 American and German local ofﬁcials again coordinated their efforts to accelerate the reorganization of this institution.
But adequate facilities and personnel were rare: buildings had been
destroyed or U.S. authorities had seized them, while properly trained
personnel were in short supply. A strict denaziﬁcation process further
ampliﬁed these problems: most youth workers had been employed by
the National Socialist People’s Welfare or other National Socialist organizations, which limited the pool of personnel. According to one local
publication analyzing the reconstruction of this institution by the late
1940s, “the lack of personnel became a major problem in the attempt
to combat juvenile vagabondage.”71 The fact that the Youth Welfare
Ofﬁce did not play a major role during National Socialism exacerbated
the situation. During Nazi rule, the National Socialist People’s Welfare
had been responsible for welfare and youth. As a strictly hierarchical
National Socialist organization, it had merely used the Youth Welfare
Ofﬁce as an executive body. This role had not only tarnished the legitimacy and credibility of the Youth Welfare Ofﬁce after the war but had
also forced it to undergo something like a rebirth after 1945. To gather
documentation and set up its former administrational apparatus took
time, and as late as the summer of 1946, the Bavarian Ministry of the
Interior underlined that qualiﬁed workers were still in short supply.72
Legally speaking, the Youth Welfare Ofﬁce relied on the Reich Youth
Welfare Law (RJWG). Inﬂuenced by the devastating situation for the
young after World War I, the RJWG had been passed in June 1922
to become the ﬁrst attempt in Germany to coordinate regulations regarding youth. The law established youth welfare ofﬁces as separate
institutions and provided administrative procedures once self-help,
personal responsibility, and charity failed. During N ational Socialist
rule the RJWG remained in place but the Youth Welfare Ofﬁce lost its
power. Instead, a law passed in February 1939 installed a strict hierarchical structure apparent in organizations like the National Socialist
People’s Welfare and the Hitler Youth. The Youth Welfare Ofﬁce was
merely used for executing policies. After 1945, the RJWG remained
in place. The U.S. Military Government only banned certain National
Socialist elements and language from existing laws, leaving various
restrictive measures in place or at least up to the interpretation of local ofﬁcials.73 These continuities led to questions and uncertainties regarding the application of laws but at the same time gave local ofﬁcials
a lot of authority concerning the implementation of measures.
By the end of 1945, the Youth Welfare Ofﬁce slowly began to deal
with juvenile delinquency. As organizational structures partially returned, youth ofﬁces began cooperating with a variety of other institu-
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tions. The police were obliged to inform the youth ofﬁce when picking
up youngsters, and a variety of welfare institutions provided additional
assistance. In fact, the local Youth Welfare Ofﬁce in Munich worked
closely with religious welfare organizations like the Caritas and the
Innere Mission. Both groups helped signiﬁcantly regarding ﬁnancial
assistance; they also increased the ability of the Youth Welfare Ofﬁce
to fulﬁll its duty towards urban youngsters.74 The Youth Welfare Ofﬁce had not established itself in all quarters of town and would lack
personnel and ﬁnancial means for quite a while, even with such assistance. Not surprisingly, in spring 1946, Director of the Youth Welfare
Ofﬁce Elisabeth Bamberger sent a letter to the mayor asking for additional measures in the ﬁght against delinquency. In her correspondence she conveniently employed constructed images of youth as a
way to give her argument more credibility, sway, and authority. Bamberger discussed, for instance, the need for additional measures by referencing dancing and fraternizing between GIs and young females.75
With most inhabitants of Munich by now aware of the threat posed by
juvenile delinquency, Bamberger could rely on a growing consensus
and widespread support among authorities and the general public for
new and more stringent policies, now increasingly reaching beyond
institutionalization.

New Policies 1946–1947
In response to Bamberger and others, the Bavarian Ministry of the
Interior put forward speciﬁc policies to enforce conformity among
youth. “The Plan about Taken and Proposed Measures Regarding the
Youth Between the Age of Fifteen and Twenty-Two,” proposed on 1 April
1946, outlined the limits of existing policies and proposed a variety of
additional measures. Such measures were aimed at “the wandering
or wayward youth,” “delinquent women and girls older than eighteen,”
“the male youngsters unwilling or not used to work,” and it repeated
earlier policing suggestions. The plan also included three speciﬁc proposals aimed at the delinquent boy and the sexually deviant girl. The
ﬁrst ordinance referred to “the protection of homeless juveniles,” deﬁned as youngsters under the age of eighteen, “who are without a permanent place of residence and who are not under the supervision of
grown-up relatives.” Framed in the language of providing protection,
youth welfare ofﬁces would now “comprise the task, to accustom juveniles again to a regular mode of life and to settle them down.” These
measures included detainment “in order to investigate their personal
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circumstances” as well as “support” and “care” for them. “All authorities” had “the duty to immediately report homeless juveniles.” A second ordinance speciﬁcally focused on bringing “demoralized women
and girls into custody,” deﬁned as females older than eighteen, “whose
conduct is conducive to the spreading of venereal disease and who are
thus a danger to public health, or who are otherwise demoralized.”
This broad deﬁnition provided the basis for the institutionalization of
females for up to two years, with room for even longer sentences. In
cases of those married or under age, parents or husbands “will have
to be informed of the resolution without delay.” While this measure
undeniably criminalized virtually all girls and women suspected of
abnormal behaviors, it was mostly aimed against fraternization and
the spread of venereal diseases. Ordinance number three then referred
to “education by work,” a euphemism to describe corrective actions
against “Juveniles up to the age of 25, who as the result of the war have
lost the habit of work” and needed “to reaccustom to a settled mode
of living and regular work.” The ordinance goes on noting, “juveniles,
who have been assigned to work by the Labor Ofﬁce” but “who have
repeatedly shirked their duty of work” were to “be committed to institutions for education by work.” Such prison or detention sentences
would last at least three months and continue, “Until the objective has
been attained.”76 All proposals aimed at reintegrating male and female
youth into the work force, in that way making them productive members of society, stabilizing postwar order, and securing their masculinity and femininity for Munich’s recovery.
The quick passage of the blueprint as ordinance no. 73, no. 74, and
no. 75 on 5 April 1946 demonstrated a widespread postwar consensus.77 Irritated by loitering, vagrant, fraternizing, and work-shy youngsters, the general public was happy to see authorities act. Newspapers
had captured popular sentiments and opinions, and had repeatedly
called for additional actions in the form of raids to clean up the city.78
Besides, the measures had the support of the Ofﬁce of the U.S. Military
Government for Bavaria. Ofﬁcial correspondence documents that its
local headquarters had “no objection to the enactment” of the ordinances aimed to deal with juvenile delinquency.79 Less concerned in
some regards, the Americans had only stepped in once local German
ofﬁcials had tried to limit their inﬂuence. This situation had emerged
in the context of expanded censorship for movies regarding children
and youngsters. Then the U.S. Military Government for Bavaria had
opposed the proposal suggesting that forcing juveniles to be “accompanied by adults would seem a more practical solution than an attempt
to place ﬁlms in certain categories.”80 As a result, however, widespread
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fear of the delinquent boy and the sexually deviant girl gave authorities
the leverage to move forward against supposed misbehaviors while
facing little if any political resistance.
With all three measures in place, authorities had gained substantial prerogatives by early 1946. At ﬁrst, ofﬁcials posted announcements
calling on those younger than twenty-ﬁve years of age to participate in
the reconstruction effort; they also brieﬂy expanded attempts to limit
female access to U.S. facilities. An article in the news magazine Der
Spiegel later recalled failed attempts to distribute special passes for
young females to get access to U.S. bases.81 With little success, authorities relied on ordinance no. 73, no. 74, and no. 75 to create a stringent
system of control in line with pre-1945 measures. The police arrested
young males seen near the black market or just on the streets at an
“abnormal” time; female youngsters faced charges once spotted near
U.S. facilities or simply caught with chocolate and candy. In this sense,
all juveniles perceived as behaving inappropriately in public had to
fear criminalization. Once arrested, the police handed supposed delinquents over to the Youth Welfare Ofﬁce or to medical facilities set up
to check young females for venereal diseases. Various institutions also
housed those not picked up by parents or legal guardians. A lack of
facilities initiated a brief discussion but seemed not to bother authorities too much. According to a local newspaper, ofﬁcials sent “youngsters unwilling to work and off track” or simply “without adequate
identiﬁcation or work permit” to a former refugee site in the suburb
of Munich-Pasing.82 There, youngsters spent their time without actual
opportunities for work or rehabilitation.83
The general public was by and large in favor of this crackdown
against youth. As noted earlier, newspapers had repeatedly called for
additional raids to clean up the city. According to one publication, the
central train station was widely seen as “deviant and dirty and would
not leave a welcoming impression of the city for newly arriving visitors. The restaurant at the station is the center for black marketeers
and hookers.”84 In an anonymous letter to Die Süddeutsche Zeitung, an
unknown organization even threatened to take care of black marketeers “with iron and steel,” killing them if necessary.85 In Munich, some
institutions had also created lists of women with venereal diseases to
help control the sexually deviant girl.86 Signs and postings demonizing female fraternization indicated that, as noted by historian Perry
Biddiscombe in a similar context, there “was certainly no shortage of
jealous and quarrelsome young men willing to ‘police’ women.” He
continues, “One thing the repatriates had counted on was returning to
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a domestic order of stability and contentment, and some of them were
willing to take steps to ‘recreate’ this condition, however much it may
have always been a romantic ﬁction.”87
Although a general consensus is apparent, some opposition is worth
mentioning. Local German authorities, for example, complained about
the costs of additional forces;88 other institutions wondered about privacy issues regarding record keeping.89 Most important was the response of actual youngsters. With limited possibilities to ﬁght back,
many resisted by escaping once imprisoned. Whereas this behavior
merely sustained ingrained constructions of juvenile delinquency, it
at least helps dismantle the supposed passivity of youth. Take the example of Karl H., a twenty-one-year-old Munich native. Described as
“typical in his appearance,” he was supposedly unwilling to work. In
his view, “There is no need for it, unless one gets to work for the Americans, they have always something going on.” Whereas Karl did not
feel that prison camps would help him, the director of the facility, a
psychologist, believed in the betterment of the young. He admitted,
however, that it would be difﬁcult to teach the young how to ﬁnd their
role in society without adequate clothes and shoes.90 It was thus not
surprising that many youngsters like Karl avoided these facilities, well
aware that they did not actually help them.
Even though youth camps and juvenile detention centers within the
city ﬁlled up quickly, local Police Chief Franz-Xaver Pitzer was not
pleased. In his view, the young remained a threat as long as the police
had limited authority. By early 1947, he called for more “radical measures in the ﬁght against crime.”91 In Die Süddeutsche Zeitung, Pitzer
demanded the reintroduction and passage of even stricter laws; he further insisted on measures that would allow authorities to keep young
delinquents imprisoned for longer periods of time: “If barbed wire surrounding such objects is taken down, then most of the youngsters will
run away. As the police chief I can only advise against that.”92 Pitzer
noted that he was aware that Germany was now democratic. Nonetheless, he questioned whether Munich had to be a “Mecca for immoral
and loitering youngsters.”93 Such sentiments fell on fertile ground. According to an internal correspondence dated 28 May 1947, the Bavarian minister wanted “to check up on possibilities” of tightening existing
laws.94 The U.S. military government similarly expressed alarm at the
“apparent failure of German police agencies … to successfully enforce”
existing laws; it also seemed concerned about shortcomings in correctly handling “homeless, vagrant, and wandering youth.”95 The use
of these broad terms underlined the harmony between the U.S. mili-
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tary government and German authorities when it came to dealing with
juvenile delinquency. By September 1947, local U.S. ofﬁcials advised
the city police “to determine to what extent such a problem exists”
and ensure “that every possible means be used to correct conditions;”
it also recommended the “control of public spaces of assembly, particularly railroad stations in the approximately twenty-ﬁve Stadtkreise
[municipalities] of Bavaria.”96 Calls for stricter retributions against
“roamers, those unwilling to work, those black-marketeers without
identiﬁcation, prostitutes” and others now underscored the need for
stricter actions97 [Figure 2.2]. By early fall 1947 additional means of
social control appeared to be in the making.
Yet the newly adopted Bavarian Constitution posed limits to existent
and proposed policies. Enunciating civil liberties in a newly formed
democracy, a Bavarian state representative was curious about the constitutionality of the existing ordinances.98 Whereas ordinance no. 73
was grounded in article 126 (3) of the Bavarian Constitution,99 skepticism regarding ordinance no. 74 and no. 75 remained. Both measures
applied to those over the age of eighteen and hence included individuals not technically considered youngsters. In this sense, the Bavarian
Constitution only legitimized and institutionalized the denial of civil
liberties to those perceived as youth, meaning individuals under the
age of eighteen. Soon the U.S. military government and the Bavarian
State Parliament became concerned as well and formally joined the
call for the revocation of these two ordinances. On 10 October 1947,
the U.S. military government then stated that ordinance no. 74 and no.
75 “did not align with the Bavarian Constitution” because youngsters
were not brought in front of a judge as outlined by Article 102 (2) of the
state constitution.100 The Bavarian government agreed.
Although this decision led to the annulment of ordinance no. 74 and
no. 75, it did not mark the end of many existing restrictions, or even
the end of measures against young people. U.S. military government
and local ofﬁcials had merely noticed a lack of constitutionality regarding age. They could still rely on ordinance no. 73, which targeted
those perceived as youth. As has been pointed out by historian Daniela
Zahner, “The extensive power of the youth welfare ofﬁces grounded in
ordinance no. 73 led to an increased and almost mechanical referral
of homeless and ‘astray’ youngsters into institutions for the protection
of youth in 1946 and 1947.”101 The use of this decree in combination
with raids illustrated that city ofﬁcials, the state, and the military government were still willing to persecute any deviation from the norm by
the young.
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restrictions. It is accessible in the print edition.

Figure 2.2 Juvenile delinquency amongst male youth is supposedly easy to spot
on the streets of post–World War II Munich, as apparent in this photo. The caption
simply reads: “Delinquent, Roaming Youth.” Courtesy of Stadtarchiv München.
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Raids
Raids had long been the key strategy for targeting young delinquents.
As described by numerous historians, the local authorities relied on
raids to arrest black marketeers, to crack down on certain establishments, and to move forward against prostitution.102 Within this context
crackdowns explicitly aimed against supposed young delinquents had
increased dramatically since their widespread appearance in spring
1946. On 9 September 1947, for instance, the local police held a raid
against young people at the central train station. According to an article in Die Süddeutsche Zeitung, ofﬁcials arrested “18 children and
youngsters.” Six of them were “relapse roamers” and sent immediately
to a “work education camp.”103 Four days later, the same newspaper
underlined how other raids throughout previous weeks made the central train station look more “tidy.”104 Such attempts even made national
news, as Police Chief Franz-Xaver Pitzer shared his delight regarding local attempts to remove the stain of Munich as a “Mecca of the
underworld.”105
The most ambitious raid occurred on 28 October 1947. Then, the US
military government, youth welfare ofﬁces, and the police conducted
a twenty-four-hour coordinated and large-scale raid throughout Bavaria. According to a directive by the Bavarian Ministry of the Interior,
all institutions were required to work together and to repeat their efforts within their assigned areas at various times throughout the day.
The document noted, “In order to avoid the fragmentation of police
forces, raids need to focus on speciﬁc spaces frequently occupied by
the young.”106 These spaces included the black market, certain restaurants and bars, movie theaters, and even institutions providing shelter for homeless youth at night. Authorities prepared and coordinated
raids in Munich as well. As noted by the local military government,
“in the cities, youth were picked up at the Bahnhofs [train stations],
at the movies, in the streets, and in restaurants.”107 Ofﬁcials particularly linked the urban environment of Munich to juvenile delinquency,
and the city not surprisingly experienced one of the most extensive
raids. According to an article in Die Süddeutsche Zeitung, more than
one thousand policemen and two hundred detectives participated in
the raid in Munich, 95 percent of them undercover.108 Prior to moving
forward, authorities made preparations to deal with the expected prisoners. They would catalogue captured young men and women to later
determine their status. For those deemed to be delinquent, however
deﬁned, or found to be without a legal guardian, a government camp in
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the city of Augsburg and various local facilities had been prepared.
As reported by the media, all major organizations concerned with the
young, including Director of the Youth Welfare Ofﬁce Elisabeth Bamberger, had supported the growing availability of such camps.109
Young individuals sent to prison camps had a terrible experience.
Squeezed into inadequate facilities, these sites provided little help to
youngsters.110 Ofﬁcials had faced a shortage of housing and consequently had to keep the young in rundown prisons. Many supposed
delinquents resisted attempts by authorities to harness their movements within this appalling environment; others ﬂed only to be picked
up again and returned to the same or a different facility.111 Whereas
some ofﬁcials seemed amazed about such constant recidivism, they
do not appear to have considered why the young resisted. Adults often
mistrusted youth in general, yet particularly at this point in time given
widespread hysteria grounded in descriptions of juvenile delinquency.
As a result, once caught, resilient behaviors amongst the young merely
strengthened dominant understandings of juvenile delinquency. In
addition, authorities saw the inability of camps to provide a closed
environment as an indication that temptations were simply too high
and fences too low, an understanding that illuminates continuities
with Nazi regulations and behaviors; it also warrants a comparison to
mechanisms in place in East Germany at the time. In any case, in the
view of local ofﬁcials in Munich, the recent annulment of ordinance
no. 74 and 75 had restricted their ability to complete their work.
The twenty-four-hour raid occurring in October 1947 in Munich
was a failure. According to Die Süddeutsche Zeitung, authorities captured about three hundred individuals, only ﬁfty of them youngsters.112
Many of them had to be released within a short amount of time. This
included a thirteen-year-old boy who was on his way to bring his aunt
some fruit. The Munich City Chronicle referred to 309 individuals
caught in Munich with only ﬁfty of them youngsters.113 According to
the numbers of the Bavarian State Ministry, police captured a total of
1,586 young people between twelve and eighteen throughout the whole
state of Bavaria. Most of them came from Upper Bavaria. For Munich,
the Bavarian government had comparatively higher numbers. It noted
that ofﬁcials had arrested 318 youngsters.114 That authorities could not
legally hold them but might still have counted them as arrests partially explains such divergences in numbers. Either way, authorities
caught fewer youngsters than anticipated. Facing such meager results,
ofﬁcials pointed to each other’s supposed inabilities. The U.S. military
government blamed this failure on inadequate preparation and bad
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timing. According to an American report that accused German ofﬁcials, “the date of the raid was bad because a) the weather was bad, b)
it was not on a weekend, when the most youth are to be seen in public, c) it did not include Wednesday night, a traditional ‘dance night’
in most areas, d) raids should be conducted more frequently and on
unannounced dates.”115 Yet subsequent raids did not bring different
results. A lack of preparation was thus not the main reason for the
disappointment.116
Given this study’s focus on discourses concerned with youth, the
lack of actual delinquents is not surprising. Blown out of proportion
and exaggerated as a postwar problem, juvenile delinquency was never
about crime. Instead, it had become an almost mystical symbol embodying a variety of societal fears: disorder, disillusionment, immorality, and destitution. Male and female youth purportedly jeopardized
recovery by destabilizing the creation of norms and questioning a postwar consensus. Whereas some youngsters ﬁt in this framework, most
did not. Once authorities speciﬁcally looked for the delinquent boy
and the sexually deviant girl, reality ruined their illusions. Discussions
about youth had led to the construction of a perceived and exaggerated
threat that did simply not exist to the extent imagined.
As the German economy lurched towards recovery, a modicum of
normalcy returned to the streets of Munich, and the threat of male and
female delinquency faded from view. In June 1948, the Deutsche Mark
replaced the virtually worthless Reichsmark, and economic conditions
began to improve. With a stable currency, traditional businesses were
able to fulﬁll the needs of the local population, and the black market slowly disappeared along with its supposed youthful facilitators.
Whereas this economic shift marked only the beginning of recovery
and unprecedented postwar progress, it was sufﬁcient to push the delinquent boy and the sexually deviant girl as symbols of disorder out
of the limelight by 1949. Like his supposed home, the black market
located amongst ruins and rubble, he disappeared almost overnight;117
she similarly vanished once American presence and authority dwindled in Munich and beyond.
Until that point local ofﬁcials and U.S. authorities had widely employed fear over juvenile delinquency to control society. Deemed as a
threat to recovery, ofﬁcials hastened the rebuilding process of institutions, expanded measures to control society, and employed large-scale
raids against numerous abnormal behaviors. The need to recover often
became a pretense for broad actions and a constant justiﬁcation to
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move forward against those unable or unwilling to conform. In the
end, such choices shaped Munich as it slowly came of age. While discussions about youth thus became a microcosm for broader debates,
references to societal fears turned out to be valuable tools of social
control. The connection between constructing and controlling played
out during the crisis years and onto the backs of the young. Some adult
contemporaries had clearly beneﬁted from the existence of both images. As demonstrated in this section, the emerging postwar liberal
state remained wedded to highly conservative notions of governance
and wanted to control those who refused to conform. To achieve that it
relied on a broad postwar consensus that portrayed a society in disorder. Pointing to the delinquent boy and the sexually deviant girl became
one beneﬁcial route to normalization because it justiﬁed intrusive, interventionist measures. This approach seemed successful given that
postwar destitution left the actual young little room to contribute to
discussions framing and deﬁning youth.
On a broader level, the crisis years remain an almost mythical period in German history. Most historians describe these rubble years
simply as an interlude or new beginning; popular conceptions embedded within Germany’s collective memory frame a heroic story. The
latter reading became apparent when the Federal Republic turned
sixty in 2009. As portrayed by various popular magazines, West Germany’s postwar history—unlike the history of East Germany—was a
Cinderella story: rising out of the ashes, hard-working and disciplined
Germans overcame many odds.118 They cleared the rubble and rebuilt
cities, thus setting the stage for unprecedented economic recovery in
the 1950s. As outlined throughout part I, prominent symbols like the
Trümmerfrau personiﬁed this storyline, and eventually trumped other
recollections of the crisis years. The delinquent boy and the sexually
deviant girl ultimately disappeared from Germany’s memory.
A focus on social constructions of youth helps complicate these interpretations. In fact, it becomes apparent that the year 1945 was not
a new beginning, especially for the young. Whereas new opportunities emerged due to the arrival of the Americans, young people were
still not only picked up when misbehaving but also when actually or
supposedly deviating from very traditional norms. Many were sent to
camps, which were at least partially reminiscent of detention facilities
during the Nazi period and the war; they were also similar to setups in
East Germany, a fact that simply did not ﬁt into understandings of a
new, liberal, and democratic West Germany, deﬁned by the adult image
of the hard-working Trümmerfrau.
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CHAPTER 3

Constructing the Halbstarke
and the Teenager

¨´

In 1956, the German movie Die Halbstarken captured the rise of two
new images of youth. Amongst the few movies to look at juvenile delinquency at a time when escapist love stories set in romantic regions
dominated the scene, this screenplay built on widespread stereotypes
of male and female delinquency embodied by two new images: the
Halbstarke and the teenager. Protagonist Freddy (Horst Buchholz) had
all characteristics of this literally semistrong delinquent male youngster: working-class background, interested in motorcycles and cars,
aggressive, provocative, and not willing to listen to adults. Freddy’s
girlfriend Sissy (Karin Baal), on the other hand, embodied a variety of
supposed female characteristics found in the teenager: sexually promiscuous, materialistic, and disinterested in her role around the house.
Towards the end of the movie she encourages Freddy to kill an old
man by yelling, “Come on, shoot, Freddy, shoot!”1 Those seeing the
movie thus learned about a new threat to social order while, at the
same time, ﬁnding comfort in a didactic ending and overall “pedagogical impetus.”2
Contemporary anxieties regarding the reappearance of delinquent
youth again revealed a widespread and highly moralized discourse,
and functioned as a way to discuss broader issues. In times of growing prosperity, authorities increasingly feared American mass culture;
they were also concerned about an increase in leisure for youth given
that young people could spent their time away from adult supervision.
At times, such discussions built on earlier debates around Schmutz
und Schund or smut and ﬁlth, two terms capturing widespread fears
regarding cheap and dirty literature, magazines, comics, and movies.
Such and other conversations epitomized the continuing obsession
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with juvenile delinquency in the Bavarian capital during the so-called
miracle years. According to popular sentiments, the economic miracle
and widespread prosperity had led young people of both sexes astray,
and away from traditional values, gender mores, and respect for adult
authorities. Such behaviors became visual reminders of American inﬂuences, a shaky moral order, and changing sexual norms. The reliance on a combination of traditional tools of control and the new
power of capitalistic mechanisms within a growing consumer culture
eventually helped channel such threats. In the process, authorities
once again relied on demonizing, strict policing, and the re-creation
of more acceptable and proﬁtable images of youth to ensure stability,
moral order, and prosperity.
There was perhaps a youth crisis in the so-called miracle years;
yet again, adult authorities consistently manufactured and exaggerated it for self-serving purposes. As before, the construction of juvenile wrongdoing had beneﬁts.3 Whereas some youngsters did become
more demanding given that rites of passage often entailed challenging
adult norms, local ofﬁcials widely exaggerated the extent of deviancy
to frame a broader consensus. Moreover, it is clear that the construction of delinquency beneﬁted a variety of traditional and emerging
powers trying to inﬂuence society. Traditional governmental authorities in particular remained interested in protecting and defending
stability, social order, and morality. Bavarian Minister of the Interior
August Geislhöringer, for instance, repeatedly pushed for stricter policies against male rowdies.4 Corporations, on the other hand, hoped
to expand their markets by proﬁting from the growing purchasing
power of youth. For them, youth was slowly turning into a lucrative
business, and a new, exciting, and at least partially rebellious image
of youth could thus be useful. As a result, youth yet again proved to be
a powerful rhetorical space and platform for authorities to inﬂuence
contemporary morals in their attempt to ensure authority and generate revenue.
As discussions about Halbstarke and teenagers illustrate, local authorities continued to rely on existing mechanisms of social control
while also employing new ways to ensure stability. Schooling, youth
groups, and the importance of work became ways to keep the young
off the streets, and policing urban spaces marked avenues to ensure
compliance. To demonize certain misbehaviors further helped create
societal pressures. Such campaigns mainly targeted Americanization,
a force seen as a powerful threat to German values. To question U.S. inﬂuences on culture also became a way for local authorities to emancipate themselves from American rule after 1949. The rise of capitalistic
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mechanisms interested in a proﬁting image of youth ﬁnally underlines
the growth of another rather abstract force interested in constructing
and using images of youth.
This second part of Coming of Age then focuses on representations
of male and female youth in the long 1950s, deﬁned as the miracle
years. It sets in with the stabilization and increasing recovery of the
West German economy following the currency reform; it ends with
the decline of the Adenauer era. To discuss the Halbstarke and the female teenager5 throughout these miracle years is again a way to access and capture the construction, normalization, and protection of
masculinity, femininity, and authority. No strangers in German history,
both images of youth emerged in new and advanced forms during a
time when widespread Americanization opened new opportunities for
youngsters. Yet similar to the situation in the crisis years, a pervasive
adult consensus underlined that contemporary youth is a threat to
such postwar prosperity and stability, resulting in a whole array of
contemporaries using images of youth to push stricter mechanisms of
social control against the young and society overall.

Creating the Halbstarke
“The Halbstarke are back!”6 This worrisome headline appeared on the
front page of Die Süddeutsche Zeitung in June 1956 and reintroduced
a previous image of male delinquency: the Halbstarke. That literally
semistrong male youngster was supposedly “loitering at restaurants
and movie theaters, bothering women of all ages, and rattling around
… with his moped [a slow motorcycle] to show off his vigor;”7 he also
robs kiosks and drives under the inﬂuence of alcohol. The paper continued by discussing how this phenomenon emerged all over Western
Europe, due to the rise of American youth culture. Fears of rock ‘n’
roll, uncontrollably dancing young girls or teenagers, and male rowdies comparable to Marlon Brando and James Dean are apparent in
this context. The article concluded by noting, “It would be an afﬁrmation of our inabilities if we cannot deal with this disease of Western children.”8 Readers learned about this new threat to social order
while, at the same time, hearing about the desire of some to defend a
barely established prosperity by taking on the ﬁght against such juvenile delinquents.
The Halbstarke had supposedly reappeared in the miracle years, a
time of growing prosperity and return of traditional norms. Following a crisis period and subsequent efforts to rebuild and recover, West
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Germany increasingly returned to normality in the 1950s. In Munich,
ration cards and most physical signs of war, destruction, and postwar depression had disappeared.9 As elsewhere, the so-called Marshall
Plan had helped rebuild infrastructure and laid the foundation for economic progress.10 Locals seized the opportunity to consume, enjoy, and
relax as an abundance of products returned to stores and ﬁlled shelves.
In 1955, one customer magazine for a major grocery chain noted, “We
are doing better!”11 The return of several thousand prisoners of war
from the Soviet Union plus West German rearmament underlined another step towards normality, while the Cold War offered a binary and
conveniently simple world order. Change, on the other hand, was neither welcome on a federal level nor in a state like Bavaria. There, conservative Catholic values and pre-1914 sentiments repeatedly clashed
with more liberal urban sentiments. The earlier generally dominated
discussions, apparent in repressive gender roles, family structures, and
patriarchy. For most, such desire for normalization needed little explanation, as normality became, to follow historian Hanna Schissler, “a
powerful tool in the social and ideological reality.”12
Yet an increasingly prosperous and open West German democracy
brought new anxieties and challenges, real and imagined, soon to be
embodied by male rowdies or Halbstarke. According to contemporary
interpretations, generational differences made most youngsters more
receptive towards American mass culture, especially compared to
adults. Deﬁned by debates around Americanization during the Weimar Republic, anti-American N azi ideologies, and defeat in war, the
older generation deemed the United States in particular as inexperienced, without a culture, and with no societal cohesion. As historians
pointed out later on, such adult fears were mostly rooted in historical
stereotypes.13 Yet those favoring traditional class stratiﬁcations feared
these supposed American characteristics, thinking about U.S. society
as faceless and anonymous. According to German historian and philosopher Oswald Sprengler, for instance, the time of the masses would
be the downfall of the occident and Western civilization. For him, as
for others interested in the revival of traditional norms, Americanization was threatening.14 Young people, on the other hand, saw the role
of the United States in a different light. They grew up in the presence
of U.S. soldiers, who had fraternized with them early on. Such experiences exposed many young people to American culture and lifestyle,
symbolized by chewing gum, Coca-Cola, and American Forces N etwork radio.15 For them, America was the antonym to a devastated postwar Munich and the opposite to the ideals of adults. As one youngster
noted, “we were fed up with hearing about the war from the older gen-
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eration, just fed up—and the alternative for that were the Americans,
where everything was different; in our view it was a huge country, rich
people, big cars, dominant youngsters.”16
In the United States, businesses had discovered youth as a potential
market relatively early; such inﬂuences soon arrived in West Germany
as part of Americanization, resulting in widespread concerns. Prior
to the arrival of rock ‘n’ roll music and speciﬁc movies like The Wild
One (1953) and Rebel Without A Cause (1955), comic books and other
“trash” literature concerned adults. Adults saw the corruptive inﬂuences of such products throughout Munich. Aligned with traditional
understandings of such Americanization as Schmutz und Schund, or
smut and ﬁlth, contemporaries described these trends as a disease
or virus. To them, cheap comic books ﬂooded newsstands to seduce
youth, while the sexually provocative content of some publications
and “light erotica elicited visceral urges or aroused lurid thoughts
about sex and violence, even if they did not graphically depict sexually immoral acts,” as one scholar noted.17 According to conservative authorities, educators, church ofﬁcials, and other societal groups,
the treacherous content of these materials inﬁltrated and endangered
young minds in particular. Oversexualized characters supposedly paint
a demeaning picture of love, romance, and marriage while overaggressive and ambiguous protagonists challenged law and order. As a result,
youngsters would get increasingly sucked into artiﬁcial worlds and
avoid reading German literary classics. They would become addicts
to comic books while being deprived of “real” cultural opportunities.
In 1951, an article in the national news magazine Der Spiegel laid out
a whole list of dangers. It concluded that comic books are “opium in
children’s rooms” and hence a threat to the moral composition of
the nation.18 In Munich, numerous newspapers debated such issues
at great length, contemplating laws and regulations to protect youth
from such ﬁlth.19 Fears of communism within a Cold War climate also
played a role as authorities saw the moral composition and cohesion
of the state crumbling. West Germany tried to shape its identity, often
in contrast to the German Democratic Republic (GDR). While fears of
Americanization threatened the moral and societal fabric of the GDR
more directly, and made youth a similar battleground for such debates
as in the West,20 local authorities in Munich tried to ﬁnd a third way,
between unfettered American capitalism with its individualized mass
culture and a threatening Soviet communism with its austerity. After
all, as well-known Catholic priest and public speaker Pater Leppich
plainly summarized, “a youth that grows up with brothel-magazines
and ﬁlthy movies will eventually go to the dogs.”21
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The rise of U.S. popular culture ultimately helped resurrect the
Halbstarke as the new image for male delinquency in Munich and provided a reference point for contemporaries. Historically, naming male
delinquents Halbstarke was nothing new. A colloquial term capturing
the rebellious characteristics of male youngsters, this image of youth
has been around since at least the early twentieth century. Then, as
again in the 1950s, contemporaries employed this term to describe delinquent urban youth, supposedly with a working-class background,
and thus all the more threatening. In 1905, for example, social commentator Hermann Martin Popert referred to Halbstarke as “young
fellows, with greasy hats and livid faces;”22 several years later another
description saw the Halbstarke as a “young man between ﬁfteen and
twenty-two years of age who is part of the degenerate city youth …
[and] has a passionate animosity against order; that is why he hates
regularity, as well as everything nice, especially work. … he tempts others into sin, [and] stimulates their joy for destruction.”23 Halbstarke
constitute “a mob, a fearsome, threatening power, especially within
urban environments.”24 In fact, in Munich a local magazine featured
a painting titled “Der Halbstarke” as early as 1918. It showed an indifferent, cigarette-smoking young male, slouching on a window ledge.
The caption read, “Oh gosh, now it’s over with the magniﬁcent ﬂamboyant life—tomorrow dad comes home from war!”25 Whereas such
references aimed to highlight the need for adult supervision in young
people’s lives, the image itself also captured a particular working-class
or proletarian background. This characterization continued to be
prevalent during the National Socialist era, as apparent in references
to so-called Wilde Cliques and Edelweiss Pirates in past and present
discussions.26 In Munich, such groups became known by the colloquial
term Blas’n—literally bubble—in this context,27 an expression that also
reappeared in the 1950s.
By then the media again helped manufacture the Halbstarke as a
threat to stability. Even though several youngsters did speed around
on their mopeds and provoked authorities, none of their behaviors in
Munich matched media coverage. The most vivid example for sensationalism and an exaggerated production of male delinquency remains
a story by the Munich tabloid Die Abendzeitung. In mid-August 1956,
this paper reported on an incident involving the “gang of the skulls,”
a group of young delinquents that had created trouble in West Berlin
and elsewhere already.28 N ow such danger had supposedly come to
Munich. The main headline read, “Terror by the Gang of the Skulls
from the Schwanthalerhöhe suburb—Munich’s Police without a
Chance.” The article described a violent brawl at a local beer garden,
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triggered because a youngster unintentionally ran into another young
man. Then, according to the newspaper, “all hell broke loose.” Not shy
to employ sensationalist language, Die Abendzeitung described the situation as “an attack” and a “major battle” with “loud cries of pain” and
400 guests panicking, eight injured, and two badly injured; the next
day someone even found a loaded pistol at the site of this brawl. The
paper concluded with the question, “How long should this go on?”29
This story ﬁt well with other incidents involving the Halbstarke and
keeping contemporaries on their toes throughout the summer. However, and in some ways similar to the tabloid press and its exaggeration
of the events involving mods and rockers in the United Kingdom in
spring of 1964,30 Die Abendzeitung completely fabricated this tale. The
incident at the beer garden was not simply blown out of proportion,
but there was not even a minor confrontation.31
Scholars initially believed and relied on such exaggerations. Apparent in the work of mainly conservative commentators, many saw German society in danger. They feared that U.S. popular culture could
ﬂood West Germany and undermine existing middle-class norms. Such
voices built on pre-1945 fears regarding Americanization and were
clearly alarmed about the Halbstarke. One scholar described him as
“superﬁcial, longing for amusement, indifferent, without taste, and
a weird psychopathic inclination towards crime.”32 References to the
Halbstarke “as wandering around through a well-off German landscape with their clearly diluted sense for life and a frail melancholy”33
tried to capture his motivations. Well-known pedagogue and sociologist Hans Heinrich Muchow went even further. For him, the Halbstarke
“de-created” and “de-civilized” society.34 In a later article Muchow
asked, “What is going on with these Halbstarke?” before categorizing
him into three different groups: “the primitives,” “the educationally
frustrated,” and “the nihilists.”35 For him, a lack of authority was the
root of the problem,36 and he thereby already provides a glimpse into
connections between constructing and controlling youth.
Media coverage and scholarly discussions inﬂuenced crime statistics and data, leaving room for questioning the supposed rise of juvenile delinquency. In Bavaria, the Ministry of Justice noted a rise of
crime rates among the young by 32 percent between 1954 and 1957;
about 10 percent of young adults were convicted every year.37 At the
same time, however, a report by Director of the Munich Youth Welfare
Ofﬁce Kurt Seelmann concluded that such a rise in crime rates would
not automatically make the majority of youngsters criminals.38 Moreover, broad deﬁnitions of delinquency again raise serious doubts regarding these numbers. With a maximum of 10 percent of youngsters
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deﬁned as Halbstarke by historians engaging with this topic since the
1950s,39 male delinquency as constructed by the general public was a
minor problem.40 Only its connection to broader issues and usefulness
in deﬁning norms explains why it was blown out of proportion.
Concerns about class traditionally framed the Halbstarke and often
remained in the center of discussions throughout the 1950s. According to contemporary descriptions, the Halbstarke had a working-class
background and only a basic education, a claim partially dismissed
by some scholars.41 In Munich, contemporaries noted, those attending
secondary schools rarely joined groups of Halbstarke.42 Rooted somewhat in juvenile delinquency statistics, more recent scholarship has
questioned and even dismissed broad claims regarding class altogether.
Following the notion that “middle-class delinquents hardly end up in
statistics,”43 historians like Thomas Grotum and Sebastian Kurme
challenged the empirical basis of this data overall.44 Such discussions
raise questions regarding widespread simpliﬁcations in regard to class
background and milieu; it also outlines the power of constructs. After all, deeming the Halbstarke as a working-class youngster coincided
with traditional fears of proletarian youth, even socialism and communism. Doing so was evidently a beneﬁcial and convenient simpliﬁcation because it dismissed any discussion of middle-class participation,
aligned with historic stereotypes, hence increasing fears.
At the same time, to understand the Halbstarke as a working-class
young male did offer ways to discuss productivity, work habits, and
leisure. Aware of the necessity to remain an efﬁcient society, adult
contemporaries repeatedly looked at the young when discussing the
future. To them, hard work and discipline had brought the nation economic progress; jeopardizing this success now would be devastating.
A competitive Cold War context, in which West Germany constantly
looked to out-produce its adversary East Germany, could also not
tolerate young people wasting time and money by standing on street
corners, speeding around with mopeds, or simply doing nothing. Furthermore, and as historian Uta Poiger has convincingly demonstrated
when discussing German youth more broadly, West and East Germans
wrestled with American cultural imports as a way to deﬁne themselves
and normality.45
Male youth in Munich and elsewhere had supposedly picked up
concerning behaviors by going to movies like The Wild One, which had
opened in Munich on 15 January 1955. Following the story of Johnny
Strabler (Marlon Brando) and two rivaling motorcycle gangs, the main
character shows little interest in hard work. Young viewers became
fascinated with Marlon Brando’s style, attitude, and coolness. Soon
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male youth in particular hoped to purchase a leather jacket and motorcycle. As outlined by one historian, “Metaphorically, a leather jacket
conveys a talismanic quality of ﬁerceness; the wearer is a different animal, tough, and thick-skinned. He is uncivilized, perhaps brutal, and
so should be respected if not feared.”46 Male youth also imitated hairstyles, wore jeans, and began showing provocative postures. Given a
newly accomplished prosperity and widespread full-time employment,
male youth generally had the resources and time to spend on these new
trends. According to a contemporary study, working male youngsters
had about 116 Deutsche Marks available each week.47 This income
helped sustain a Brando-like coolness, while a shortened workweek
expanded the time to enjoy it.
A conspicuous style and posture—at times created by youth as a sign
for a speciﬁc identity—supposedly went along with certain clothing
and openly deﬁed adult authorities. The Halbstarke wore wide shirts
with eye-catching colored fabric, ﬂashy-colored scarves, American
blue jeans, and hats.48 According to cultural historian Beverly Gordon,
for angry young men, jeans were “the anti-fashion wardrobe that symbolically ﬂaunted the mores of the frightened society at large.”49 Male
youngsters in Munich created their speciﬁc style: they either wore their
jeans extremely tight or extremely loose. Both styles ran against contemporary norms because a tight ﬁt was seen as obscenely exposing
the body and folded up jeans that never touched the ground were seen
as a provocative misuse of legwear. Apart from this reading, accentuated contrasts ran against more subtle colors like grey, navy blue, and
brown. A local police report spoke of “well-known clothing (red and
black blousons, blue jeans, and such).”50 In that sense, bright shirts
worn by male youth visibly and metaphorically disrupted the monotony and conventions of the “stuffy” 1950s. Of course haircuts contributed to such discussions as male youngsters wore long and messy hair,
especially once imitating Elvis Presley’s hairstyle became fashionable.
Long sideburns, one curl like rock ‘n’ roll star Bill Haley, or the socalled ducktail became stylistic signs and marks of identiﬁcation for
a now well-endorsed subculture. Yet these haircuts deﬁned resistance
against a variety of norms and traditions, especially when compared
to previous hairstyles within the Nazi youth.51 Finally, certain postures,
inspired by Marlon Brando and James Dean, added a provocative attitude. According to contemporary scholar and observer Curt Bondy, the
Halbstarke “avoids abrupt ruptures in his posture and instead emphasizes elastic movement of the whole body.”52 He typically had his hands
in his pockets, chewed gum, or smoked. To lean against something
further sustained such coolness. At that point clothing and outwardly
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typical behaviors fulﬁlled an additional role in literally and metaphorically sustaining the buoyancy of male delinquents. The looks of leather
jackets, cowboy boots, and jeans then only increased their relaxed posture and coolness. Such provocative casualness, messy hair, and lanky
stance seemed provoking to those favoring discipline and order, resulting in conﬂicts throughout Munich.
For authorities a newly developing youth motorcycle culture soon
became one prominent example of wasting time and money. Many
youngsters would have hoped to purchase a motorcycle like Marlon
Brando. However, for most a moped was all they could afford. Seen as
a cheap substitute, it primarily fulﬁlled a practical purpose for working youngsters: it brought them to work. As a contemporary academic
study about youngsters and motorcycles in Munich suggested, more
than one-ﬁfth of all youngsters drove a moped to get to work in the
Bavarian capital.53 Yet in times of demonizing youth such elements
received little or no attention in the media. Instead, discussions simply
dismissed such practical needs for transportation and focused on how
the Halbstarke wasted time in garages, back alleys, and entranceways
to work on his Hobel—literally fad54 [Figure 3.1]. Some even gave their
mopeds female names, like Trixi.55 One contemporary stated, “The engine … has become the ‘wife of the Halbstarken,’ like the riﬂe the ‘wife

Figure 3.1 So-called Halbstarke and their mopeds in Munich-Neuhausen, 1959.
Courtesy of Geschichtswerkstatt München-Neuhausen e.V.
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of the soldier.’ At least there is some kind of intimacy between the Halbstarke and engines, which was demanded in the relationship between
a soldier and his weapon.”56 Such references underscored a supposed
unwillingness of male youth to become fathers, soldiers, and family
men, and in that way defying traditional order. Youngsters, on the
other hand, enjoyed retooling the exhaust and adding speed—often
simply to make sure there was a fabulous echo once they drove between high buildings. On weekends and in evenings, the moped then
became a symbol for freedom from strict rules, authoritative adults,
and encroaching cityscapes. As one youngster recalled with nostalgia,
“Imagine the excitement, when the whole pack was [riding] together.”57
Some traveled on weekends; others simply drove around with friends.
Even the study referenced earlier captured this stereotypical Halbstarke by noting, “a certain type of male youngster … uses the technology with coolness and, at the same time, fast pace, all while having
comfort without effort … , just like rock ‘n’ roll music.”58
The young did not necessarily need a moped to question popular
notions of productivity. In mid-January 1956, Die Süddeutsche Zeitung
reported, “Semi-grown-ups are standing on street corners.” Calling
them a topic of concern, the article discussed local anxieties regarding the Halbstarke and their “so-called ‘Blasen.’” According to the paper, Blas’n were “loose groups of adolescents that meet daily in certain
spots within their quarters of town.”59 All they did was stand around.
Eighty such groups supposedly existed in Munich. Some enjoyed the
music coming out of jukeboxes, hung out at the movies, or visited
fairgrounds; others came to restaurants to play cards and drink. As a
seventeen-year-old recalled, “I got a portable record player from my
dad. Then we went to [the restaurant] Zur Schanz. We asked the owner
if we could play our records. He allowed us to do so in the rear of the
restaurant.”60 From then on the youngsters hung out in that restaurant
whenever they had a chance. Since they spent money on drinks, the
owner was quite happy. Only when he had other guests for lunch he
kindly asked them, “Do you mind taking a walk for an hour or so?”61
Whereas the young enjoyed their own space and newly acquired independence, authorities worried about the proximity of alcohol and rock
’n’ roll music in such environments. The latter was more aggressive
and faster than traditional classical music, and for authorities a source
of trouble. Aware of rock ’n’ roll riots in the United States and later
in various cities in West Germany, a local newspaper described the
power of rock ’n’ roll on youth prior to the opening of Rock Around the
Clock (1956) in Munich: “They continued to dance … like lunatics to
the rhythms they had heard in the movie theater but had been unable
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to let off steam right away. They fought with the police. … We hope
that Munich’s dancing youngsters are able to resist against the rock ‘n’
roll fever.”62 Another newspaper asked, “Where does the inﬂammatory
character of rock ‘n’ roll come from?”63 Most concerning, however, remained the conviction that youth simply wasted their resources and
time by standing or sitting around, talking, and playing cards.64 Adult
commentators used such discussions to further strengthen constructs
of youth as deviant, especially once compared to the hard work and
sacriﬁce of their parents. As one local journal noted, almost with nostalgia, “Many of us experienced war and after the war what it meant
to be hungry. But if you are stuffed [with food] then you forget these
times easily.”65
The young, on the other hand, became increasingly irritated, illustrating a growing divide or gap between actual age groups. As one
young voice noted,
All I hear is leisure … and by now it has become annoying. … What does
the youth do during the weekend? It is almost a given according to some
that we have lots of time; adults hover over us watching every step with
their microscope to note: Take a look at the youth of today! In our times
there was barely any vacation during the year, and no day off on Saturdays. We had to work. But today …66

Many youngsters still lived with their families cramped into small
homes or apartments. For them, being out of the house and away
from adult supervision seemed only natural. In Munich, many groups
had their own meeting point in a certain neighborhood or street. One
youngster recalled, “Each quarter of the city had a catwalk, a ‘Broadway.’ In the suburb of Neuhausen it was the Rotkreuzplatz square, or,
as it was referred to in the West of Munich, the Rio.”67 Such spaces
“provided various possibilities to let off steam, show off, provoke
adults, and present rebellious fashion,” another youngster added.68
For authorities, on the other hand, the street in urban environments
had always been the typical scene of crime. In their view, the young
were simply loitering and engaging in obnoxious behaviors, provocations, and illegal activities [Figure 3.2]. Die Süddeutsche Zeitung noted,
“Their imprudence … terrorizes whole districts.”69 Soon contemporaries feared for their safety passing by certain spots, coming across several youngsters, or walking through speciﬁc public spaces. According
to a contemporary scholar, these youngsters “act out in groups and
… break societal norms in senseless riots; he [the Halbstarke] begins
his hooligan-like behavior and ‘breaks out’. … He acts … consciously
against adults.”70
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Figure 3.2 Two so-called Halbstarke loitering on the streets of Munich, 1959.
Courtesy of Fritz Neuwirth/Süddeutsche Zeitung Photo.

City streets and public spaces also became contested areas for
broader discussions about mobility, class, and power. Streets, for example, encapsulated such debates. Even though mopeds were a means
to get to work, authorities complained that the young used their bikes
to disrupt order and normality. Apart from speeding around with
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their noisy rides, their mopeds provoked adults also in other ways.
Some youths rode on sidewalks while others howled their engines and
honked their horns late in the evening. This behavior, said a contemporary commentator, “ran contrary to urban order.”71 The Halbstarke,
on the other hand, described car owners as “snobby,” “spiteful,” and
“short-tempered” middle-class drivers unwilling to share the road.72
According to historian Werner Lindner and a subcultural interpretation of these events, the young provoked “bourgeois understandings
of order.”73 In this sense, their youthful mopeds challenged adult cars.
In one such incident in June 1956, roughly ﬁfty youngsters blocked
Munich’s Stiglmaierplatz square using their mopeds and bicycles. This
showcase of youth’s power created a trafﬁc jam and resulted in turmoil. Only the arrival of a riot squad dispersed the youngsters and
allowed trafﬁc to ﬂow freely.74 If trafﬁc order is understood as a sign of
social and moral order, then this behavior becomes not simply a trafﬁc
violation but also a symbolic act of resistance against “street peace.”75
Antiauthoritarian behaviors of male youth became apparent in various other contexts as well. Those real and imagined delinquents targeted by adult authorities during the crisis years had already resisted.
Unlike the Halbstarke, however, previous male youngsters had less support from their peers. Consequences of war in particular left uprooted
youngsters of the crisis years with few options. This situation changed
due to economic stability in the 1950s. Plus, a group dynamic amongst
youth took shape—often only strengthened because of adult demonization. As a result, authorities could not simply rely on their mere
presence and authority anymore. Accustomed to stepping in when
the younger generation misbehaved, the deﬁant reaction of youth surprised many adults. A witness cited in Die Süddeutsche Zeitung vividly
described various incidents, including when a youngster on a moped
cut off and “molested” a man and two women who were taking a stroll.
After a brief argument, the man—seemingly accustomed to his adult
authority—simply slapped the youngster. In response, the latter whistled for his friends. A “horde of partially adolescent boys” attacked the
man and beat him unconscious.76 Similar incidents occurred throughout the summer. According to one contemporary commentator, “responsibility means standardization, order, authority with an intention.
But the young in particular are rebelling against this authority with
purpose and reason.”77 The most prominent example of disrespect,
not only for adult authority but also law enforcement and thereby police order as a whole, took place during the Auer Dult, a yearly fair in
Munich. In 1956, the Dult made headlines. “Police Fighting Against
a Horde of Youngsters,”78 read one newspaper. The police eventually
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moved forward against male youngsters unwilling to leave the fairgrounds at closing. Whereas the police had few problems clearing the
area the ﬁrst night, a day later the situation escalated. According to the
municipal court report, roughly 100 youngsters near the bumper cars
failed to comply with police orders. Although the police were able to
clear the area once again, a horde soon returned. In the end, “the police faced roughly 300 youngsters, were trapped, and had to use baton
sticks, while youngsters yelled and threw rocks at police cars.”79
A growing fear of the Halbstarke inﬂuenced and framed mindsets,
an element that eventually contributed to a tragic climax in late summer of 1956. On 20 August, a seemingly minor incident ended with a
tragedy. Early in the morning two brothers with potentially too much
to drink, accompanied by a girl, walked home in the Munich suburb
of Allach. Around 2:20 A.M., three police ofﬁcers on their bikes stopped
them near the train station. Aware of and most likely concerned about
recent incidents involving male youth, the policemen approached the
group, suspicious about their behaviors. Once confronted with the two
intoxicated brothers, a brief argument took place before both youngsters tried to walk away from the ofﬁcers. One policeman followed
them and soon found himself in a brawl with one of the “suspects.”
He felt threatened, used his pistol, and shot the youngster. The situation escalated further thereafter and a second police ofﬁcer now arriving at the scene ﬁred a shot into the air hoping to intimidate the by
now outraged second “suspect.” Unable to do so, he shot the youngster twice, killing him also. This description is based on police records
and broader publications given that exact circumstances are difﬁcult
to assess. For the media, however, the situation was clear: the police
had acted in self-defense. Die Abendzeitung soon arranged this tragedy
in line with numerous previous incidents, including occasions when
youngsters played simple pranks on pedestrians. These stories painted
a threatening picture of the Halbstarke and indicated that he clearly
questioned accepted norms.80 That had to put adults into a state of
panic.81
It did not take long for authorities to fully employ the Halbstarke as
an argument for more control, thereby again making male delinquents
a useful tool. By summer 1956, generalizations regarding male youth
already provided a way to control behaviors. At a certain point, every
youngster dressing, acting, or behaving “abnormally” was deemed as
being a semistrong. As one girl noted, “If I go out with a boy who wears
jeans then he is a ‘Halbstarker’ right away.”82 A male youngster felt similar, stating, “If they [adults] speak about the Halbstarke then they act
as if they are discussing leprosy.”83 The ills of society had been deﬁned
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and were now embodied by the Halbstarke, and, after the tragic incident in Allach, authorities saw the necessity to move forward against
this deviancy. According to Die Abendzeitung, “The police hope that
the shots from Allach are a warning sign. Police and riot squads are
ready to break the reign of the Halbstarke.”84 In the regional conservative newspaper Bayernkurier State Representative Heinrich Junker
reminded the reader of his previous attempts “to push for more state
authority.”85 Another newspaper quoted Bavarian Minister of the Interior August Geislhöringer on the events. According to him, the police
“must act with full force and if necessary, also brutality. … They need
to hit hard, even against bystanders, so that these issues ﬁnally come
to an end.”86 Both individuals had been ready to respond to a largely
constructed and manufactured threat, the Halbstarke, for months.

Creating the Teenager
Similar to the Halbstarke, a representation of female youth as teenagers
took shape in the miracle years. Like her male complement, the teenager endangered normality during the 1950s: concerned contemporaries blamed her for jeopardizing socially accepted norms, including
economic stability, conservative morals, and gender mores. The latter
referred primarily to traditional family structures rooted in patriarchy
and natalist sentiments. Throughout the miracle years, adult society
deemed marriage sacred and premarital sex immoral—particularly
in conservative Bavaria, where a re-Christianization became evident
throughout this period. This made sexual repression the norm and the
three Ks the center of life for women: Küche (kitchen), Kinder (children), and Kirche (church).87 In contrast, adults perceived the teenager,
who was allegedly spending her time dancing to rock ’n’ roll music
and openly displaying her sexuality, as a challenge to morality and in
deﬁance against existing gender mores. Consequentially, she became a
construct of sexual deviancy marking the abnormal in a society hoping
to hold on to its barely reclaimed normality.88 As one commentator
noted, in times of “insecurity regarding morals and virtues” within a
bourgeois society, norms need to be in place.89
Akin to the Halbstarke and in many ways parallel to discussions in
the interwar period,90 the term teenager was not new. Although headlines discussed the production of “a new type”91 during the 1950s, this
image of youth had a prehistory. Cultural historian Jon Savage traced
it by analyzing numerous literary and scholarly pieces, including The
Wonderful Wizard of Oz and Peter Pan.92 He gives psychologist and
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educator G. Stanley Hall credit for deﬁning adolescence or youth as
“a marvelous new birth” as early as 1904.93 The New York Times referred to “teen-age boys”94 by 1942 and discussed “teen-age fashion”95
two years later. In January 1945, the same newspaper even published
“A Teen-Age Bill of Rights,”96 addressing youth between thirteen and
nineteen years of age. In that sense, Savage concludes, “the Allies won
the war exactly at the moment that America’s latest product [the teenager] was coming off the production line.”97 In 1948, the West German
weekly news magazine Der Spiegel already followed the rise of Frank
Sinatra in the United States, which was closely tied to the support of
“young American girls around sixteen years of age, the ‘teen-agers.’”98
A year later, the same newspaper provided a deﬁnition closer to home
when referencing the more traditional term Backfisch.99 In the late
1940s, both terms were used interchangeably before a shift towards
the American expression became noticeable. In 1958, one publication
recalled and explained this transition:
Back in the days they were Backﬁsche, these young girls between fourteen and nineteen. This word came from the English term “back ﬁsh.”
English ﬁshermen used to throw back small, young ﬁsh: those needed to
develop, grow. One treats Backﬁsche like young ﬁsh: no one took them
seriously, they were put back, to grow up. Backﬁsche are teenagers these
days.100

The term teenager was never translated, but simply replaced its predecessor as the primary description of young girls, and, by 1958, had
become a new, Americanized social construction of female youth.
Early on in the miracle years, the teenager was gendered as female.
Although it eventually expanded to include male youngsters by the early
1960s, females clearly dominated this construction of youth throughout the long 1950s. Seen as a young ﬁsh similar to the Backfisch, these
girls were not ready for men and the world. Such aspects distinguished
them from young men; it also underlined a speciﬁc focus on sexuality and future motherhood. With a female audience in mind, German
youth magazines of course framed a majority of their content for girls.
Columns included beauty and fashion tips while other female youngsters gave regular advice.101 This approach included Stefﬁ, the perfect
teenager appearing in the youth magazine Bravo with issue no. 32, in
1958.102 Most magazines or newspapers saw the teenager also in the
context of movie stars like Romy Schneider or Christine Kaufmann,
both examples for “cute Teenagers.”103 A popular publication titled
Teenagers speciﬁcally traced the rise of the image in 1958 throughout
the West. One piece described an encounter with a female teenager
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in Greenwich Village, NY; another essay gives a girl from Vienna the
chance to tell her story. The overwhelming majority of images featured
throughout the publication illustrate female youngsters, while male
characters are portrayed as rather effeminate.104 By the mid-1950s, the
teenager was clearly a female in her teens.
Appearance deﬁned the teenager. Distinctively different from adults
and children yet similar to the Halbstarke, she invented her own style:
tight jeans, all kinds of skirts, different haircuts, in particular pony
tails. As one young girl noted, “I wore a pony tail for weeks because
one looks nice, I do not need to go to the hairdresser, and it is fashionable;”105 another youngster stated, “I don’t have a pony tail, but short
hair. I can look so wonderful disorderly … [and] I feel more relaxed
and more free.”106 This aspect explains why, as noted by social commentator Eric Godal, “If a couple is walking by, it is hard to tell who is
she and who is he.”107 The teenager also wore bright colors, tight jeans,
and worn-out sandals. Her attitude is casual, a little naïve, and openminded. She is driven by curiosity yet walks carefree through her day.
Godal added that “sex has little secrets” for her.108 He also best captured her aura as he was trying to describe her in detail:
Young people have graceful lines and idiosyncratic movements, like animals. An older woman puts one leg over the other, as conventions taught
her. One move, a cliché at this point. Teenagers, on the other hand, move
without hesitation and disruptions. … One has to leave them to themselves to try to catch their charming movements. While I paint them,
they chew on candy, pickles, and bananas. They drink Coca-Cola, listen to Benny Goodman, and their toes are dancing, while she is looking
through magazines. “[The French actress] Bardot got fat,” she says, and
that’s it about Bardot. Or: “[German actor] Horst Buchholz, I could like
him, very nice!”109

The teenager became an almost mystical female creature as she seemingly questioned prudish, stuffy, and repressive formats simply based
on her appearance and aura.
Throughout the 1950s, the teenager had more time and space. Due to
the economic miracle, the housework at home traditionally completed
by wives and daughters became easier and less time consuming. Technological advances had made their way into West German kitchens
and washrooms. As one contemporary noted sarcastically, “If a woman
today ﬁnds a pink mixer or a new vacuum under the Christmas tree
then she is usually happy. Imagine grandma’s surprise if she would
have found a wooden spoon or a mop with a bow on it.”110 Whereas
these advances gave the teenager more time for leisure, her middle-class
status also provided her with more space at home. By the mid-1950s,
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the economic situation had allowed many middle- and upper-class
families to have additional space for their children. Now young girls
could hang out with friends in their own rooms and have at least some
kind of privacy.111 Used to constant interference by adults, this marked
a major shift for female youth. Once outside the home, movie theatres
and ice cream parlors became her prime habitat. Instead of showing
off with mopeds or standing on street corners like the Halbstarke, they
rather enjoyed the rock ’n’ roll music often available from jukeboxes in
so-called milk bars. One girl recalled:
We met with friends at certain locations in the city, meaning in milk
bars, where we drank milk shakes, coke, or lemonade until 7 P.M.; then
we had to go home anyway. Girls could just go to the milk bars, alone or
with friends. There was a jukebox, and sometimes, even during the afternoon, dancing was going on. … Many girls dressed up for these events in
the afternoon. We wore long, tight pants—jeans were in style—but also
tight dresses and skirts with the [so-called] Dior-tuck, which ﬂew open
when dancing to rock ’n’ roll music.112

During the 1950s, the teenager also explored new spaces, as she increasingly met with her peers in so-called teenager clubs. Most clubs
aligned around similar interests, namely tied to movies, records, and
stars [Figure 3.3]. By the late 1950s, an estimated 130,000 teenagers
met within such informal settings.113 In Munich, various clubs had to
turn down members because they were beyond capacity. In fact, in
1959 there were at least seventeen different clubs in the Bavarian capital. They included groups like the Jaguar Club, the Midnight Club, or
the Presley Club.114 Some met in restaurants; most, however, mingled
in private homes. As a result, the teenager had started to claim her own
space as these clubs provided a sense of community on the local level
and away from constant adult supervision. Girls mingled with others
to discuss the latest news and gossip about stars, listened to music,
and danced to different tunes. The local radio station Der Bayerische
Rundfunk even had a teenager party program speciﬁcally aimed at the
teenager and her friends. Many sent in requests regarding their favorite
songs, and others wrote to stars asking for autographs and pictures.115
Some clubs were coeducational. Reminiscent of American attempts to
create open youth groups shortly after the war, these clubs provided
an alternative framework distinct from traditional youth organizations, and away from adult authorities, regulations, and conventions.
Besides, traditional youth organizations had no interest in allowing
youngsters to listen to rock ’n’ roll music or discuss the newest fashion
styles. As one observer described, in teenager clubs “the young can be
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Figure 3.3 Young people with a portable record player, living the teenage dream
around 1955. Courtesy of Otfried Schmidt/Süddeutsche Zeitung Photo.

like they want to. They want to be among themselves, outside paternalistic structures and without regulations.”116 The reasoning for setting
up or joining such clubs thus reached from practicality to privacy: “We
did not want to pay a fee to go dancing,”117 noted one youngster. And
there was also no other space for youth in the city: “We did not know
where else to go. We know each other for a while, but standing around
on street corners, that was nothing [for us]. That’s why we founded a
club.”118 According to one young girl, “as soon as parents are gone on
the weekend, we call each other on the phone to meet up. Everyone
brings something to eat and to drink. Sometimes we show up in funny
costumes. One day, that was funny, someone came … in a bathrobe.”119
Even though not all teenager clubs were coeducational and casual,
their willingness to simply meet up with others was deemed as abnormal in a society that had kept their daughters at home and away from
unsupervised mingling with male youth.
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Adult authorities labeled teenager clubs as deviant spaces and threats
to society, and often feared the worst. Worried about the dissolution of
existing structures on a larger level, debates about female youth within
teenager clubs became a proxy site for broader discussions. For one,
many contemporaries were concerned about the increasing inﬂuence
of U.S. popular culture and marketing; some even suspected deviant
ideological reasons behind these setups. In addition, the coeducational
nature of many teenager clubs nourished fears regarding promiscuity.
The fact that the Youth Protection Law could not be applied in the
private sphere only increased concerns; but it also provided an avenue
to critique parents.120 “This makes it increasingly difﬁcult to introduce
the importance of discipline regarding the Youth Protection Law to the
young,” argued one commentator before asking, how could parents be
so trusting?121 The inability to access teenager parties led some authorities to indulge in more aggressive speculations. According to a rather
vicious voice from a contemporary Catholic scholar, “such adapted
formats of the teenager party can easily become a ‘petting party’ (making out); soon the teenager club adopts American formats like ‘dating’
and ‘going steady’ … thereby exposing those more mature youngsters
to a seemingly unbounded erotic-sexual playﬁeld.”122 In his view, the
teenager with her unrestrained sexuality was a threat to herself, endangered male youth, and jeopardized moral cohesion of society as
a whole. Whereas this commentator used his critique also to put forward anti-American sentiments, a less worried voice referred to such
overexaggerated nervousness as a reaction to the lack of a coherent
youth movement. In his view, concerned contemporaries, “who then
get worried about rare rhythmical excitement [by youngsters], create
panic once noticing bad behaviors, and think that having nothing to
do or being bored needs to be accompanied with constant nagging.”123
This reference to anxieties adequately described widespread reactions
and fears in response to the teenager while already proposing—through
state-sponsored youth organizations—a solution that would bring the
needed supervision.
A growing display of sexuality within popular culture seemingly
strengthened adults’ worst fears. In 1957, the movie And God Created
Woman (1956) featuring young French actress Brigitte Bardot and
German actor Curd Jürgens opened in Munich. Bardot played Juliette,
an eighteen-year-old girl highly aware of her sexuality and natural
eroticism. Set in a respectable small-town environment on the French
Côte d’Azur, Juliette lives in the moment: she sleeps in, walks around
barefoot, lays in the sun naked, and ﬂirts freely. Her natural innocence
and beauty as well as her inordinate yearning and appetite for plea-
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sure mesmerize millionaire Carradine (Curd Jürgens). Juliette, however, desires the cad Antoine (Christian Marquand). Once he abandons
her, she marries his younger brother. Such impulsiveness and unbridled behavior disturbed order and erupted in an ecstatic scene on the
dance ﬂoor: there, she unveils her deceitful character as she plays with
her lovers who are forced to watch her sexually explicit dance to foreign and exotic tunes. For those concerned with sexual repression,
Brigitte Bardot impersonated the untamed and immoral teenager: her
hair was wild, her well-proportioned body exposed, and her attitude
feisty though naïve. Such descriptions underlined that her stardom
was mostly based on age, bodily features, and sexuality. Referred to by
the news magazine Der Spiegel as a “mixture of infantilism and sex,”124
Bardot’s behaviors made her, among others, the pin-up teenager exposing a repressive society to sexuality.125 N ot surprisingly, the Catholic
Film Service claimed that her behavior and acting was “animal-like.”126
Brigitte Bardot, “a symbol of female sensuality in Germany”127 and beyond, sexualized a sexually repressed 1950s West German society and
provided a new and threatening image of femininity to young girls.
Many girls in Munich and throughout West Germany mimicked Bardot’s looks and behaviors, thereby sustaining widespread fears among
adults. Just as the Halbstarke aimed to look and behave like Marlon
Brando or James Dean, young girls began imitating the French actress
and stars like her: female youngsters wore tight sweaters, blue jeans,
and a ponytail.128 1960s Munich celebrity and sex idol Uschi Obermaier vividly recalled how her room was full of posters of James Dean
and Brigitte Bardot.
I liked to go to bed early, because there I could dream without being disturbed. I imagined myself playing in movies, and in my fantasy I always
looked like Brigitte Bardot. First I wondered what kind of hair I had,
long straight silver hair, blonde straight hair, or blonde and curly. Then I
re-enacted the scene in my head—how I approach Jimmy [James Dean]
as he sits there in front of the house in his car, feet up, wearing a cowboy
hat. I imagined how I introduced myself, how we kissed, and how he
pushed his body against mine …129

The youth magazine Bravo published a major poster-puzzle of Brigitte
Bardot—the ﬁrst of its kind—to help teenagers like Obermaier to envision herself as the French actress.130 These attempts at imitation increased sexual awareness. As noted by historian Dagmar Herzog, for
a “stuffy” and “philistine” West German postwar society, this had to
mark a deviation from traditional norms.131 In fact, many more conservative newspapers harshly rebuked attempts of the young to mimic
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Bardot. One publication claimed, “One can be against girls who get
caught up in Bardot and even show that in front of a camera light; one
cannot even fall in love with such girls.”132 Sexual openness challenged
societal hopes and norms, making attempts to imitate Bardot’s looks
and behaviors only part of discussions meant to regulate sex “through
useful and public discourse,”133 to follow a Foucauldian framework.
Once teenage fashion is seen as a sort of text, then perceptions of abnormal behaviors become even more obvious. Instead of a long and
pleated skirt, female youngsters wore jeans or a short skirt. In a time
when trousers were still widely seen as defeminizing women, such
fashion was a provocation. Since skirts twirled when dancing, female
youth showed more skin than socially acceptable in a time when female sexuality was mostly banned from the public sphere.134
Rock ’n’ roll music most openly challenged, questioned, and endangered sexual repression. Originally rock ’n’ roll came to Munich as part
of a larger transnational trend. As historian Mark Fenemore rightfully
notes when focusing on East Germany, “rock ’n’ roll was an international phenomenon that transformed expressions of masculinity and
femininity throughout Europe.”135 Opening in West Germany in late
1955, movies like Blackboard Jungle (1955) had triggered riots among
male youngsters in various cities.136 Initially more concerned about the
Halbstarke, anxieties soon shifted to include female sexuality. For historian Uta Poiger, the rise of “Elvis, the Pelvis,” by fall 1956 marked a
paradigm shift from male aggression to female sexuality altogether.137
In early December, the youth magazine Bravo reported how American
“girls scream for Elvis.”138 The same month Elvis decorated the cover
of the weekly news magazine Der Spiegel. Long articles described various scenes occurring during his concerts in the United States. Set up
like a sexual act, young girls are ﬁrst portrayed as impatiently waiting
to see the “god of teenager.”139 Once he appeared on stage, some “sob,”
some “romantically minded young girls” throw ﬂowers on stage, others their panties.140 Elvis, on the other hand, is depicted as moving like
“a talented striptease dancer.”141 The audience reacts to his “sex-trordiary” behavior.142 Within a short amount of time, a frenzy spreads
through the crowd. Girls became emotionally exhausted after the sexual hysteria reached a climax, like an orgasm. In a time of sexual repression, this behavior encouraged by rock ’n’ roll music was simply
unacceptable.
To bring sexuality to the forefront became part of discussing traditional gender norms because adult voices often tied such conversations to music and dancing. Traditions had been disrupted during the
crisis years as society pressured women to work for recovery. In the
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miracle years, women could and certainly should return to their traditional role as angels of the house, obedient wives, and caring mothers.
Patriarchy was again the norm, and self-control for women a necessity.
Seen as the shield guarding against male sexual aggression, it was also
important that young girls did not tempt males to misbehave. Rock ’n’
roll dancing girls literally and metaphorically challenged these understandings and norms.143 Instead of men leading women, both danced
freely together. This arrangement was contrary to previous dances like
the waltz. Understood as liberating for the young, especially for females, these behaviors disrupted traditions and endangered patriarchy. Not surprisingly, in Munich, only one local dance studio allowed
the jitterbug, and then without any sexual moves.144 Moreover, with
self-control being a key characteristic of femininity at the time, those
dancing loosely and freely clearly threatened such traditions.145 After
all, the necessity to control the body applied more to females than
males. They were, according to contemporary stereotypes, morally
weaker and more emotional. Future teenage star and Munich native
Peter Kraus recalled hearing about “girls going wild in America when
listening to the music of Bill Haley.”146 In the movie And God Created
Woman, this wildness led almost to a disaster. Exposed to an environment with foreign music, young Juliette is seduced by exotic rhythms.
She dances to the music of four black musicians, swirls around them,
and taps on the table, all in very sexually explicit poses. The scene
gets wild, in particular when her two lovers show up hoping to break
the spell. Juliette refuses, dancing in ecstasy. The situation becomes
hectic, the music faster, until a shot is ﬁred by one of her upset lovers.
Male interference breaks the curse of “jungle music” and underscores
that Juliette had to be protected from such forces, by a man.147 In a
time of sexual repression and strict gender hierarchies, endangering
patriarchy meant trouble.
Contemporary descriptions of dances all had a note of wildness to
them and became a way to critique Otherness. One girl stated, “Yesterday we put on the hottest new record. That made us dance! One is
completely overcome [by the music]. The guys yelled and went crazy.
Just wonderful.”148 For the scholar quoting her, such behavior was
comparable to some sort of ecstasy and excess; he also worried about
the revolting characteristics embedded within rock ’n’ roll tunes. A
contemporary voice in the newspaper Die Zeit noted how “mania,”
“excesses,” and “orgies” capture young females as she worships her
stars and idols fanatically and dances unworried.149 The commentator
partially blamed parents and adults, thereby expanding his analysis to
critiquing the moral state of society as a whole. He also questioned the
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growing importance of psychoanalysis, the idolization of stars, and
overall greediness within the corporate media culture. The same newspaper referred to another contemporary adult voice who suggested
pouring water on dancers to break this deviant spell.150 This statement
fell in line with those blaming girls less and instead comparing rock ’n’
roll music and marketing to the ﬁctitious Pied Pieper of Hamelin. He
was a mystical character from a legendary German fairytale seducing
and capturing mice with his pipe to follow him out of the city. Once not
paid for such services, he did the same to local children. Racialized references to the seducing powers of African American or simply “exotic”
music became dominant within various discussions and strengthened
fears of the abnormal and foreign Other.151
Similar to previous debates surrounding male youth, discussions
about dancing female youth became a way to create binaries. Youngsters dancing to foreign tunes, going wild on the dance ﬂoor, and challenging gender norms and German high culture were seen as deviant;
those keeping social etiquette, respecting patriarchy, and listening to
German—possibly even classical—music, on the other hand, marked
the norm. According to cultural historian Rolf Lindner, this opposition
by contemporaries outlined
two normative systems: just as ballroom dancing was not only an expression of good breeding but also displayed the well-bred person at his
or her best (tactful, tasteful, and with a sense for boundaries), boogiewoogie [broadly deﬁned and incorporating rock ’n’ roll] contained a message that went beyond the violation of formal dance rules. The “eccentric
groove” and “lackadaisical casualness” was a violation of “one doesn’t do
that” conformism, which understood dance rules as a way of disciplining
the body.152

In this sense, female bodies and behaviors in the context of dancing
could weaken societal norms.
For contemporaries, the behavior of young girls in particular also
inﬂuenced male youth and their conduct in a negative way. Most voices
described this gender dynamic as one-directional, victimizing men and
solemnly blaming young females. Brigitte Bardot’s free mind and impulsive behaviors, for instance, marked a subversive threat to patriarchy. According to an essay by French philosopher and social theorist
Simone de Beauvoir, “She [Bardot] follows her inclinations. She eats
when she is hungry and makes love with the same unceremonious simplicity. Desire and pleasure seem to her more convincing than precepts
and conventions.”153 In And God Created Woman, Juliette captures such
sentiments stating, “I live as if I were going to die any moment.”154
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For Beauvoir such behavior “embodies … the credo that young people
of our time are opposed to safe values, vain hopes and irksome constraints.”155 In a society believing in exactly such safe values, this conduct had to be threatening. Bardot did not ﬁt traditional gender mores
of an obedient and self-sacriﬁcing wife. To quote conservative West
German Family Minister Wuermeling, “it is about self-control, abstinence, and self-denial.”156 For him, “a lack of restraint dissolved society
and state,”157 and endangered male rule. In other words, the misbehaviors of Bardot marked the deviation from traditional gender roles and
tempted men. Beyond that, Brigitte Bardot did not restrain her female
powers. Instead, she embodied the role of Vladimir Nabokov’s Lolita,
a twelve-year-old sexually premature girl mesmerizing a middle-aged
man in the 1955 novel; she also “ﬂatters masculine vanity” and invites
“the male to domesticate her.”158 Bardot, like the teenager, plays with
and challenges masculinity while she herself is portrayed along common stereotypes of femininity. According to Simone de Beauvoir, “The
male is an object to her [Bardot], just as she is to him. And that is precisely what wounds masculine pride.”159
Female misbehaviors also endangered masculinity in more indirect
ways. Aware of what impresses girls, male youngsters felt compelled
to imitate the behaviors of stars as well. Yet Elvis, among other idols,
was in no way following traditional understandings of German masculinity. According to contemporaries, Elvis “steps on stage in a colorful costume, loves to wear purple shirts,”160 and moves like a woman.
That he shook his pelvis was scandalous, particularly in a period when
West Germany rearmed and adult authorities looked for disciplined
and masculine soldiers for their Bundeswehr army. According to historian Uta Poiger, the fact that many saw Elvis as feminized increased
fears because any ambiguities regarding his gender threatened masculinity.161 In the 1950s, males did not shake their pelvises; they also
did not wear pink shirts and apply hair products. Yet Elvis did exactly
that, and adult contemporaries saw him in a different light compared
to more masculine rebels like Marlon Brando and James Dean. Historian Marina-Fischer Kowalski notes, such conduct “was viewed as
a violation of masculine standards of behavior.”162 Intrigued by Elvis
and others, while also interested in meeting girls, male youngsters did
not care about such adult sentiments. Instead, they wore similar haircuts and clothes, some used lots of Brisk or grease to look like Billy
Haley, while others grew out their sideburns and wore a ducktail. Girls
in particular did so in secret, well aware how their parents and other
adults would react.163 Rarely able to escape adult supervision in general, adults would come down much harder on the teenager compared
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to the Halbstarke because due to her age, gender, and sexuality she
faced much more scrutiny.
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CHAPTER 4

Controlling Youth and Society
in the Miracle Years

¨´

In 1958, social commentators noted that dancing, rock ’n’ roll music,
comic books, and several other namely American products endangered
the young and society as a whole. It is not surprising “that our culture is moving backwards [and] becoming more primitive,”1 one voice
noted. Psychologist Wolfgang Brudny made a similar argument. He
surveyed the reaction of children at numerous movie theaters in Munich throughout the 1950s.2 By then, of course, the Halbstarke and the
teenager fully embodied contemporary fears, as both images symbolized threats to stability: he endangered productivity and moral order;
she primarily jeopardized gender mores. As a result, and similar to
discussions regarding the delinquent boy and the sexually deviant girl in
the crisis years, both images of youth eventually provided authorities
with the leeway to expand mechanisms of social control.
To step in against youth, however, was a complicated issue. Since
May 1949 West Germany had been a democracy, grounded in the
Grundgesetz common law that protected civil liberties and restricted
random government interference in many areas. This framework
meant that although local authorities might fear growing Americanization and had fought against it in numerous ways,3 they had limited
possibilities to censor such inﬂuences. Moreover, the young had more
means, freedoms, and conﬁdence compared to the crisis years. Young
males in particular often worked full time and contributed to recovery,
productivity, and overall stability. For them, it became their right to
do what they wanted after work, especially if they were over the age
of eighteen. Finally, corporations had discovered youth as consumers,
giving them even more say and power. As a result, adult authorities
had a harder time single handedly restricting the doings of young people in these miracle years.
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Soon traditional local authorities and a growing commercial sector
nonetheless took on this challenge. In Munich, two conservative politicians in particular demanded stricter measures against primarily male
youth. Member of the State Parliament Heinrich Junker introduced
an urgency measure. It outlined the threat posed by the Halbstarke and
provided support for additional policing, stricter laws, and more supervision; Member of the conservative Bavarian Party (BP) and Minister
of the Interior August Geislhöringer repeatedly called for a stringent,
possibly even brutal, police response in light of the Halbstarke.4 In a
way, traditional conservative voices partially stuck in old mindsets
spearheaded responses in Munich. The public’s reactions against the
rhetoric of Geislhöringer, at least, plus limitations based on shared
governance, ultimately averted the implementation of most proposals.
Apart from facing similar policies, the teenager also dealt with more
indirect pressures. In particular, conservative West German Family
Minister Franz-Josef Wuermeling and religious ofﬁcials on the local
level repeatedly enforced pious sentiments speciﬁcally targeting young
women.5 In that sense, discussions of shame and guilt combined with
strict rules against female youth became powerful ways to restrict teenage bodies and behaviors, as females once again faced a stigmatization
based on age, gender, and sexuality.6 The growing inﬂuence of the commercial sector ﬁnally became a new and powerful force controlling
youth as business interests quickly discovered the growing purchasing power of the young.7 Since rebellious Halbstarke and overly sexual
teenagers were not lucrative in a repressive overall environment, a major rebranding effort created a more tolerable and proﬁtable construct
of youth. By the early 1960s, this corporate model of male and female
youth embodied a new stage in life, between childhood and adulthood,
now grounded, of course, in the need to purchase this teenage lifestyle.

Controlling the Halbstarke
Direct attempts to control the Halbstarke became increasingly noticeable by the mid-1950s. Following broader discussions about rebels and
rowdies elsewhere, local authorities had long anticipated the arrival
of this threat. Earlier campaigns against smut and ﬁlth had already
targeted subversive foreign inﬂuences, and provided some leeway to
expand overall surveillance.8 Plus police ofﬁcers had by now begun
monitoring public spaces as a way to disperse and prevent any gatherings of male youth in the ﬁrst place. As a police report from March
1956 noted, “Most recently, the semigrown are trying to gain ground
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on different corners at Münchner Freiheit square. As observed, they
were sitting around on handrails … , wearing well-known clothing (red
and black bomber jackets, blue jeans, and such), or standing on street
corners, teasing each other, molesting pedestrians, or calling someone names.”9 The report conﬁned, “they are under close observation
within such spaces and directed to move along and disperse, something they do most of the time without protest. … So far we could not
catch them in the act [of committing a crime], so that there is no basis
for prosecution.”10
In light of a perceived increase in incidents, local ofﬁcials soon coordinated their efforts. Inﬂuenced by looming fears, August Geislhöringer and the Ministry of the Interior outlined “measures against
the wildness of the young” by May 1956.11 After referencing various
newspaper articles and thereby building on constructs of male youth
as Halbstarke to justify their approach, the actual blueprint called for
speciﬁc actions against the young. It outlined how “constant supervision of youngsters by the police is only partially feasible.”12 Instead,
the blueprint proposed a more comprehensive approach. Authorities
should focus on “educating, supporting, and assisting the young in
order to prevent criminal acts altogether.”13 These youth-saving measures in combination with police observations could partially prevent
brawls and riots. The initial blueprint resulted in a far-reaching directive for the police. The measure noted, “In light of several incidents
it has become obvious that wild and delinquent youngsters seriously
endanger law and order. It is therefore necessary that the police during
its patrols and other duties speciﬁcally focus on these individuals, and
aim to prevent and prosecute criminal acts.”14
Such initial attempts and sentiments provided the basis for a comprehensive ﬁve-point plan, passed on to law enforcement in June 1956.
According to the directive, local policemen should observe public
spaces frequented by gangs of adolescents on a regular basis. “Acts of
mischief are sufﬁcient … and evident if youngsters bother others.”15
This broad deﬁnition of misbehaviors provided an avenue for preemptive measures. A second point stated, “If youngsters are seen within
the proximity of locations that constitute a moral danger,” then they
need to be dispersed right away.16 Such immoral spaces included street
fairs, certain squares, and train stations. Restaurants regularly visited
by youngsters also had to be monitored very carefully. One of those
places was the Weisse Kreuz restaurant in the quarter N euhausen.
Here, local youngsters met to play games, drink, and hang out.17 Other
places invited youngsters to dance. Concerned about the rebellious
potential of rock ’n’ roll, the directive mirrored such fears. According
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to point three, all youngsters “participating in dance events” after a
certain time or within an immoral environment had to be “removed”
immediately. The next point noted that youngsters driving motorcycles
and mopeds “were a particular threat.” Given that not all youngsters
broke existing trafﬁc laws, authorities noted, “a punitive disruption …
can occur if the act of driving is not meant for reaching a destination
but merely for entertainment, for instance, driving around city blocks.
… Driving back and forth with a rattling moped is furthermore a disorderly breach of peace. As a result, such trips have to be prevented.”18
Reminiscent of attempts to limit and control movements of supposed
vagrants during the crisis years, police ofﬁcers now had proper cause
and the opportunity to stop youngsters on their mopeds. Finally, the
directive outlined measures addressing possible resistance. Well aware
of an increasing willingness of male youngsters to question authorities, it underscored the state’s desire to show little mercy, stating, “Resistance against governmental authority has to be broken.”19 In early
summer, local authorities became proactive regarding a supposedly
looming threat of youth.
This directive increased tensions on the streets. Constantly aware of
potential delinquents, the police began proﬁling, criminalizing, and harassing young males based on their clothing, posture, or location. For
example, those standing on street corners became targets of repeated
controls. Police patrols checked for identiﬁcation before dispersing
them altogether. According to a contemporary journal, authorities acted
“randomly against shabby, delinquent, and criminal youngsters and
adolescents.”20 In fact, the biker magazine Das Motorrad had to protest
against such stereotyping, stating that not everyone wearing a leather
jacket was automatically a criminal.21 Since many felt wrongfully accused and proﬁled, resistance against the police increased. That then
became a sign for the rise in juvenile delinquency for authorities. The
cycle arguably created a tense environment and panic, which fostered
overreactions, sustained simplistic understandings of youth, and at
least partially explains the uncompromising behaviors of some youngsters in the summer of 1956.
Instead of reconsidering their measures, however, events on the
streets of Munich merely encouraged those determined to defend the
state and public order. Initially facing only limited opposition amongst
more liberal ofﬁcials on the state level, two conservatives took up the
task to ﬁght the Halbstarke in Munich: Member of Parliament Heinrich
Junker (CSU) and Minister of the Interior August Geislhöringer (BP).
The latter saw “law and order jeopardized by the behavior of youngsters.”22 Such rhetoric indicated inherent fears regarding public safety
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and social order, and followed widespread constructions of youth as
deviant. N ewspapers like Der Münchner Merkur had also called for
“drastic measures against Halbstarke”23 by early June, consequently
indicating to Junker and Geislhöringer that their stricter approach had
at least some public support.
Initial attempts by State Representative Junker to push for more
rigorous laws did not succeed. In the last meeting of the Cultural Committee within the state government before the summer break, he put
forward an urgency measure, titled “Measures for the Protection of
Youth.” It proposed:
1. Steady observation of movie theatres, restaurants and parks and
intervention without restraint by the police regarding disturbances of public order and safety.
2. Observation of young drivers, especially those with mopeds
whose undisciplined behavior not only endangers other drivers
but also pedestrians.
3. Strict opposition against any formation of gangs.
4. Breaking any resistance against state authority by the Halbstarke
within legal boundaries.
5. Directives for prosecutors to request prosecution regarding the
misdeeds of the Halbstarke.24
Fellow party member Otto Schedl asked for further retributions, noting, “state institutions need to be instructed to check if guardians have
breached their duty of supervision or failed in other ways. If necessary,
authorities need to utilize and apply punitive measures.”25 Although
Junker had conservative support, the proposal needed the approval of
other coalition members. After a heated discussion, “social democrats
(SPD) and liberals (FDP) favored a pedagogical approach.”26 According
to the ofﬁcial transcripts, mainly the social democratic caucus did not
feel comfortable with the proposed restrictions. State Representative
and social democrat Rudolf Schlichtinger in particular “underlined
that the buzzword Halbstarke seems unsuitable. … Generally speaking
today’s youth is not worse than the youth overall; it is just different and
that is not surprising, if one recalls that these youngsters were born at
the beginning of World War II.”27 Fellow party member Fritz Grässler
agreed, arguing, “The state of the youth is dramatized. … I want to
warn against popularizing the buzzword ‘Halbstarke’ making it into
a term that already smells like crime.”28 Whereas no other representative seemed as concerned about this issue as these two voices, the
SPD and the FDP as parties generally favored a more liberal approach:
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they both hoped for more discussions and a thorough investigation
ﬁrst—instead of quick and strict restrictions imposed on youth shortly
before the upcoming summer break. In the end, the committee merely
agreed with the initial request to investigate the problem at hand in
more detail, hence limiting initial conservative yearnings for a more
direct response.29
With parliament and city council in recess during the summer
months, discussions about expanding policing against the Halbstarke
gained momentum. Minister of the Interior August Geislhöringer in
particular used this temporary vacuum of governing and his authority to push for harsher measures. Fed up with the inabilities of other
institutions to maintain public order, Geislhöringer opposed what he
called “sloppy humanist sentiments” regarding the young.30 He did not
want to give “the impression that the state is powerless!”31 As a result, Geislhöringer demanded measures against all delinquent behaviors and speciﬁcally noted that harsh brutality, if necessary, has to be
considered. In this sense he followed previous conversations around
corporal punishment, an issue that had played an important role in
the crisis years regarding the reorganization of schooling. He specifically proposed the expansion of police forces and wanted the police
throughout the state of Bavaria to have access to baton sticks: “They
should beat without mercy and should even obstruct those watching,
so that such troubles ﬁnally end.”32 Inﬂuenced by growing anxieties
and media outrage, Geislhöringer had substantial support. Der Münchner Merkur at least stated that Geislhöringer “is right. It is about time
that Munich is cleansed from the Halbstarke.”33 The local evening
newspaper and tabloid 8-Uhr Blatt underlined that a meeting initiated by Geislhöringer would ﬁnally bring “relief.”34 Letters to the editor agreed with such sentiments. A concerned citizen wrote to Die
Süddeutsche Zeitung in favor of stricter laws and deterrence. Using the
Halbstarke as a way to sustain arguments for the reestablishment of
a West German army, the author noted, “there is no better argument
for quick remilitarization than how things developed so far.” The panicked submission was without a name because “by now one has to
be careful about sharing one’s identity if hoping to avoid retributions
and revenge aimed against oneself and one’s family from such juvenile
gangsters and youngsters who are not even afraid to brawl with armed
policemen.”35 Geislhöringer himself also received numerous supportive letters. Such backing poured into his Munich ofﬁce from all over
West Germany. One such submission described “juvenile criminals as
the foremost enemy of the state;” it also thanked the minister “in the
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name of roughly a hundred thousand old, weak, war victims” for taking on this issue.36
However, local authorities in the city of Munich did still not agree
with Geislhöringer. Governed by a social democratic majority, they
saw the problem in less dramatic terms, and were thus less inclined
to move forward against the Halbstarke. For them, it was—if at all—an
exaggerated problem that would eventually fade away. The virtual denial of the existence of the Halbstarke problem also had more selﬁsh
reasons: it limited the state’s inﬂuence onto the local level. Munich had
its own city police until 1975—described by the newspaper Die Süddeutsche Zeitung as the mayor’s little army at one point.37 As a result,
authorities were extremely careful to mention issues of concern. It was
consequently not surprising that a meeting initiated by Geislhöringer
and city ofﬁcials on 17 August did not bring the outcome the former
had hoped for.38 Instead, several city ofﬁcials questioned and eventually stopped the minister and his more stringent approach.39 Deputy
Mayor Adolf Hieber and the Criminal Director Andreas Grasmüller at
this point even spoke about “exaggerated reports,” claiming that the
fuss about the Halbstarke was “constructed.”40 In their view, existing
measures were more than adequate to deal with the problem.41
Yet an enduring support of some media outlets plus the events in
Munich-Allach more explicitly encouraged conservative voices to continue their efforts against the threat of the Halbstarke. In response to
SPD and FDP resistance, Die Abendzeitung published a long list of incidents of juvenile delinquency happening in the last months. This inventory included the riots at the Auer Dult but also minor incidents,
like youngsters splashing pedestrians with water.42 The shooting in
Allach also gave conservatives led by Geislhöringer and Junker a vantage point to push their agenda. Soon Junker reminded the readers of
regional newspapers about his earlier attempts to expand mechanisms
of control. And whereas Geislhöringer admitted that “shooting right
away” was not the answer, he still stood by his proposals in favor of
baton sticks and the surveillance of immoral and delinquent spaces,
now sharing such views on a national level.43 Outspoken support for
such comments from all over West Germany again strengthened his
position. One such letter to Geislhöringer stated, “the more vehement
and forceful you clamp down, the more thankful people will be!” Another submission in the same context underlined that—compared to
the United States—“it was not too late” to act against the Halbstarke.44
At the same time, however, the shooting in Allach also raised concerns
regarding police brutality and Geislhöringer’s rhetoric. The national
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newspaper Die Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, for instance, wondered
“if not all of us [should] react a little more coolly towards the ‘buzzword’ describing youthful delinquents, unlike—as recently demanded
in Bavaria—rushing the police in with baton sticks?”45 A political cartoon in a regional Bavarian paper portrayed Geislhöringer as a “fully
strong” cowboy in a wild-west stand off against the “semistrong.”46
Such debates increasingly polarized society along political beliefs, regional contexts, and also age.
Discussions eventually resumed in the city council after the summer.
At the ﬁrst meeting on 11 September, conservative council member
Franz Fackler put forward “urgency measure no. 47.” It stated, “various well-known incidents and their reception within the public put the
problem of the so-called ‘Halbstarken’ in Munich on the agenda; this
problem has to be taken seriously not only in the interest of the young
but also to protect the reputation of Munich.” The proposal hoped for
an open discussion and an in-depth analysis of the problem. Similar
to Junker’s earlier attempt, Fackler also wanted to strengthen the role
of the police. To avoid comparisons to his unsuccessful predecessors,
however, Fackler toned down his rhetoric. He speciﬁcally underlined
that “in contrast to the opinion of others we do not believe that this
problem can be solved by employing brute force; instead we push for
consistent assistance for the young.” Fackler also proposed additional
resources for youth work. The council agreed with Fackler’s general
sentiments and assessments, but after a brief discussion deemed the
term Halbstarke insufﬁcient. Several council members even reminded
their colleagues that youth had been delinquent before. The meeting
ultimately adjourned after all members voiced their support for a general inquiry to study the problem.47 Although Fackler had hoped for
more, the council—like the state legislature—at least decided to investigate the problem.

Scrutinizing to Control
In October 1956, the state government put forward its report on juvenile delinquency in Munich not only to frame subsequent proposals
and debates but also as a way to use the Halbstarke as a means to increase the state’s inﬂuence overall. The Ministry of Culture and Education had taken a leading role during the creation of this blueprint.
After numerous meetings, revisions, and constant discussions, a thirtytwo-page “Memorandum Regarding the Problem of Semi-Grown-Ups”
was submitted to state parliament. The report began with a by now
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standard dismissal of the term Halbstarke before outlining “typical
characteristics of current juvenile delinquency.” According to several
statistics, juvenile crime was on the rise. This increase, according to
the report, underlined “ﬂawed trends” within society. The memorandum also brieﬂy mentioned that girls are less likely to be criminals
due to their “female mentality.” While this understanding excluded female delinquency from rowdy behaviors, female sexual deviancy was
still a concern. A precise breakdown of offenses then outlined that
there were bigger problems at hand, including postwar destitution, a
lack of adult supervision, and declining morals. In addition, the report named “inner reasons” for such troubles, namely a lack of support from adults and an increasing exposure to smut and ﬁlth in the
media. Such language set the stage for several subsequent proposals.
Moving directly from constructed meanings to precise mechanisms of
social control, the Ministry of Culture and Education asked for more
funds for schools and youth groups; it also called for better coordination between schools, teachers, and parents. Another proposal put
the Ministry of the Interior in charge of creating stricter guidelines
against “alluring entertainment.” The level of enforcement of existing
laws by the police had to be left up to the cities. According to the state
proposal, however, more needed to be done. In this context, the report speciﬁcally pointed to Munich as a space with high crime. The
memorandum also called on the Ministry of Justice to streamline the
judicial process to ensure a coordinated application of the law. More
funds, more law enforcement, and more coordination were needed to
deal with these elements, the state memorandum concluded.48 In this
sense, this directive clearly illustrates that delinquent youth also provided a potential avenue for state authorities to gain more inﬂuence in
the Bavarian capital.
The city of Munich acknowledged this proposal, but continued to
follow its own approach. Coordinated by City Schools Inspector Anton Fingerle, its approach relied on the coordination of a variety of
institutions. Numerous letters and reports from local schools and actual youth groups inﬂuenced the proposal. In this sense, the Bavarian
capital included the voices of the young early on, possibly as a way
to weaken the state’s attempts to gain more say. In fact, the local city
youth ring outlined the lack of funding for traditional youth organizations as one reason for the Halbstarke; it also proposed to build a
racetrack where the young could drive around with their mopeds. Of
course, most institutions consulted by authorities hoped for additional
resources: local schools noted that too many students in one class limited their ability to teach and educate the young.49 In a way, investi-
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gating the Halbstarke problem became a convenient avenue for local
institutions to ask for more money and support.
The inclusion of the actual young still marked a dramatic shift in
discussions. Shortly after the original meeting of the city council in
September 1956, Council Member August Mühlbauer had invited the
young to a “Young Citizens and Youth Forum” in Munich’s Hofbräuhauskeller restaurant.50 The title of the event was, “Do Halbstarke
Exist?”51 During the meeting, social democratic State Representative
Rudolf Schlichtinger brieﬂy introduced the topic of concern, at times
directed at the supposed male delinquents present at the event. The
latter, above all, critiqued the term Halbstarke. One youngster insisted,
“We are not ‘Halbstarke’!”52 Others agreed: “We are not Halbstarke, but
we are provoked. If in the evening we stand around at some corner,
talking, if someone sees us on our mopeds, or if we play our music at
a restaurant, then it is always the same: ‘Look, here they are, the Halbstarke, they miss the army.’”53 Several undercover policemen attending
the meeting heard similar statements from these supposed “anticitizens;”54 they also learned that the young simply looked for a place to
mingle and to let off steam—to be young.
The lack of such city spaces for youth in Munich should not have
been surprising. During the crisis years Munich tried to accommodate
a seemingly endless amount of refugees, making the reconstruction
of housing a main priority. Spaces for youth, on the other hand, had
been a secondary concern, especially once traditional institutions for
youth reappeared. As a result, lower- and working-class youngsters in
particular felt not only a lack of adequate housing but also the need for
more open spaces: they rarely had their own rooms and could also seldom afford to escape the city and enjoy the beauty of its surroundings.
Besides, once the U.S. Military Government began playing a less active
role, open youth groups in the city like the GYA, which were accessible
to all and less controlled, closed their doors, or traditional adult-supervised setups absorbed them. There, authorities monitored youngsters
closely, making sure the young did what they were told. American music was certainly not welcome or allowed in such environments. According to one youngster, even in more open settings “there is always a
youth worker that wants you to do ‘something meaningful.’”55 As a result, youth hung out at movie theaters or in ice cream parlors instead.
For those without the needed ﬁnancial means, street corners in working-class neighborhoods became their space. Here, they had hoped,
they could enjoy themselves without constant supervision. When the
young shared such information at the meeting with authorities, it became apparent that both sides had never spoken to each other about
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such problems. Authorities had feared the Halbstarke throughout the
last weeks and months without ever making the attempt to approach
the actual young. Once this initial step had taken place, then solutions
became quite obvious: more spaces for the young within Munich’s urban landscape.
Aware of the potential of such meetings, organizers continued conversations and tried to capitalize from their success. In October 1956,
politicians and authorities discussed the current situation with youngsters at a local trade school. Again, supposed Halbstarke voiced their
opinions. One stated, “We are condemned to be the Halbstarke and
thereby act like them.”56 Another youngster reiterated the common
view that there was no space for youth in the city by asking, “Where
can we go in the city without raising suspicion?”57 These and many
other statements indicated that the young had closely and critically
followed debates. According to one young participant, “The Halbstarke
is a topic of concern only in an effort to sustain the importance of the
military”;58 another one noted that this image merely provided sensationalist headlines for the media. Rudolf Schlichtinger reported on
the triumph of such meetings in January 1957;59 he was also amongst
those not shy to self-righteously promote his own ability to potentially
solve the Halbstarke problem.
Such meetings eventually helped shift media reporting. With national media outlets like the newspaper Westdeutsche Allgemeine Zeitung
reporting on attempts to invite gang leaders in the Bavarian capital
early on,60 local papers soon followed. Die Süddeutsche Zeitung wondered, “Off the streets, but where to?”61 Even the sensationalist tabloid
Die Abendzeitung ultimately revised its approach. Originally responsible for the fake headlines about the gang of skulls, it had warned
authorities of the Halbstarke until late August; it then changed its tone
after the public forum at the Hofbräuhauskeller restaurant, not without one more ﬁnal story: only a week after the initial meeting, Die
Abendzeitung invited the young to its agency, underlining the newspaper’s attempt to proﬁt from these shifts. The paper extensively covered
every step of how the Halbstarke showed up at its ofﬁce in Munich.
In a climactic description it then debunked the storyline noting that
these male youngsters were not any different from other boys.62 Indeed, Die Abendzeitung from thereon forward actively helped defuse
the situation. For example, it forwarded a report to the police including the youngsters’ “complaints about the behaviors of the police. The
debate was factual and serious, and it became obvious that an open
conversation between these youngsters and the police was crucial in
order to deal with tensions.”63 The tabloid initially condemning and
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actively constructing the Halbstarke now tried to mediate on behalf
of the young, and in that way still spoke for them. Still married to the
idea of publishing on the Halbstarke in some way—and possibly realizing the potential within youth as future readers—Die Abendzeitung
also proposed to set up a rock ’n’ roll concert in Munich. This concert
took place at the Deutsche Museum and marked a striking success. As
the “ﬁrst major youth party” in Munich,64 it included local stars like
“the German Bill Haley” Paul Würges, and Max Greger.65 In addition, it
was among the ﬁrst appearance of rising new teenage idol Peter Kraus.
He described the situation, noting, “I see excited faces, girls and boys
pounding along with the rhythm. Unbelievable!”66 A contemporary
commentator followed up on this statement, writing,
The hall with 2,500 [available] seats was packed. The young people did
not show up—as expected—in their “Halbstarken clothes,” but in their
“Sunday dress”. … There was one uncomfortable situation, when they
could have released their energy by destroying the seating. The jazz orchestra leader, however, calmed down the excited crowd with a couple
of humorous and ﬁne statements, and the event continued without any
problems.67

Die Abendzeitung proudly noted the applause for the concert and the
success of such rock ’n’ roll events. But at the same time, subsequent
conversations about the need for spaces for youth also outlined underlying adult strategies: to get the young off the streets. Authorities
interested in the well-being of the young and those hoping to have
such delinquents in sight understood the power of music as a way to
lure youngsters into a controlled space. The concert at the Deutsche
Museum did exactly that. According to one adult contemporary, promoting the construction of additional open youth facilities can provide
“order and morals needed so desperately.”68
Overall, efforts to involve the Halbstarke and bring them off the
streets continued beyond these events. Kurt Seelmann became the driving force behind this new method. Director of the Youth Welfare Ofﬁce
since 1955, he approached the topic in a more practical manner. Seelmann regularly invited local youngsters for discussions into his ofﬁce
and tried to build lasting relationships with young people throughout
his tenure. Seelmann also made a speciﬁc attempt to rebuild the relationship between the police and the young. Those youngsters interested in a local event sponsored by the city of Munich had to go to the
local police station to get tickets. This setup helped decrease animosities between both groups and further defused a tense environment.
Soon described by the media as “the father of the Halbstarke,”69 Seel-
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mann set up various programs for the young, thus taking discussions
about “bored rioters” seriously.70 Additional funding made such initiatives possible. In this sense, the city listened to youth and offered what
they hoped for; but it also meant that youth again found itself within
organized formats and under ofﬁcial adult supervision.71

Controlling the Teenager
The tolerance for teenage misbehaviors was lower compared to that for
the Halbstarke, thus falling in line with previous discussions of youth
in the crisis years. Whereas male youngsters faced retribution for their
rebellious behaviors aimed directly at authorities, female youngsters
feared stringent measures due to age, gender, and sexuality. In addition, a growing inﬁltration and invasion of female spaces by American
products increasingly worried authorities.72 Besides, adults perceived
those out dancing as challenging morality within a sexually repressive
1950s society, describing such misbehaviors as provocations “against
the norms of female grace and male chivalry.”73 As a result, they often replied with harsh retributions in response to seemingly minor
incidents.
Parents, neighbors, and even strangers helped control female youth.
The role of parents as a ﬁrst line of defense became even more important than before given American inﬂuences. Historically less visible in
a repressive society, adult authorities generally conﬁned female youth
to the domestic sphere. Especially after puberty parents rarely allowed
their daughters to leave the house for leisurely activities. The possibility of meeting male youngsters was a risk far too high for many. Sexual
repression, pushed by a nervous and partially paranoid society, inﬂuenced these sentiments and limited the possibilities of the teenager to
even get into trouble. Young girls faced strict rules because middle-class
families in particular were concerned about religious morality embedded within conservative values and would not jeopardize their social
and moral status. At times, such struggles took place over seemingly
benign objects. As one young female recalled, “My dad hated make-up.
First I put on slightly colored lipstick and some black eyeliner. He went
wild. He also did not like when I had bangs [hair]. The forehead had to
be visible.”74 Furthermore, the so-called “pimping paragraph” was still
in place, punishing everyone who encouraged or merely provided an
apartment for unmarried relationships. Actually, in May 1953 local law
enforcement shut down a space within a building in Munich deemed
deviant; the owner was sent to prison based on the accusation that she
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encouraged relations between unmarried couples.75 This public scrutiny of sexuality combined with historic stereotypes exposed the teenager in particular to the public gaze and repression.
Some recent scholarship provides additional insights into such dynamics, notably the work of historian Peter Wensierski. He notes regarding female deviancy:
Sexual danger lurked everywhere, especially in music from the United
States. In her room Gisela drew a small image of Elvis on the wall. Her
mother had forbidden her to hang up photos or posters from movies.
Once her mother saw the painting she yelled, “of all, it has to be that
Elvis! With his … pelvis shaking!” There was a major ﬁght and Gisela
had to remove Elvis. If her idol Elvis was actually on the radio for once,
she turned it on louder and enjoyed his music at the window. She had to
pay for this brief moment of joy. “The neighbors called the local Youth
Welfare Ofﬁce, because they felt that the music was too loud. The next
day a welfare worker came.”76

The local ofﬁcial was a frequent and unannounced guest because a single mother raised Gisela. Statements like “That does not suit a girl!”77
became the standard warning voiced by the ofﬁcial. However,
most dangerous remained the neighbors because they seemed to spend
their whole day watching the street from behind the curtains. The girl
[Gisela] thus met up with friends outside the neighborhood. She liked
the bold youngsters on their mopeds. If she ever rode with one of them
she made sure to get off a couple blocks down the street and walked
home, passing by the spies behind their curtains.78

Females dancing to rock ’n’ roll music were also a prime concern
of adult contemporaries. Whereas Youth Protection Laws and discussions regarding the Halbstarke provided some leverage to keep the
teenager away from dance ﬂoors, authorities could not restrict jukeboxes available in countless milk bars or cafés. By 1957, there were
already 12,000 jukeboxes throughout West Germany; three years later
there were 50,000.79 Youngsters could now meet at ice cream parlors
or restaurants during the day to listen and dance to rock ’n’ roll music.
As one youngster remembered, “We met whenever we could at icecream parlors. … There, we drank milkshakes and danced.”80 Authorities soon wondered about these immoral spaces, asking “How about
youth protection regarding these jukeboxes?”81 Yet in most instances
it was well-placed guilt and shame that was supposed to keep the
teenager away from these deviant spaces. The youngster cited above
followed her statement by saying, “This was not acceptable, this was
not right.”82 Female sexuality also played a key role as contemporaries
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hoped to strengthen traditional values. If seen within certain environments, then the teenager risked besmirching her good reputation and
purity, and potentially that of her family. Broad deﬁnitions of what that
meant became tools to control young girls. For example, female purity
was juxtaposed with being a prostitute, and simply spending time in
an ice-cream parlor while rock ’n’ roll music was playing could be constructed as being immoral. Even if young girls cared little about such
pressures, their parents wanted to avoid public shame. Teenage pregnancy was the worst-case scenario, and demonizing sexual relations
instead of discussing possible dangers remained the norm.
Those young females who deﬁed societal pressures generally faced
institutionalization. Scholar Annette Lützke wrote about female deviants in the Rhineland and noted,
contrary to male youth, criminal behaviors did not play a major role
regarding young girls. Seemingly normal behaviors like “running away,”
“staying out late at night,” and “bad manners,” on the other hand, became deemed as “sexual deviancy.” Until well into the early 1970s “roaming around,” going to dance clubs, smoking and putting on make-up
were seen as “sexual deﬁcits” and “dangerous passions.”83

Lützke also argues that authorities institutionalized girls based on
their cultural interests. Adult ofﬁcials deemed listening to rock ’n’ roll
music, idolizing Elvis, and mimicking certain behaviors as abnormal, and reason enough for juvenile detention;84 other scholars agree
with such interpretations.85 As outlined by Wensierski, “those [female
youngsters] ending up in a foster home rarely arrived there because
they were foster children or criminals.”86 Instead, throughout the 1950s
girls ended up in disciplinary institutions based on minor incidents
and bagatelles. In fact, the girl Gisela introduced earlier used cacao
and water to fabricate her own make-up. While in front of the mirror
she was trying to mimic the pout and other facial expressions of Brigitte Bardot. For her mother, neighbors, and the local youth welfare
ofﬁcer such behaviors were a sign of sexual and moral deviancy. This
construal brought Gisela into a religious institution for young girls.87
Of course, authorities could not take children away without parental
consent. However, legal guardians like Gisela’s mother regularly saw a
stay in a disciplinary institution as a way to straighten out their children. In a time when Family Minister Wuermeling, among others,
preached purity, restraint, and self-denial, rigid reactions in response
to even the most minor misbehaviors seemed more than justiﬁable.
Once committed to such institutions, life for young females was
hard. In the state of Bavaria, church ofﬁcials generally supervised and
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ran such youth detention. Youngsters had to follow strict regulations,
which meant a life of abstinence similar to a monastery. As outlined by
Wensierski when discussing these issues more broadly, beatings or cold
water became regular tools to bring the teenager back from the abyss
towards deviance.88 To be locked away, to constantly feel guilty, and to
endure a variety of other harsh treatments affected those experiencing
such retributions for the rest of their lives. The limited scholarship
on girls sent to such institutions paints a dismal picture. According
to a recent study, in 1952, authorities institutionalized 79.2 percent of
those girls in such facilities due to their supposed “sexual deviancy”;
in 1959, roaming around was the main reason for being admitted to
an institution.89 Most girls had a lower-class background, although a
slight shift is apparent by the mid-1950s.90 Throughout their time in
these institutions, young women learned how to take their role within
society: they were trained how to cook, iron, and wash, and they also
learned how to be obedient. As one scholar points out, “preparation
for marriage” was the prime objective.91 Patriarchy called for selfsacriﬁcing wives and mothers, characteristics the teenager lacked. As a
result, young women became aligned with their role in society, while
young men if sent to similar homes had to work in the ﬁelds.92 Historian Maria Fischer-Kowalski is thus right when hinting at continuities
and concluding, “there probably never was any other young generations—before or after them—that had so large a proportion ending up
in penitentiaries and jails (despite the considerable changes in judicial
policies).”93

Conforming, Commercializing, and Re-Creating Youth
Apart from such direct retributions, adult contemporaries also found
ways to deal with teenager clubs. Authorities employed similar tactics
as these put forward against the Halbstarke and his street-corner societies. In Munich, local ofﬁcials had made speciﬁc attempts to get the
teenager into supervised spaces early on. To bring her to concerts like
the one at the German Museum was one way to approach this problem. But more measures seemed necessary to prevent unmonitored
activities among female youngsters within teenager clubs more specifically. Since direct control was impossible within the private sphere,
the Youth Welfare Ofﬁce in Munich pursued a different route. Rooted
in the intention to help, authorities created public forums and spaces
for the teenager to mingle with others. Whereas such offers gave local clubs potentially more opportunities for various activities, it also
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lured the teenager out of unsupervised private spaces. In Munich, for
instance, the Youth Welfare Ofﬁce not only sponsored a teenager newspaper but also provided access to facilities in local youth centers and
schools. Soon youth workers had access and could monitor club activities given that they were the ones providing funding and facilities.94
Moreover, increased direct funding allowed traditional and largely supervised youth organizations like the City Youth Ring to expand its
programs. Clubs like the Karo-Rot-Club, on the other hand, received
much less support. With such setups authorities increasingly pulled
the teenager out of a less-controlled private sphere and back into traditionally supervised formats.95 In little time clubs had been either fully
absorbed or at least partially conformed. As one adult commentator
noted in this context, it was quite “pleasant” how quiet it had become
regarding free youth clubs.96
Apart from local institutions, numerous marketing organizations
equally began trying to inﬂuence teenager clubs. Increasingly aware of
the purchasing power of youth, various businesses saw teenager clubs
and their parties as useful access points into a growing youth culture
and potential markets. Soon, the teenager club in the Munich suburb
of Harlaching had some product placement in an article about “Blue
Jeans—The Blue Miracle” in its ﬁrst newsletter.97 This article discussed
the history of Levi Jeans while showing a conveniently placed Levi
Jeans commercial on its back cover.98 Similar examples of such early
advertisement appeared elsewhere, including an article about the Teenager Club 17 and its “visit of the teenager-café Nestlé.”99 Nestlé became
the corporate sponsor of Munich’s Teenager Club 17, and even opened
up a little café for teenagers. The reaction to such growing inﬂuence
was mixed. One young contributor to a teenage magazine noted, “It
would be nice if businesses would give their ‘surplus funds’ to youth
clubs, youth organizations, and other institutions;”100 other youngsters
felt mocked. Wondering when “commercial success became equal with
quality,”101 they questioned increasingly conformist narratives. Some
even wondered why everyone, and all of a sudden, claimed to speak
for them. One young voice nicely summarized such sentiments in a
letter to a Munich teenager magazine Harlach-Pinguin in 1959. Titled
“Teenager—Fair Game for Business Men,”102 the author described how
a whole industry literally attacks the young:
But neither the word Halbstarke nor the word Teenager is from them.
Picked-up, mocked, and used! Something has to be done for the young,
they argued with an alarmed voice. … Yet there was no help to be expected from adults. That is why I call on the young: keep your eyes and
ears open, check everything offered to you! Don’t let those use you who
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only care about your money, and nothing else. Resist against such attempts and respond by showing off your own powers.103

The gradual commercialization of youth marked a much larger paradigm shift, especially with the rise of a “newly developing teenagerconsumption industry.”104 According to historian Jürgen Zinnecker, up
until the mid-1950s the “young were organized, activated, and steered
… by state, political, and pedagogical institutions.”105 Though granting
youth limited agency with this analysis, Zinnecker is right when he
notices that after that time another force came into play: the commercial sector. This power became very visible given the availability
of products like movies and music speciﬁcally created for the young;
yet the commercial sector also increasingly played an important role
as “secret co-educators”106 of youth because it helped frame, construct,
and eventually control youth and society.
That the commercial sector speciﬁcally targeted the teenager and the
Halbstarke was not surprising. According to a study by the Society for
Market Research in 1959, West German youngsters had an average
of forty Deutsche Marks available each month, adding up to a total
spending capacity of roughly 2.6 billion Deutsche Marks a year in West
Germany.107 Whereas such numbers underlined the growing purchasing power of the young, success stories regarding this new market
from the United States painted a promising picture for corporations.108
After all, as some noticed quickly, “the teenager … was not only an actual and potential consumer … but also the consumer of the future. In
addition, youngsters greatly inﬂuenced the consumer choices of their
parents.”109 Soon different groups sought out ways to target the youth,
and tap into “the money in blue jeans,”110 resulting in savvy marketing
approaches in place by the late 1950s.
In order to make male and female youth proﬁtable, however, it had
to be reinvented. Although the Halbstarke and the teenager were purchasing certain products, additional commercialization seemed difﬁcult: rebellious youngsters from a working-class background were a
limited market too closely associated with juvenile delinquency and
trouble; overly sexual females could not be promoted in a sexually repressive society. These limitations resulted in a major rebranding effort. The youth magazine Bravo was on its forefront. Soon to become
a “guide to normality,”111 it was among the ﬁrst to see the real potential
of marketing youth. It had followed the less successful magazine Die
Rasselbande to become the supposed mouthpiece of youth by the end
of the decade.112 For ﬁfty pennies, this Magazin für Film und Fernsehen
discussed the life of TV and movie stars as well as popular music and
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culture. It ran stories on Marilyn Monroe, rowdies, and James Dean.
Brigitte Bardot was on the cover of Bravo nine times and stories about
James Dean dominated early editions.113 As a perfect platform to utilize, frame, and eventually conform images of youth, Bravo openly dismissed the rebellious behaviors of the Halbstarke. It employed various
approaches and questioned the existence of the Halbstarke altogether.
In September 1956 an article read, “Bravo Demands: An End with
This! There is not a Halbstarken generation and no Halbstarke danger!
There are a couple of rowdies, those have always been around.”114 It
proposed a more open-minded solution similar to the one in Munich.
In this case, the city of West Berlin had approached the Halbstarke,
and Bravo happily reported on it: “The mayor provided a space for
the young and paid for an excellent jazz-band. A happy end because a
mayor for once used his brain and not the baton stick!”115 At the same
time, however, Bravo actively used the term Halbstarke to distinguish
its own concept of youth: a newly deﬁned teenager. The magazine followed gangsters and juvenile delinquents in various publications and
frequently referenced the term Halbstarke. These were, according to
the magazine, not the majority of youngsters; the magazine also used
the term Halbstarke to describe the rough life of new teenage star and
actor Horst Buchholz, who, of course, had overcome his difﬁcult past
to become the new teenager.116
The popularity of Elvis provided another excellent platform and
stage to reframe juvenile deviancy, embodied by the Halbstarke and
the teenager. The rise of Elvis had created an outrage. He was, after all,
moving around his pelvis and seducing German youth to challenge
sexual repression; his music made the young go wild while his haircut
was just shocking. Bravo had closely followed his rise, always ready to
show the appropriate outrage. Yet again and again, Bravo also defused
rumors by clearing up simple misunderstandings, primarily about Elvis. In one Bravo story the magazine explained the “scandal” around
the second bed in Elvis’s bedroom: it was meant for his parents, to tell
him a goodnight story, and keep him company so he could fall asleep.117
Anecdotes like this one made him a more acceptable star. By 1958,
Elvis was then drafted into the U.S. Army, an event that provided an
even better platform to reframe this rebellious star. Bravo followed his
introduction into the military as part of a transition from overly sexual rebel to clean-cut gentleman stationed in West Germany. First, the
U.S. Army cut his hair, and he lost his sideburns. Bravo skillfully used
this change in appearance to outline that the well-known ducktail, displayed by many youngsters, was not fashionable anymore. Moreover,
Elvis now wore a uniform. Whereas Bravo generally remained rather
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critical towards West German militarization, the look of a uniform—as
seen on the cover of Bravo in fall 1958—visibly underscored that Elvis
had conformed to societal norms118 [Figure 4.1]. John Lennon noted in
this context later on that Elvis died when he joined the army,119 thus
more directly describing what one scholar has portrayed as being nor-

Figure 4.1 Elvis and the army: cover of the youth magazine BRAVO, no. 43, 1958.
Courtesy of BRAVO.
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malized through military service.120 Once Elvis sang the German folk
song “Muss i denn zum Städtele hinaus” (Wooden Heart) with a puppet in 1960,121 he had silenced widespread concerns amongst adults,
paved the way for remaining delinquents to normalize, and helped stabilize traditional norms.122
While there now was an avenue for leaving delinquency behind,
Bravo also provided the perfect alternative idol for the new male-teenager: Munich native Peter Kraus. Ever since one of his ﬁrst major
shows at the concert in the Deutsche Museum in the Bavarian capital Bravo had vigorously promoted him. The magazine put Kraus on
numerous covers and made him the ﬁrst male “puzzle of stars.” A series titled “When Teenagers Dream—The Peter Kraus Story” had also
provided the adequate narrative for the rise of Kraus.123 According to
one educator, this should be “tolerated. … Better to have Peter Kraus
as an idol than none at all. He merely tries to seduce youngsters to
yodel, not to become criminals.”124 Kraus was thus a produced-teenage
star without any rebellious characteristics; he was also an excellent
marketing product. Soon the new male teenager could buy numerous
records and, of course, the ofﬁcial Peter Kraus pullover.125 Again, not
all youngsters liked this transition. Those interested in harsher tunes
saw him as a ﬂuffy rip-off. In fact, during the event Record Hop in Munich’s Löwenbräukeller restaurant in February 1960 local youngsters
showed their distaste. When the disk jockey tried to play Peter Kraus’s
song “Tiger,” he found himself against an angry crowd.126 Savvy marketing strategists reacted to such incidents, hoping to proﬁt from these
dissatisﬁed groups as well. As a result, they created the more rebellious
Ted Herold, the star of “tough guys.”127 His success remained limited,
as he could never enthuse real rock ’n’ roll fans. But his appearance
did outline how advanced business models meant to target youth had
developed in a short amount of time.
Bravo also pushed female stars, most notably Cornelia “Conny”
Froboess.128 She had been a star since she sang about bringing bathing trunks to the beach as a child. With her short haircut and bubbly
attitude she was nowhere near a sexually deviant female youngster.
According to social commentator Jean Améry, she was harmless and
would certainly not seduce anyone: “With her the youth is in good
hands, like in a monastery. No smell of whisky, no smoke of cigarettes,
no new crap: best prewar goods in sterile plastic postwar wrapping.
The conformism of conny-formism is everything worried parents and
educators ever dreamed of.”129 Youth was indeed in safe hands, and
by the early 1960s, Conny and Peter—the “teenage-couple made in
heaven”130—dominated popular youth culture and made youth proﬁt-
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able [Figure 4.2]. They played in movies like Wenn die Conny mit dem
Peter (1958) or Conny und Peter machen Musik (1960). These romantic
comedies followed traditional slapstick formats, often with a didactic
ending. As a fusion of youth culture and escapist Heimatfilm, main

Figure 4.2 Teenage stars Conny and Peter: cover of the youth magazine BRAVO, no.
52, 1958. Courtesy of BRAVO.
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characters questioned authority in a controlled manner. Soon this version of youth became a platform for sharing a simplistic and conservative morality. Love, friendship, family, and other traditional values
were in the center of the plot. The movie Wenn die Conny mit dem Peter,
for instance, evolved around life at school, love, and music. Instead
of oversexualized dancing and deadly dares, Conny and Peter worked
together to make money for an upcoming music festival. That they
snuck out school to fulﬁll this fantasy was their worst crime. According Améry, “these movies were not teenager ﬁlms but fairy tales for
children.”131 Commercialization had helped tame and calm the rebellious nature of the teenager and the Halbstarke, and made them into a
fun, conformist, and apolitical marketing product for male and female
youth between thirteen and nineteen.
Soon an appropriate and ﬁtting teenage idol seemed available for everyone, especially for young females. Initially constructed as a sexually
deviant girl endangering gender roles, reproduction, and the family, the
teenager increasingly shed all of these characteristics. Bravo again provided the requisite narrative. As outlined by journalist Wiebke Nieland,
Bravo featured certain types or images of femininity. First, there was
“the successful businesswoman,”132 embodied by triumphant stars like
Caterina Valente. In this context Bravo underscored the hard work it
took to make it in a male-dominated world. Caterina was emancipated.
After all, she could get a cab in New York City by herself. Nonetheless,
she still relied on a caring husband. According to Bravo, “The hungry
Caterina loves to be fed by Eric,” her husband and provider.133 The second image featured in Bravo was “the sex symbol.”134 Most notably embodied by Brigitte Bardot, the youth magazine made sure to demonize
her scandalous behaviors more and more. Bravo described her as “a
girl like Satan,”135 and frequently illustrated how “she is playing a brutal game: today she kisses him, tomorrow she is pushing him away.”136
The third image was the cute teenager. This was Romy Schneider, the
“ideal teenager.”137 Working closely with her mother, Romy was nowhere near erotica, sex, or other deviancies. Instead, she always had a
smile on her face and was truly innocent. In 1960, social commentator Jean Améry noted, “Romy and blue jeans, Romy and rock ’n’ roll,
Romy and ‘Bonjour Tristesse,’ Romy and ‘necking’ in the car—no, that
does not go together, that does not make sense, that does not work.”138
According to N ieland, “These three types of women are juxtaposed
with the image of a caring mother. In the life of a young woman this
societal model marked the prime purpose and objective of her path
through life.”139 Bravo illustrated this setup in numerous publications.
Apart from aligning stars like Caterina Valente with the role of the
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obedient wife and mother, Bravo also openly dismissed questionable
behaviors. In fact, the youth magazine publically shamed Hungarian
actress Eva Bartok because ﬁve different men could supposedly be the
father of her child. At the same time, Bravo promoted the image of
actress Ruth Leuwerik as “the mother of the nation.”140 It was thus not
surprising that Ruth Leuwerik as well as Romy Schneider remained
among the top three for the fan prize OTTO in the late 1950s. By then,
being a teenager was an accepted pre-stage towards adulthood and
part of the road towards becoming a caring mother and obedient wife
within a patriarchal and still rather conservative society.
Apart from utilizing the rich and famous to reframe the teenager,
Bravo also created its own image of female youth: Stefﬁ. In August
1958, she ﬁrst appeared in Bravo.141 In numerous editions thereafter,
she defended the young against adults. In the ﬁrst episode of her weekly
diary-like column, Stefﬁ wrote that all adults “think youngsters are
stupid.”142 She noted, “Of course we Teenagers (and twenty-year-olds)
are upset about the lack of understanding from ‘adults.’ It is especially
distressing to hear how upset they are about us. … Even discussions
about the ‘Halbstarke’ are upsetting—especially since no one can tell
me, what a ‘Halbstarke’ even is.”143 That she stood up for youth made
her a more credible ﬁgure and a supposed representative of the young.
Yet the ﬁctional persona Stefﬁ was only slightly reminiscent of the
teenager. Not rebellious or overly sexual, she deﬁned what it meant to
be normal. In fact, her persona was a productive ﬁction. Instead of a
young girl writing her column, it had been a retired male schoolteacher
all along.144 Thus domesticated, normalized, and commercialized by a
dominant male structure interested in proﬁt, Stefﬁ became the prototype of a new marketing product. Bravo knew that overly rebellious
characteristics could hinder proﬁt. Hence, in her column, Stefﬁ walked
a ﬁne line between conservative values and some challenges to rigid
societal structures. Stefﬁ proudly wore blue jeans and would not mind
being called deviant for doing so; she also enjoyed the music of Peter
Kraus. Being young was, after all, fun.145 But Stefﬁ also respected her
parents, especially her father.146 Stefﬁ as the new teenager was modern
when it came to youth culture but still traditional regarding her moral
values, ideals, and lifestyle choices. She stated, for example, that it is
something “wonderful to be a girl because one does not have to initiate
conversation.”147 In a patriarchic society, men carried conversations.
Stefﬁ also did not shy away from more difﬁcult topics. She dealt with
teenage pregnancy when one of her friends got pregnant. Whereas she
did not judge her friend directly, she still raised concerns when wondering if that girl could be happy now that she was missing school and
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getting married.148 Thus siding with traditional norms, Stefﬁ helped
sustain conservative sexual morals, making sure to demonize early sexual relations along the way. She also reasserted the idea that politics
remained a male domain. Indeed, she admitted, “I do not understand
anything about politics,”149 illustrating that Bravo was not neutral but
quite conservative when it came to societal norms and gender roles. If
she ever made a political comment, she was sure to frame it kindly to
avoid offending anyone. To speak out against racial discrimination in
the United States in one of her diary entries, for instance, was safe.150
Too much political discussion, however, namely around more divisive
issues, could harm business, and Bravo thus avoided it altogether—a
trend most notable in the 1960s. In this sense, Stefﬁ was herself a true
marketing product, and she hence ﬁt in with “the international standardization of a youth generation.”151
In order to further sustain this new image of youth, the division
between adults and youngsters was crucial. Arguably, Bravo came up
with various ways to construct and strengthen generational differences.
Apart from Stefﬁ’s frequent references to adults, it was the series “Wir &
Ihr,” or “Us & You,”152 that most clearly exempliﬁes such attempts. Two
teenagers and two adults discussed a topic of concern, like, “Should a
young girl be allowed to go to London?”153 Of course, discussions also
touched on natalist ideas, noting, for instance, that having a child is
a blessing for any relationship. Whereas opinions were not always divided based on age, the discussion format as such sustained categories
of us vs. them, with the Other being an adult. As a result, this forum
became a way to construct, highlight, and sustain generational differences in the context of what youngsters should and should not do; it
also created a community of youth as conceived by Bravo.
Overall, such approaches helped align teenagers with the newspaper
and made sure that Bravo kept its preferable and proﬁtable audience;
it also sustained the arrival of youth as an interlude before becoming
domesticated within the traditional family.154 Throughout this process,
Bravo never hid its attempts to frame and thereby partially control
images of youth. According to the magazine, “We steer, but you [the
young] decide where the journey will take us.”155 Whereas it would not
steer the magazine into troubling and thus unproﬁtable waters, the
magazine gave the young a voice. Youth was not simply a vessel to be
ﬁlled, exploited, and used. Instead, Bravo remained connected to its
readers and broader audience on numerous levels. Such aspects allowed it to pick up trends early and ensured its success as a trendsetter.
As a result, commercialization was not equal to victimization. Instead,
some of the young actively participated in creating this new image
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of youth. When discussions about sexuality became more open and
proﬁtable, then Bravo was on the forefront regarding these issues and
at that point made sure, as one scholar put it, to help in “stabilizing
the heterosexual matrix in West Germany’s youth culture.”156 Surveys
were thus important. Yet the most imperative feedback remained circulation numbers,157 as proﬁt was rarely equated with quality. It was
thus not surprising that Bravo did not take any risks regarding political
discussions, and even neglected engaging with or even acknowledging
the student movement of the 1960s. After all, protesting youngsters
and politics were potentially dangerous for proﬁt.
In 1958, West Germany experienced so-called rock ’n’ roll riots. In West
Berlin, Hamburg, Essen, and Stuttgart numerous youngsters went wild
during concerts of Bill Haley, and destroyed the interior of various venues. Local authorities in Munich followed Haley’s tour and news stories
with great alarm. One ofﬁcial sent a concerned letter to the Minister
of the Interior underlining how “these Halbstarke and their hysterical
female entourage” go wild at such concerts.158 Die Süddeutsche Zeitung
illustrated that a simple spark could make the young go crazy.159 The
more conservative newspaper Die Bayerische Staatszeitung later summarized the events by describing Haley’s performance as “loud noise
(this is in no way singing)” that provided the background for rioting.160
For that newspaper such discussions set the stage for outlining the
need to clamp down on popular youth culture right away. As news from
rock ’n’ roll riots poured into Munich, the paper attracted support. Local educators, social commentators, and numerous groups argued and
petitioned for the termination of a scheduled Haley concert in Munich.
According to one petition, attempts to let the American rock ’n’ roll
star play in the Bavarian capital “would exacerbate primitive instincts
within the young” and “mock all previous attempts to deal with the
problems of youth.”161 However, neither city nor state ofﬁcials had the
authority to prevent the event. Trouble seemed to return to Munich.
Haley’s gig in Munich did not end in a riot. The renter of the concert
venue and several others involved in the production made sure to impose a high insurance rate as a way to protect themselves. Financial liabilities were thus employed to target any potential provocations by the
band that could spark riots. But this was not the only reason youth did
not go wild. After all, youngsters knew little about higher liabilities for
stars. Still, no aggressive Halbstarke or sexually open teenager started
a riot. Munich, compared to other cities, seemed to have its youngsters
under control. With juvenile delinquency never the problem it was
made out to be in the ﬁrst place, the dialogue between city ofﬁcials
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and the young had also helped defuse some situations. In addition, the
Halbstarke and the teenager had been conformed since their original
arrival or reappearance in the early 1950s. Deemed less rebellious and
provocative, youngsters in their teens were now teenagers. Once some
youngsters went wild at Bill Haley concerts elsewhere then the new
teenager was ready to dismiss this deviation from the teenage norm.162
In fact, Stefﬁ, Conny Froboess, and Peter Kraus publicly shunned and
slandered rioters, and Bravo provided the forum for such comments.163
Hence, the new teenager internalized mechanisms of control and took
the role of ofﬁcials and authorities. This development was a sign for
the growing power of youth within society; but it was also an indication that stringent mechanisms of control remained in place.
At the same time the appearance of the teenager and the Halbstarke
had changed the role of youth. Female youth now had more options
when growing up. Whereas various limitations remained in place, the
rhetoric regarding the teenager had created certain niches. By the end
of the decade, for example, it was socially accepted to listen to partially
normalized rock ’n’ roll tunes, as long as the future role as a mother remained untouched. Americanized youth culture and British pop music
thus continued to dominate Munich’s history in subsequent periods as
artists like The Beatles, The Rolling Stones, or Jimi Hendrix increasingly deﬁned a whole generation. Moreover, male youngsters had employed the image of the Halbstarke to demand changes regarding youth
policies. Although this social group remained under surveillance at the
Auer Dult and other events in the upcoming years,164 actual youngsters
now had a say regarding facilities for youth. According to city ofﬁcials
Anton Fingerle and Kurt Seelmann in a newspaper interview in March
1959, the young had numerous open youth groups, parties, and other
events to go to; they were also engaged in a dialogue with the police.
Besides, Seelmann was in contact with ten Blas’n. Although this newspaper article pointed out that there were still not enough open youth
facilities, authorities quoted in the article highlighted that riots had
ended.165 One commentator even spoke to the beneﬁts of the panic,
stating, “The public had become aware of the problems certain age
groups face through its panicked reaction to the misdeeds of so-called
‘Halbstarke.’”166 In this sense, a perceived threat creating a public outrage had led to promising debates and at least some positive changes
for the young.
Attempts to consolidate and protect normality throughout the miracle years are easily traceable when discussing youth. As illustrated in
this section, embodiments of delinquency became ways to recapture
supposed threats to productivity, stability, and moral order; controlling
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and—at times—reframing these images meant also controlling society,
and ensured continuity of traditional values and beliefs. According to
adults, youth should be working hard all week and use their leisure
in a productive way; it also meant settling down and having a family, especially for young girls. Even though 1950s Munich remained
a very traditional place,167 change was visible. As some youngsters increasingly left their assigned role in the shadow of social constructs,
they felt that youth was a force in history. Supported by commercial
interests, they saw how authorities, as one scholar put it, feared the
new “power of the teenagers.”168 Soon they found allies willing to support them, either because they truly wanted to help or because they
hoped to make a proﬁt or advance their careers. Hence, the agency of
youth began to increase as the grip of adult authorities within an increasingly democratic structure slowly shrank. This reading captures
underlining tensions and illustrates that the miracle years were only
static on the surface, and that continuities and changes are visible as
Munich slowly came of age.
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CHAPTER 5

Constructing the Student
and the Gammler

¨´

“Hell is loose in Schwabing!”1 This headline appeared in the newspaper Der Münchner Merkur on 25 June 1962. On several warm summer
nights, the Schwabing quarter, close to downtown Munich, became the
setting for major youth riots and protests. The article noted,
Whereas the ﬁrst turmoil on Thursday … happened due to some kind of
impulse, the riots on Friday and Saturday … were initiated by rowdies.
At the second and third turmoil, … hundreds of youngsters (on average
twenty years of age) banded together, destroyed cars, threw ﬁreworks,
bottles, and rocks, until the police went forward brutally with batons.2

Unable to identify the nature and reasoning for such sudden riots,
authorities and the media initially worried about the return of the
Halbstarke. Former mayor Thomas Wimmer even feared that the events
in Schwabing could be a starting point for “some nasty surprises … in
the future.”3 Yet partially sparked by the police, unrests turned into political protests, pushing the student as the new construct of youth into
the epicenter of discussions.
Throughout the 1960s, repeated riots and demonstrations reﬂected
a larger struggle over the form and nature of West German democracy.
Arguably initiated by the events in Schwabing, and repeatedly tied to
the takeover of city spaces, debates about youth politicized society at
large. For many, the student—and to an extent Gammler buns—as an
emerging image of youth embodied a new generation and discourse.
Born after World War II, these youngsters questioned adult authority
and political frameworks, the latter leading to intense debates about
higher education, the Cold War, and emergency laws. In 1966, the two
major parties within the Federal Republic created a grand coalition
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with a supermajority, further encouraging protests and the organization of youth. These developments were new within West Germany’s democracy,4 and raised historic fears about political instability as
experienced during the years of the Weimar Republic. In fact, at the
height of protests in spring 1968 one state representative noted, “If
Bonn is not to become Weimar, then the Bavarian capital cannot have
the image of 1918 and become a fertile ground for extreme disruptions
and an opportune arena for violent struggles.”5 As elsewhere, the student thus embodied disorder and fear, making this image of youth a
discursive space or microcosm for broader conversations.
Again, the construction of the student and the Gammler as disruptive, violent, and possibly antidemocratic forces had its beneﬁts.6 Situated within the so-called protest years (1962–1973), the rise of both
images emerged as frozen political structures embodied by aging chancellor Konrad Adenauer slowly dissolved. After a brief interlude government headed by Ludwig Erhard, a grand coalition between the two
major parties—the conservatives (CDU/CSU) and the social democrats
(SPD)—formed a government from 1966 until 1969. Their supermajority brought people to the streets and helped create the Extraparliamentary Opposition (APO), a movement that authorities interested in
traditional democratic structures belittled as angry young men. While
there was perhaps a real crisis around youth, it was again consistently
deﬁned only as that and exaggerated overall for self-serving purposes.
As a result, youth once more proved a powerful rhetorical space for
larger discussions and provided the leverage for expanding mechanisms of social control.
Although constructions of youth as students and Gammlers followed similar trends as during previous decades, a growing ability and
broader willingness of the actual young to help frame its own image
became increasingly apparent. With more power and inﬂuence, namely
once comparing such dynamics to the situation during the crisis years,
young people played a more active role. Even though authorities and
primarily the media continually described them as violent and antidemocratic, the young pushed a counternarrative and tried to tell their
own stories. This struggle over what youth means during the protest
years illustrates the growing diversity of a young democratic structure,
as well as the increasing power and interest of young people to construct an image of youth.
The third and ﬁnal part of Coming of Age thus highlights the rise of
the student and the Gammler during the protest years. In 1962, the politicization of youth took shape on the streets in Schwabing, marking
an awakening of a new generation. From that point forward, young
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people increasingly asked inconvenient questions, challenged authorities, protested, and organized. Continuing tensions plus the inability
of adult authorities to defuse the situation led to a climax in 1968 and
the death of two individuals on the streets of Munich. As a result—and
beginning in the wake of the riots in Schwabing—to control the student
and the Gammler, and with that certain city spaces, became important. Local authorities re-evaluated outdated police tactics, relied on
surveillance and spatial planning, and tried to streamline judicial processes. The young, on the other hand, began organizing and ﬁghting
back, resulting in continuing riots on the streets of Munich, dynamics
that ultimately helped the Bavarian capital grow up.

Creating the Student
Not surprisingly, protests initiating a shift in discourse and introducing the student began in Schwabing, the young and vibrant quarter
of Munich. Located just north of the city center, its main boulevard
Leopoldstraße runs all the way from the Siegestor Arch of the Victor
to Münchner Freiheit square. The Ludwig-Maximilians University—
the largest university in West Germany at the time—was located in
Schwabing; the Academy for the Arts and the Technical College was
nearby. In the early 1960s, these three institutions brought roughly
20,000 students to the city.7 As the bohemian part of town, Schwabing
was also the home of countless artists and musicians. Studios, sidewalk stands, restaurants, cafés, movie theaters, and a busy nightlife
attracted mainly students and youngsters. Actually, the Director of the
Youth Welfare Ofﬁce, Kurt Seelmann, described this Schwabing “state
of mind”8 in the early 1960s with a reference to new trends among
young males, noting, “the environment was almost exclusively inhabited by extremely nice young people (even though some of them
might have had a full beard).”9 On warm and beautiful days thousands
pushed along the main boulevard to enjoy its atmosphere, as many sat
outside to have coffee or ice cream. In the evening, restaurants and
bars ﬁlled up quickly as music, cabarets, and theaters intrigued visitors and locals alike. Those over eighteen had few problems enjoying
themselves on rock ’n’ roll dance ﬂoors and in jazz clubs, while underage individuals could take pleasure in musicians on street corners.
For authorities and residents, such noise and constant activity became
concerning and irritating, and the latter repeatedly called upon the
police to deal with breaches of peace. Law enforcement then broke up
street musicians and pavement artists, leaving many to wonder how
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such behavior aligned with the city’s new slogan, “Munich, an embracing metropolis.”10
An increase in disruptions became apparent by 1962, and ultimately
triggered the riots in June. Earlier that month, a university riot developed when the police tried to clear a crowd of about two thousand
individuals after a jazz concert near the university.11 On 20 June the
police responded to a similar call, as youngsters supposedly “made disrupting noises by playing music, clapping, even dancing and yelling.”12
When arriving at the Wedekindplatz square in Schwabing, the police
noticed a group of street musicians, and roughly 150 listeners. As the
patrol rolled up to the scene, onlookers welcomed them with whistles and boos, while some even threw bottles and started yelling, “Nazi
state.”13 The police eventually began clearing the area, against the opposition of many onlookers. A day later, the police again dealt with
three youngsters making music at the Monopteros monument before
a similar situation escalated later the same day. That time, the police
tried to disperse a crowd of several hundred people who were listening
to ﬁve musicians in Schwabing. The musicians disrupted the peace,
while onlookers blocked parts of the main road. As a result, the police
tried to escort the musicians away from the scene, only to face an upset audience believing the ofﬁcials had arrested the young performers.
Some bystanders surrounded the police car; others released air from
its tires. The police ofﬁcers, on the other hand, called for reinforcement, and the riots of Schwabing began.14
For the next ﬁve days, Schwabing saw an unprecedented disruption of public peace. Sparked by a seemingly minor incident, hundreds
of people began blocking the streets. In the following days, between
10,000 and 20,000 protestors participated in similar events.15 Emerging riots played out along almost the same script each night: a crowd
assembled on the Leopoldstraße boulevard throughout the day; in the
evening, some began blocking the street. Reminiscent of incidents
when the Halbstarke obstructed trafﬁc at the Stiglmaierplatz square
several years earlier, protestors stepped onto the street, carrying tables
and chairs, sat down on tram tracks, and refused to move. Several
couples danced on the street, which gave the protests a playful and
provocative character [Figure 5.l]. As one participant recalled, “Initially, it was quite amusing, [and] the people enjoyed making fun of the
police.”16 The police, on the other hand, conceptualized them as “disruptive to trafﬁc.”17 Leopoldstraße boulevard in particular was a main
access route to downtown Munich at the time. Once initial orders to
disperse remained mostly unanswered, police units began dispersing
the gathering with force. In groups, the police tried to push people
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Figure 5.1 Dancing on the streets during the so-called riots in Schwabing, 1962.
Courtesy of Otfried Schmidt/Süddeutsche Zeitung Photo.

off the streets. Unable to distinguish between onlookers and participants, ofﬁcers used their batons indiscriminately; some even rode their
horses into street cafés. The crowd, on the other hand, started throwing beer bottles and other objects. Chaos ensued as the police began
detaining protestors at the same time as others tried to ﬂee. Eventually,
the police were able to clear the streets again, at least until disruptions
resumed the next evening.
The events in Schwabing caught public authorities and adult contemporaries by surprise. Munich had seen relative stability and order
since the end of panics surrounding the Halbstarke. Those conﬂicts
took place in working-class neighborhoods, and not in the middle-class
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bohemian area of Schwabing. Moreover, whereas politicians feared
communism, they rarely connected such concerns to youth. If anything, then fears surrounding the vibrant and, at times, chaotic buzz of
Schwabing worried authorities. As a result, Mayor Hans-Jochen Vogel
came to Schwabing wondering about the nature of these disruptions.
He hoped to defuse the situation, and approached a group of protestors. As he recalled later,
After a longer discussion, I was able to convince a group about the uselessness of additional blockades and brawls with the police. My plea to
consider Munich’s prestige made an initial impression, [and] this group
dispersed. Encouraged by this success, I approached a second group.
… This time, however, I was … pushed into an entrance way as people
threw stink bombs, yelled at me … , and demanded the release of all
those arrested.18

For such protestors, the situation had been incited by police brutality, indiscriminate arrests, and unnecessary violence. Unable or unwilling to abide by the requests of demonstrators, the mayor retreated
as the police continued to move forward with batons. Director of the
Youth Welfare Ofﬁce Kurt Seelmann was also caught by surprise. On
his way to get ice cream, he found himself in the middle of the unrest.
Seelmann tried to get in contact with authorities, hoping to soothe
the situation. At some point, a police ofﬁcer told him to keep moving.
Seelmann noted later, “in order to make me speed up, he hit me with a
baton on the back.”19 Seelman had established a dialogue between the
young and the police for years, but that night he wondered if “all such
efforts had been in vain.”20
Although covering the events extensively, the media and the general
public also had a hard time framing what happened in Schwabing.
An editorial in Der Münchner Merkur aimed to distinguish between
bystanders caught by surprise, a minority of “rowdies” who threw
rocks, and “mainly students”;21 it also asked its readers “What do you
make of these riots?”22 The tabloid 8-Uhr Blatt reported on the criminal
character of the “rioting masses”;23 it also—similar to other publications—simply resurrected earlier images of the Halbstarke24 by stating,
for example, “That shabby looks and character do not make an artist
and attendance in lectures do not make a student is common knowledge. But that hundreds of pseudo-artists and quasi-academics have
worked with loitering Halbstarke in order to beat the last sense out
of Schwabing is depressing.”25 Rumors about a group of “three-hundred Halbstarke, as ‘reinforcement,’ on their way from Frankfurt and
Düsseldorf” to Schwabing, appeared as well.26 Letters to the editors
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painted a similar picture: some commentators saw the Halbstarke involved in the riots while others had detected “rioting students” and
“academics.”27 Many also categorized participants as local students
and outside agitators. According to Mayor Hans-Jochen Vogel, on
Saturday night it was “mainly the scum of various quarters,” which
showed up in Schwabing.28 Only Director of the Youth Welfare Ofﬁce
Kurt Seelmann questioned these sentiments and descriptions openly,
given that he had experienced police brutality ﬁrst hand and personally knew many of supposed Halbstarke.29
The media and ofﬁcials eventually began framing the events in
Schwabing as student protests, tied to clandestine communist activities and thus in line with broader 1960s political discussions. Throughout the riots, the police had arrested 248 individuals; 106 of them were
students, a fact not surprising given general proﬁling of youth. For
authorities, this ﬁnding was sufﬁcient evidence that students were the
most dominant group within the riots. That those captured were mainly
between eighteen and twenty-nine years old sustained such claims.
Moreover, with only thirteen women arrested, female youth seemed
to play only a secondary role.30 This conclusion made male students
the prime targets even though data suggests that students in general
and male students in particular were not the only groups protesting.31
Apart from framing the riots as a new kind of protest,32 recent events—
namely new Cold War tensions due to the construction of the wall in
Berlin in August 1961—also inﬂuenced the creation of this threat. The
police chief saw “political implications” at hand in Schwabing, and
blamed secret communist support and subversive forces.33 After all,
the ﬁve musicians triggering the riots had supposedly played Romanian folk songs.34 One of the musicians later recalled that his interest
in the Russian author Fyodor Dostoyevsky became sufﬁcient evidence
to further sustain these accusations.35 Besides, authorities had arrested
several youngsters with connections to East Germany: they arrested
Peter Schmitt as a supposed leader, only because he had visited East
Germany in 1958/59 and sustained friendships into the GDR.36 The
most important evidence of communist involvement was a ﬂyer by the
illegal Communist Party (KPD) that surfaced during the riots. The media discussed this ﬂyer at great length, speculated about a communist
conspiracy, and even feared an invasion.37 Such constructions of students as communist tools contradicted the experiences of protestors,
who saw the events unfold as “something completely coincidental and
spontaneous, without any political objectives.”38 Even an internal report from the Ofﬁce for the Protection of the Constitution saw no connection between the leaﬂet and the KPD.39 For many authorities such
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ﬁndings mattered little given their understandings and interpretation
of events, plus an increasing state of hysteria.
While the media and local authorities increasingly stereotyped and
demonized young participants and bystanders alike, the events in
Schwabing politicized individual participants over time. As one voice
recalled years later, the riots “did affect me, as one can imagine. The
authoritarian state showed its vigor, which I thought we had overcome,
and I consequently believed that the majority of the police had to be
fascists. I was thus politicized in a heartbeat, and lost all trust into
politics.”40 Others saw their initial experiences in 1962 in the context
of their subsequent involvement in protests. One individual later noted
that in 1962 defying authorities was “highly political.”41 The events
even affected those who did not participate. Subversive activist and
cofounder of the alternative community Kommune I Dieter Kunzelmann “did not leave his house [in Munich] during the riots.”42 He still
noted, “I experienced for the ﬁrst time that hundreds of people showed
solidarity with guitar-playing bums and that it took such a minimal
cause for law and order to turn into chaos. This experience impressed
me much, so that in the following years I used every situation to experience it in another form.”43 Then nineteen-year-old Andreas Baader
was also arrested in Schwabing. Police ofﬁcers overheard him stating, “I saw them [the police] beating innocent people yesterday. One
man was beaten brutally and then kicked. A woman was beaten to the
ground; they [the police] need a beating; something like this ought
to be in the news, with photos.”44 For authorities this statement was
sufﬁcient to prove his active role in the riots, and they arrested Baader.
Although released after twelve hours, Baader’s mother later recalled
how he came home that night and said, “There is something foul in
a state where the police moves forward against singing youngsters.”45
These experiences in no way fully explain Baader’s later role within the
leftist-terrorist Red Army Faction (RAF) but the events in Schwabing
marked a watershed moment for him and many other contemporaries,
and only proved originally misleading understandings of the riots as
political a reality.
In response to police brutality, many participants began organizing.46 In July, a group of fourteen local residents established the
Community Initiative for the Protection of Civil Liberties. It hoped to
prevent “a police state,”47 and tried to raise awareness by setting up
meetings, printing leaﬂets, holding press conferences, and writing letters to editors. In the ﬁrst leaﬂet from 16 July it called for witnesses
in an attempt to ﬁnd evidence to prosecute police ofﬁcers.48 In a resolution, it outlined, “Until now, there has been no proof regarding
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obstruction of police order (which is interesting, when recalling the
broad use of batons!).”49 A year after the riots, second chairmen of
the initiative outlined the rights of citizens in the student magazine
profil.50 The initiative was eventually dissolved due to ﬁnancial problems and internal animosities, leaving student organizations like the
General Student’s Committee (AStA) in charge. That organization in
particular had hoped to defuse and de-escalate the situation early on.
On the fourth day of the riots, it had called on students “to not support
such consciously provoked turmoil, which have nothing to do with
student and ‘Schwabing freedom.’”51 Shortly after the riots, AStA had
then condemned the criminal behavior of participants but also criticized police brutality. While claiming that these had “not been student
riots,”52 AStA also organized a forum to discuss the events. More than
three hundred people showed up. In a lively discussion, participants
focused on the role of the police during the riots. Two speakers aiming
to defend the role of the police were booed; another speaker noted,
“The respect I had for the police is gone. There were lots of rowdies,
yes, but most of them wore a uniform.”53 Such sentiments received lots
of applause, as many had lost respect for authorities and now looked to
politicize existing organizational formats like AStA “to protest against
such [state] arbitrariness!”54

The Rise of the Student
As a watershed moment, the riots and protests of Schwabing marked
the appearance, construction, and awakening of the student. With virtually no memories of the war and National Socialism, this new image
of youth came of age during the late 1950s, when artiﬁcial divisions
along generations became all the more evident. As the years passed,
a wider public debate helped create such generational cohorts. In
1957, sociologist Helmut Schelsky already deﬁned a “skeptical generation”;55 six years later, the weekly news magazine Der Spiegel deemed
this age cohort as the “exaggerated generation.”56 The magazine embedded it within international trends, noting that this generation is
“cool, conﬁdent, [and] condescending.”57 They are the “kids of Marx
and Coca-Cola,”58 who consume as never before, follow Beat music,
love The Beatles, wear miniskirts, and question authorities. U.S. popular culture, among other foreign inﬂuences, had made the young more
international. Furthermore, argued Der Spiegel, “Their use of sex is
even more irritating for adults, [and] a source of youth-bashing and
youth-idolization.”59 Popular culture, a degree of internationalism, and
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their disruptive politics made the student a force for change and a
threat to traditional order.
Similar to previous images of youth, constructions of the student—
deﬁned as a young, politically active, male, middle-class urbanite—had
a history. Historically, the German term Student primarily refers to
those attending universities and colleges. It is distinguished from the
term Schüler for elementary and secondary school students and consequently refers to an older age cohort. In the Federal Republic, Schüler
generally left school in their late teens, becoming college students in
their early twenties. Student also infers male youth, given that female
youngsters could not attend German universities until the late nineteenth century. By the 1960s, the situation had changed, of course,
although males still dominated higher education. Moreover, according
to historian Harald Lönnecker, German universities have been understood as hotbeds of liberalism, dissent, and delinquency.60 Student riots in 1848 come to mind when thinking about the political activism of
this construct, as do Burschenschaften fraternities. Again, such events
remain tied to a male population. Social class restricted and limited access to higher education for most young people, an aspect that changed
after World War II. Beginning in the 1950s, an expansion in higher
education grounded in postwar prosperity became noticeable, opening
up this career path for more individuals. In many ways, however, students remained tied to the middle class. Spatially, the home of students
was the university. Located within the center of major cities, student
quarters emerged around such places of higher education. Schwabing
was one of these university spaces, where the student could spend time
in coffee shops, restaurants, or bars like the Big Apple and the PN .
Numerous bands played in these clubs, including future stars like Jimi
Hendrix.61 At the same time, Gammler—young bums traveling through
Europe—hung around on street corners, sold various items along the
Leopoldstraße boulevard, and prepared a spot for the night in this center of “the German sleeping-bag movement.”62 In other words, contemporaries built on historical understandings that saw the student as an
urbanite who engaged in excessive drinking, disorder, and immorality,63 making this image of youth a threat to stability.
Age and class also deﬁned the student and helped misrepresent larger
dynamics. Youngsters went to college in their late teens and early twenties. The average age of all those arrested in 1962 was twenty-ﬁve, with
most students being a little younger.64 In short, the student was older
than eighteen and would not get in conﬂict with the Law for the Protection of Youth. Whereas this made the student more threatening than
previous social constructions of youth, the middle-class background
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brought anxieties of youth away from working-class Halbstarke and
into the sphere of the teenager. Such emphasis, regardless of a broad
range of participants, demonstrates the strength of the student as a
social construct. However, as historian Kristin Ross noted in the context of protests in France, “May ’68 had very little to do with the social group—students or ‘youth’—who were its instigators. It had much
more to do with the ﬂight from social determinations, with displacements that took place outside of their location in society, with a disjunction, that is, between political subjectivity and the social group.”65
She ultimately argues that the events were reduced to a student and
generational revolt. Similar trends were visible in Munich, where authorities constructed the student as the prime force behind the protests.
This neglect of other participants allowed contemporaries to frame potential opposition around university environments along delinquency
and generation, especially after the events in Schwabing.
The revival of the student as a male youngster was tied to his appearance, an interpretation that simply neglected the role and power of
young females or deemed them as irrelevant. Early descriptions noted
that the student had a full beard. Kurt Seelmann described this type
of youngster when recalling his visits to Schwabing,66 and the police
at the riots had only taken photos of suspects with beards—even if
witnesses described some participants as “tall, blond, and neat.”67 The
police arrested a French student as a ringleader simply because he
had a full beard.68 Similar arrests took place at protests in the GDR,
indicating parallels between both German states when it comes to
constructions of male youth in the 1960s.69 Moreover, emerging stereotypes assigned young women a narrow role within the student
movement. After all, the police only arrested thirteen women during
the riots in Schwabing.70 Most student organizations also had male
leaders, an element again visible in other countries. At least until the
mid-1960s authorities and adult onlookers saw and understood young
women simply as accessories for male protestors. Newspapers wrote
about “twen” girls—those in their twenties—standing by and watching male rioters in Schwabing, or female “‘vagabonding-bees following
[male] bums.”71 According to one contemporary, “females had to be
beautiful, fashionable, sexy, intellectual, and ready to serve.”72 Such
female passivity was supposedly grounded in their curiosity and sexual promiscuity and explains why authorities might have been blind
towards early female participation. According to historian Kristina
Schulz, “participation of women was simply overlooked,”73 as the media focused more on their looks. Indeed, in Munich, local newspapers
wrote about “the necks of Schwabinger art brides” and “open blouse
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wearing” women protestors,74 thus putting female bodies, not their actual protests, values, and concerns, into the center of discussions. As
the wife of student leader Rudi Dutschke, Gretchen Dutschke-Klotz,
later recalled, women “were disposed of at will” if they did not ﬁt this
ideal.75 Such stereotypes continued later on. According to the news
magazine Der Spiegel,
It was the highest form of female participation if a girl … yelled “Shut
up!” during a meeting of the Student Social Union (SDS). Tired gals of
the revolution put their stylistic haircuts in the way of the water cannon
representing the executive power of the state; they join their comrades at
teach-ins, sit-ins, and demonstrations; and they also help them in matters of love. But they remain silent once it comes to … underlying male
determination for strict German order present with organizational structures. … Now they feel frustrated.76

As one historian noted in a similar context, “That politically conscious
males did not behave in any way different towards women, but were
sometimes even more brutal and exploitive, all the while situating
themselves within a narrative of emancipation,” was upsetting.77 As a
result, and although the women’s movement did not gain steam until
the late 1960s,78 the early role of female participants rarely concerned
male protestors, authorities, or even historians.
At the same time, appearance also became a way to protest. Similar to the Halbstarke and the teenager, actual students used different
styles to resist contemporary norms. Male youngsters made long hair,
beards, and casual clothing part of a purposeful shabbiness, and turned
such style into a statement against middle-class values. So-called
Gammler bums—youngsters living on the streets and traveling through
Europe—openly deﬁed norms. As one young female contemporary
recalls, “‘dressing up’ meant refusal against revolutionary consciousness,” turning rags into a revolutionary statement.79 Clothing again
became political, apparent at a ceremony for the opening of a new
student apartment complex in Munich in 1967. Although an ofﬁcial
occasion, AStA Chairman Rolf Pohle wore corduroys and a turtleneck.
After Pohle made a brief political statement regarding the lack of democratic frameworks, the representative from the Ministry of Culture
and Education felt provoked and snapped, stating, “Wear a proper suit
before talking about democracy!”80 Apparently a ragged style and appearance played an important role when constructing, detecting, and
identifying the student; yet it also visibly distinguished those unwilling
to conform to a traditional and orderly view of democracy.
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This political nature of the student was in line with a long history,
yet unusual compared to previous images of youth, which was stereotyped as delinquent during the crisis years and had little agency and
power. The situation had improved in the miracle years, due to the
rise of youth culture and new opportunities. The student, on the other
hand, had a long history of being political, visible in the promotion
of national and liberal ideals throughout the nineteenth century, as at
the Hambach Fest in 1832.81 In the 1960s, such interest in politics was
present due to debates about Germany’s Nazi past, partially triggered
by the Adolf Eichmann trial. In fact, after the riots in Schwabing one
member of the Community Initiative speciﬁcally referred to this trial
in a press conference to defend the initiative’s claims for justice.82 In
1963, the Frankfurt-Auschwitz trials brought discussions about the
Holocaust even more into the limelight, giving youngsters the opportunity to confront adults with uncomfortable and, at times, unreasonable questions and accusations. Parents and adult authorities as
such lost credibility, even more through apparent continuities between
the former N azi state and West Germany. On the federal level, former member of the Nazi Party Kurt Georg Kiesinger became the third
chancellor of West Germany in 1963. In Munich, Bavarian Minister of
Culture and Education Theodor Maunz in particular sparked debates.
He had been professor of jurisprudence providing commentaries on
National Socialist laws throughout the Nazi period. According to historian Dieter Deiseroth, such individuals at least indicated “a limited
break with the fascist past.”83
Unwilling to accept such realities, the new generation found ways to
respond: “It started harmlessly,” activist Alois Aschenbrenner recalled.
“For instance, wearing police uniforms … to the university to then
stand in front of the podium of two professors—[Prof. Reinhart] Maurach too, because he was an old fascist, a criminal law commentator,
back in Hitler’s times. We wanted to raise awareness regarding such
unwillingness to deal with the past.”84 At the riots in Schwabing, some
individuals had provoked the police yelling “N azi state,” “Gestapo,”
and “Nazi police.”85 Later, students would interrupt the commemoration for the resister Scholl siblings because they saw such an event
as hypocrisy. According to an ofﬁcial report, students “disturbed the
ceremony by dropping leaﬂets, uncoiling a banner with slogans like
‘Nazis out,’ ‘Murderers celebrate their victims.’ There were supposedly
brawls. The demonstration … was primarily aimed against speaker
Prof. Buszmann and other professors … because of their supposed National Socialist past.”86
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Apart from discussing the Nazi past, student protests circled around
numerous other issues. As historian Konrad Jarausch summarized
in a broader context, student protests in general incorporated three
dimensions: debates regarding student subculture, the improvement
of educational opportunities, and political activism.87 In the postwar
period, opposition often arose within the context of West German
rearmament, soon coordinated within annual Ostermärsche Easter
marches.88 In March 1964, for example, the Kampagne für Demokratie
und Abrüstung (Campaign for Democracy and Disarmament) had organized a demonstration in Munich, titled “From Cologne to Warsaw:
N uclear-Weapon Free!”89 Annual events grew dramatically by 196890
because of the need for education reform. In 1964, pedagogue George
Picht had described this “misery of education” in great detail: a lack
of facilities, teachers, and basic funding.91 Soon students began demanding more funding for institutions of higher education, direct input into university governance, and broader structural reforms. Also,
as one young contemporary from Munich put it, “The indifference of
the administration and senseless traditions”92 needed to go. Conservative contemporaries and authorities, on the other hand, feared leftist
student groups undermining the university.93 Hence, they tried to limit
democratization throughout the university, pushing young protestors
on the streets. In July 1965, “the largest demonstration in the postwar
period”94 took place in Munich when around 10,000 protestors demonstrated in favor of education reform.95
International issues, most notably the War in Vietnam, fueled student opposition as well, especially once the conﬂict in Southeast Asia
intensiﬁed. Two-thirds of the young were willing to take their protest
to the streets,96 namely in front of the U.S. consulate and the Amerikahaus in Munich.97 Protestors repeatedly carried an efﬁgy of U.S. President Lyndon B. Johnson to highlight their opposition, participated
in sit-ins in the middle of the street, or disrupted celebrations of German-American friendship.98 At times, protests turned violent, as demonstrators threw rocks at U.S. institutions, or used a small rocket to
drop leaﬂets over the McGraw barracks in Munich to encourage desertion among U.S. soldiers.99 Aware of the American role as the guarantor of West German freedom within the Cold War, political authorities
became worried. The student’s anti-imperialist agenda became also
visible during the brief visit of the Iranian shah in Munich in 1967.
Protestors welcomed the shah with boos once he arrived at the central
train station, and demonstrations and disruptions followed him to the
National Theatre, the Old Art Gallery, and City Hall. The police tried to
keep order in an attempt to prevent brawls between the student and an
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accompanying group of shah supporters,100 fearing further radicalization of the student and general disorder.
Soon embodying a complex mixture of antiestablishment characteristics, the student also became the symbol of anti–emergency law protests. According to the Germany Treaty from 1952, the United States,
France, and Great Britain held the right to interfere in internal relations in case of an emergency. These rights would remain in place
until the West German parliament passed adequate emergency laws.101
Since the late 1950s, the conservatives (CDU/CSU) led by Chancellor
Konrad Adenauer and later Ludwig Erhard had tried at various times
to pass such laws. However, they needed the support of the social democrats (SPD) to get the two-thirds majority necessary to change the
constitution. In the early 1960s, the SPD opposed various proposals,
claiming such plans would restrict democratic processes and civil liberties. Soon discussions about the emergency laws faced a stalemate.
In 1966, the CDU/CSU and the SPD then formed a Grand Coalition.
As the ﬁrst coalition between conservatives and social democrats in
the Federal Republic, the Grand Coalition had a supermajority of 450
to 49 votes in parliament.102 Theoretically, this alliance was more than
enough to get a two-thirds majority needed to change the constitution.
As more serious conversations regarding emergency laws took shape,
questions around a lack of oversight given the limits of parliamentary
opposition and concerns around far-reaching emergency laws took
shape, mostly outside traditional frameworks.
The leftist Socialist German Student Union (SDS) and the Campaign
for Disarmament had increasingly coordinated such efforts, eventually
formed the board Emergency of Democracy, and later aligned itself
partially with the Außerparlamentarischen Opposition (Extraparliamentary Opposition, APO).103 Initially, such organizations had been
part of a student council, as each group was broadly aligned with a political party. There had been the Social Democratic University Group
as well as a more conservative Munich Student Union.104 Soon, however, various individuals formed alternative organizations, especially
in Schwabing. The undogmatic and artistic group Subversive Action,
for instance, met in a cellar. Here, they read and discussed Theodor
Adorno, Herbert Marcuse, Karl Marx, and others; their objective was
to “expose societal repression.”105 Regular participant Dieter Kunzelmann later became a founding member of the Kommune I in West Berlin, a politically motivated commune set up to provide an alternative
to traditional middle-class family structures. Elsewhere, people simply
discussed political issues in restaurants and bars. Many visited different groups each night, participated in debates, and networked. Accord-
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ing to one contemporary, during the 1960s “a left subculture sprouted
on every corner in Schwabing,”106 outside traditional, hierarchical, and
adult-approved organizations. Throughout West Germany, such groups
often aligned themselves with the APO.107 Sustained mainly by the
Socialist Student Union (SDS), this Extraparliamentary Opposition
has commonly been described as synonymous with the student movement.108 Rather diverse throughout the years, the APO played a key
role in Munich and gained broad support beyond students, mainly
after the formation of the Grand Coalition in 1966 and the push for
emergency laws. According to scholar Rolf Seeliger, an alienation from
traditional parties was a major reason for the rise of the APO.109 Soon
local student groups like the SDS and the Humanist Union worked together, apparent in attempts to democratize the university. Events like
“Democratic Action January 1968”110 and subsequent protests brought
much attention, and some local politicians even joined calls for more
democracy. Most political authorities, however, feared this extraparliamentary format. Bringing to mind attempts to push the delinquent
boy into structured political setups during the crisis years, local politicians noted that protestors should join a traditional party. Such voices
clearly favored structured political arrangements, perceived APO as an
antiparliamentary force, and feared politically organized young people
overall.

The Arrival of the Gammler
Adult authorities also worried about those youngsters simply dropping
out of society altogether. A phenomenon soon embodied by Gammler
bums, this image of youth disrupted class strata and traditional morals
in the most visible form. Most came from middle-class backgrounds111
yet chose to simply travel around Europe, bumming around Leopoldstraße boulevard in Schwabing, begging for money, sometimes playing
protest songs, or painting on sidewalks112 [Figure 5.2]. According to
one contemporary description, Gammler
have messy hair and beards, [and] wear ragged and audacious clothes.
The Gammler takes it easy, while leaning against walls or sitting on stairs.
The Gammler is not walking but rambling, slouching, looking lost, worn
out, disinterested. At night the Gammler is sleeping outside, in parks, in
grit boxes, run-down cars, and unﬁnished buildings. … The Gammler is
not interested in money or ownership, could be compared to the Greek
philosopher Diogenes, just sitting in the sun, thinking and discussing
with other Gammlers. They live for the moment.113
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Figure 5.2 A group of so-called Gammler at the Monopteros monument in the
English Garden park in Munich, 1968. Courtesy of Hans Enzwieser/Süddeutsche
Zeitung Photo.
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Similar behaviors had sparked the riots in 1962, thus making local
authorities worried right away. In addition, ofﬁcials feared Americanization, especially once hearing about similar situations in the United
States. In June 1966, one Munich police ofﬁcial spent six weeks touring the United States, stopping in no less than seventeen cities. He
concluded, “for the liberalization of our laws we have to pay a price.
… We need to put even more emphasis on preemptive measures, [and]
… attempts to inﬂuence the young have to be expanded. Additional
means of control are necessary for Beatclubs, Gammler, and pseudoartists.”114 Moreover, in a society valuing hard work, order, and discipline, the attitude and appearance of the Gammler marked “a crawling revolution,”115 and a threat to social order. References to National
Socialism surfaced right away, as adults commented, “During Hitler’s
times this would not have been possible”; another curious bystander
called for forced labor,116 substantiating a survey conducted by the
polling group Allensbach in 1968, in which more than 50 percent of
those asked about Gammler wanted them sent to compulsory work
camps.117 Comments about gassing these bums could be heard on the
streets of Munich and elsewhere then and later on,118 and outline the
presence of the Nazi past on street corners; such references also illustrate how youth yet again became a platform for talking about moral
values, social norms, postwar order, and the past.
Again, the media and local authorities hyped the arrival of the protesting student and the noncompliant Gammler in Munich. Although
a minority movement,119 vagrant and vagabonding youth soon dominated front pages. Der Spiegel as well as local newspapers widely
discussed the Gammler.120 In addition, authorities sustained such
constructs. One member of the local city council stated that “445 out
of 608 Gammler are under twenty-one years of age. These numbers
indicate that such behavior was a problem of the young and not so
much a societal problem.”121 Some local authorities saw such deviancy
rooted in a feeling of adventure; others detected an unwillingness to
conform, criminal energy, and even increased drug use.122 In fact, by
1965 an internal survey within the police revealed a growing criminalization of and discrimination against young people overall. Thirty-one
percent of police ofﬁcers saw the student as their enemies.123 Historian Werner Linder described such proﬁling as an “unscrupulous marginalization and criminalization of these individuals.”124 Speculations
about alcohol, crime, sexual orgies, and venereal diseases, at times,
accompanied these narratives. Some even wondered if Gammlertum
or bumming around could lead to socialism, an interesting dynamic
given that authorities in East Germany feared it could lead to capital-
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ism. Described by one historian as “a provocation par excellence,”125
connections to students became increasingly ﬂuid. At the same time,
fears regarding the student remained high, especially due to sensationalist reports. A caption in Die Deutsche Nationalzeitung, for instance,
read “Stop [student leader] Dutschke now! Or there will be a civil war.
Hunt Nazis—but ﬂatter communists?” Below the headline, ﬁve images
showed the student leader.126 Rooted in fears regarding instability and
communism, it was the Springer press in particular that became a supporter of conservative policies. Springer was the most powerful press
conglomerate in West Germany, publishing newspapers like Die Welt
and Die Bildzeitung. For the student, noted one historian, “the Springer
press symbolized everything that was wrong with society: inadequate
engagement with the Nazi past, the authoritarianism and lack of democracy, and the pervasive inﬂuence of anticommunism.”127
Again, a binary emerged, pitting two groups against each other along
age or generation. On one side, there were adult authorities, more conservative in their values, and in favor of social order, traditional morality, and structured political processes. On the other side, there was the
student and the Gammler: mainly young, middle-class males, and their
female companions, disruptive to political order. As one contemporary
summarized, when adults talked to the Gammler in Munich, then “two
opposites meet: the bourgeoisie owners against those without ownership, the clean against the unclean, the working against those dismissing work.”128 This atmosphere left little space for complexities or even
conversation between both groups, and put Munich arguably on a path
towards its most violent postwar protests yet.

1968 in Munich
The visit of the shah in Munich marked the beginning of further escalation, triggered by events in West Berlin. After a brief visit in the
Bavarian capital, the shah and his wife faced demonstrators at West
Berlin’s city hall on 2 June. In contrast to Munich, the local police did
not separate supporters of the Iranian leader and protestors. Instead,
it stood by as followers of Shah Pahlavi used sticks to beat demonstrators and bystanders alike. Chaos ensued, and the situation escalated
as undercover policeman Karl-Heinz Kurras shot twenty-six-year-old
Benno Ohnesorg.129 News of Ohnesorg’s death spread quickly, reaching
Munich in an instant. Three days later, about seven thousand demonstrators marched silently through the city, some with signs reading
“Benno Ohnesorg, Political Murder”; protestors lay down a wreath at a
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memorial at the square in Remembrance of the Victims of Fascism,130
illustrating their interpretation of events. In the following months,
the death of Ohnesorg created a tense and volatile situation within
the Bavarian capital. Closely linked with the situation in West Berlin, many followed the trial against Kurras. He was acquitted several
months later, raising fears amongst Munich’s authorities in regard to
retaliation from the student. Demonstrations continued, while inciting
remarks by local Munich authorities that students were “stupid and
primitive”131 hardly served to soothe tensions.
Several months later, tensions in West Berlin again triggered protests in the Bavarian capital. In spring 1968, Josef Bachmann tried to
kill student leader Rudi Dutschke. On 11 April, Bachmann approached
Dutschke outside a pharmacy. Once the student leader conﬁrmed his
identity, Bachmann shot him three times.132 Again, news spread quickly
to Munich and elsewhere.133 Whereas Dutschke survived the attack,
many blamed a larger media campaign against the student for the assassination attempt. Publicist Axel Springer in particular became the target of protestors, together with conservative and reactionary voices.134
As then student Hanfried Brenner recalled later, “Of course we became
active right away, … and mobilized Schwabing.”135 The ofﬁcial reaction
by Chancellor Kiesinger and others did little to abate such anger.136
Indeed, conservative Bavarian politician Franz-Josef Strauß stated,
“with these scoundrels there is nothing to talk about; every word is
wasted on them.”137 For him, Munich and the Federal Republic tumbled towards another unstable Weimar Republic.
The fears of authorities materialized soon thereafter, as protests took
place throughout Munich. Already at the night of the assassination attempt, roughly 200 to 300 “mostly younger people”138 marched from
the university to the ofﬁce building of Springer Publishing, the Buchgewerbehaus building. As participating protestors remembered, the
police were not prepared for such demonstrations.139 Soon some protestors climbed on the roof, destroyed windows, and tagged walls. One
slogan read “Murder, Springer”; another banner recalled the names of
the victims, “Ohnesorg, Dutschke.”140 Groups of protestors yelled, “Today Dutschke, Tomorrow Us!” and “Springer, Murder!”141 Around 1:00
A.M., some demonstrators entered the building and engaged workers
in discussions in an attempt to convince them to join protests. As one
protestor noted, “it was no problem getting into the building.”142
Once able to clear the situation and disperse the crowd, local law
enforcement made sure it would not be caught by surprise again.
As a result, authorities began closely monitoring the student around
Schwabing throughout the next days. Ofﬁcials hence noticed the dis-
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tribution of leaﬂets calling for “the seizure of the Buchgewerbehaus
building in Munich”;143 protestors also “planned to prevent the delivery of the daily tabloid Die Bildzeitung,” a Springer publication.144
Increasingly losing the advantage of surprise, roughly three hundred
protestors showed up at the Buchgewerbehaus building the next evening. Again, according to ofﬁcial records, “Some demonstrators tried
to get into the building. [This time] police ofﬁcers positioned within
the area prevented such [efforts].”145 Around 8 P.M. that evening, the
police called on protestors to clear the access road. Eventually, law
enforcement moved forward, using water cannons. A group of six protestors, seemingly directing the riots from their white Chevrolet car
nearby, were soon soaked by those water cannons.146 Demonstrators
responded by throwing rocks. A chaotic scene developed: many protestors resisted, while others merely continued to discuss current political
issues with police ofﬁcers. The police followed their newly developed
police tactic and tried to avoid direct involvement. By midnight the
majority of the demonstrators had dispersed and authorities began
clearing the road to allow the free ﬂow of trafﬁc and with that the delivery of Springer newspapers.
After days of protests throughout the Easter weekend, the situation at last escalated on 15 April. Following a longstanding tradition,
a diverse group of protestors joined the Easter march taking place
that day. Inspired by the events in West Berlin, the march brought
more people together than ever before. Throughout West Germany,
roughly 300,000 people protested. Some carried signs; others simply
came along in an attempt to demonstrate against the emergency laws,
war, or the Springer press. In 1968, many also showed their sympathy
for Rudi Dutschke.147 After an initial gathering and various speeches,
roughly 1,500 protestors marched to the Buchgewerbehaus building.148
Again, some began blocking the entrance with various objects, hoping
to prevent the delivery of newspapers; some also sat in the middle of
the street. This time the police moved forward with less restraint, especially when protestors threw rocks. At least sixteen people were injured;149 two individuals—young journalist Klaus Frings and student
Rüdiger Schreck—were hit by an object and died in the hospital.150 The
protests in Munich had reached a sad climax.
In the months following the death of Frings and Schreck, the situation calmed down as local authorities and protestors began evaluating
the overall events.151 An ofﬁcial report surfacing in early September
blamed various student organizations and the student more directly;
it also gave a proﬁle of offenders based on gender, family status, age,
and profession. According to this, 219 protestors had been originally
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indicted, only twenty-one of them female. More than 75 percent of
all were between eighteen and twenty-nine years of age; a majority
were unmarried male youngsters. Only 33 percent of arrested protestors were enrolled at the university, and thus actual students.152 That
aspect, however, seemingly bothered no one given the power of the student as the contemporary construct of youth during the protest years.
Protestors took a step back as well, rethinking what had happened.
On 17 April, AStA organized an event, in which a group of demonstrators marched to the Königsplatz square in downtown Munich, rallying
around the slogan, “Against political murder, terror, violence, and anarchy.” Many carried signs reading “Terror neither from the right nor
from the left!,” “One death is enough,” and “Rocks are no political arguments.”153 Subsequent discussions among participants and bystanders about the question who was at fault for the two deaths continued
long into the night. Although between thirty and eighty individuals
walked over to the Buchgewerbehaus building, that day the police did
not have to intervene. A similar demonstration took place six days
later. Following the motto “Is there a new beginning?”154 roughly six
thousand participated. Again, politicians from all major parties as well
as student leaders from several organizations spoke at the Königsplatz
square.155 The situation seemingly calmed down, and conversations between various sides became a possibility.
The eventual return of harsh rhetoric indicated the continuing
power of the student as a discourse. Voices in the media and responses
of protestors, at times, continued to paint a grim picture. In fact, a
reporter for Der Bayerische Rundfunk radio compared student leaders
to monks during the inquisition;156 the ultraconservative newspaper
Christ und die Welt even saw the student on the way towards becoming
asocial, and warned of “a dangerous path from opposition to isolation
to antisociality.”157 Student organizations like the SDS, on the other
hand, did not fully dismiss violence as a legitimate means of politics.
For them, the events in West Berlin had only sustained fears of a totalitarian state. As one participant noted, “We do not act according
to Gandhi, but according to Marx, Engels, Lenin, and Mao.”158 Nonetheless, protests against the emergency laws in May 1968 remained
mostly nonviolent [Figure 5.3]. On 20 May, for example, roughly 2,500
marched to the main ofﬁce of local labor unions, hoping to convince
workers to join their movement.159 Yet the Easter riots had deterred
many, limiting the appeal of the protests. Several days later, protestors tried to politicize the public by disrupting a theater performance
with “emergency-go-ins.”160 They had little success. Other demonstra-
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Figure 5.3 Students protest against the Emergency Laws at Stachus square in
Munich, 1968. Courtesy of Marlies Schnetzer/Süddeutsche Zeitung Photo.

tions and actions followed, and, according to Police Chief Manfred
Schreiber, “demonstrations continued without major disruptions.”161
Whereas the overall appeal of the protest movement appeared to
decline in the coming weeks, minor skirmishes continued. In May
1968, the emergency laws passed in the German Bundestag; a year
later, higher education reform also moved through the legislature. At
that point, it became more difﬁcult for protestors to rally behind various issues. Yet even beforehand many individuals had withdrawn their
support, especially once they saw the violence in April and the unwillingness of some leaders to condemn it altogether. Soon former protest leaders left certain organizations, or radicalized even more. AStA
leader Rolf Pohle joined the newly forming left-wing terrorist group,
the Red Army Faction (RAF).162 Actions continued beyond 1969, however.163 In February protestors occupied Munich’s Academy for the Arts
to protest against conservative elites, the old establishment, and the
proposed university reform.164 Some occupiers wrote slogans on walls
reading, “SS-University” or “Nazi-Kiesinger”165 to illustrate their protests; others set up a motorbike race within the building as a way to
provoke the state legislature.166 Of course, that race in particular, com-
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bined with some other behaviors, made it much easier for authorities
to frame this occupation as vandalism. Minister for Culture and Education Ludwig Huber had consequently little difﬁculty convincing a
majority in parliament to end the rule of the mob.
It took a couple more years until the student left the limelight altogether. This had to do particularly with the fact that some local authorities tried to hold on to this image of youth as long as possible. In a
memorandum regarding “the interference of teaching and research …
by disturbances of students,”167 one professor tried to resurrect fears.
Whereas he acknowledged that the situation in 1969 did not compare
to that of 1968, the memorandum outlined a lack of publicity regarding ongoing disturbances. Away from the public sphere, students now
used what he described as “guerrilla war” tactics: “The university is
helpless … within this grueling war of nerves.”168 Yet the lack of major
issues of contestation and the end of the Grand Coalition left less room
for such voices to be heard. In June 1970, Die Süddeutsche Zeitung
could thus report on the “disarmament of the Easter marchers”169 already even if authorities continued to reference and employ the student
until 1973.
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CHAPTER 6

Controlling Protestors
in the Protest Years

¨´

When asked about the 1960s in Munich for a recent publication, Mayor
Hans-Jochen Vogel brieﬂy referred to shifting policies. “We had two
deaths and endured vicious quarrels; this gave the conﬂict between
students and authorities a certain intensity. We had to deal with that,
but quite differently than we did during the riots of Schwabing 1962.”1
Vogel illustrated how Munich had had the chance to learn from earlier events. Initially caught by surprise during the riots and protests
in Schwabing in 1962, the former mayor hints at a learning curve.
But how did local ofﬁcials defend its understanding of democracy in
the light of protestors? How did the city contain the student and the
Gammler?
As for many onlookers and protestors, the events in Schwabing too
marked a turning point for local authorities. Initially surprised and
overall unable to cope with the new threat, the police faced criticism
by the general public. This backlash resulted in a new approach regarding the control of protesting youngsters. Known as die Münchner
Linie or the Munich Line, the police moved from active intervention
towards preemptive and more targeted measures. More precisely and
in response to the riots in Schwabing, law enforcement put the young
in Schwabing under constant surveillance. Promoted as de-escalation
and restraint, this new approach targeted youth more secretively. In
this sense, the student and the Gammler had become valuables tool to
justify the installation of a police state in Schwabing.
Again, a diverse set of adult protagonists framed and controlled both
images. Since 1960, Hans-Jochen Vogel from the Social Democrats
Party (SPD) was mayor of Munich. As the youngest mayor in West
Germany at the time, the riots of Schwabing were among his ﬁrst
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challenges in ofﬁce. Additionally, newly installed Police Chief Manfred
Schreiber modernized the police by moving away from pre-1933 tactics; he also presented Munich as a tolerant and open-minded city. At
the same time, state authorities got involved as well, especially given
that the student disrupted university settings. Conservative voices dominated politics there and even had an absolute majority in the Bavarian
parliament by 1962. Apart from the president of Bavaria, Hans Ehard,
and his successor Alfons Goppel, it was in the roams of the Ministry
of the Interior, the Ministry of Culture and Education, and the Ministry of Justice to take action. In addition, conservative party leader
and future Bavarian president Franz-Josef Strauß was also anxious to
get involved and make his mark as a politician. He demanded more
rigorous restrictions against the student and the Gammler, only to be
superseded by the right-wing Nationalist Party (NPD).2 Together with
the media and various other social commentators, these authorities in
particular set out to control a threatening minority in an attempt to
defend their conception of West German democracy while ultimately
hoping to prevent the instabilities of the Weimar Republic.
Unlike previously, however, the actual young were increasingly organized and actively participating in debates, especially after the riots
in Schwabing. More and more aware of their voices and power, many
joined community initiatives and other organizations. Some student
groups like AStA shifted between politically moderate in 1962 to more
radical positions throughout the later period. This radicalization became also visible in organizations like the socialist group SDS. Student
leaders and organizers included Rolf Pohle and Reinhard Wetter, while
Dieter Kunzelmann and Fritz Teufel often helped represent the student.
Soon such groups relied on their own publications: they printed leaflets and newspapers, or made their voices heard in interviews within
the mainstream media. These comments contested, disrupted, and—at
times—altered discussions, and challenged the monopoly of authorities to frame images of youth. Young people’s abilities to organize and
resist had an impact on state responses and mechanisms of control,
arguably resulting in more subtle attempts to regulate society.

Police Brutality in Schwabing
In the early 1960s, harsh restrictions aimed against the young were
still in place. Fears, panics, and larger circumstances tied to the rise
of the Halbstarke and the teenager had criminalized both groups and
resulted in various means of control. The police patrolled the streets
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looking for loitering Halbstarke, and they monitored trafﬁc, wondering
about the young cruising through the city on their mopeds. Authorities also observed certain clubs playing rock ’n’ roll music. These concerns brought police patrols to Schwabing early on. Seen as the young,
vibrant, and bohemian part of town, Schwabing offered a variety of
entertainment. Youngsters could hang out with friends at ice cream
parlors, movie theaters, or on street corners; they could also listen to
their favorite tunes on jukeboxes located in bars and various restaurants. In addition, Schwabing was close to the university, a location
that brought countless students to Leopoldstraße boulevard. Whereas
the Youth Protection Law prohibited youngsters to frequent bars or
clubs in the evening,3 the student could move around more freely. As
a space for the young, Schwabing meant potential trouble for those
concerned about juvenile delinquency.4
Police patrols on duty in Schwabing focused on several issues. Expected to keep law and order, their most imminent task was to limit
disruptions of peace and public order. Especially on warm summer
nights, numerous noise complaints reached police headquarters. After receiving such calls, a unit of two ofﬁcers would generally arrive
at the scene to disperse the source of trouble. Those disquieting the
peace usually followed orders without problems. Sentiments gradually
changed in the early 1960s, however. Then, more and more youngsters
felt harassed by overly zealous police measures. As a new generation,
many of the young also rejected orders of their predecessors almost
instinctively. On 21 June 1962, one such minor incident proved the
last straw, as constant control and harassment of youngsters had led
to the Schwabing riots, surprising local authorities. In this sense, in
1962, a diverse group of youngsters not only dismissed calls to end
their music but also fought back. With little prior experiences regarding large crowds, overwhelmed police ofﬁcers followed chaotic orders
and the pre-1933 tactic—“mount, march out, dismount, clear, mount,
retreat, [and] eat.”5 Mayor Vogel and subsequent court decisions were
consequently correct overall when noting that the police “was acting
according to the wording of the law.”6
The use of such police strategies was not a coincidence. Apart from
being rooted in outdated tactics, the response was embedded within
larger postwar attitudes. To control the young and those disturbing the
peace by force was acceptable at the time. It was a reﬂection of current
political and societal values. To clear streets employing batons as a way
to ensure the free ﬂow of trafﬁc was seen as an appropriate measure
by most of Munich’s citizens in the early 1960s. Munich had experienced an enormous rise in trafﬁc—not least due to the lack of a subway
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system—making main routes like Leopoldstraße boulevard essential.7
Furthermore, the street was a potential space for social conﬂicts, plus
the police were supposed to protect the state against internal threats in
the ﬁrst place. Public order was important as many contemporary authorities and ofﬁcials vividly recalled the chaotic situation during the
Weimar years. Hence, authorities saw a robust democracy that fought
back as essential in their attempts to prevent similar events in Munich.
At the same time, many had experienced National Socialism. As outlined by historian Nick Thomas,
Hans-Jochen Vogel, the SPD Mayor of Munich, declared that “in the Munich City Council sit many men and women who were hunted down and
robbed of their freedom between 1933 and 1945. The police president
was also a political victim. They are all, as I am myself, certainly no
friends of rubber truncheons,” but he justiﬁed the police tactics, saying
“the police cannot allow the destruction of the peace and the law-breaking on the streets of a democratic state in homage to a mistaken concept
of freedom.”8

This understanding of democracy as static, state-supported, and constantly under attack partially explains the behavior of authorities; it
also indicates the use of the past to justify present actions. The fact that
stringent retributions seemed to work and people eventually cleared
the streets at some point strengthened these ideals [Figure 6.1].
After the riots in Schwabing and brutal police reaction, city authorities supported the police without hesitation. Mayor Hans-Jochen Vogel, the city council, and the honorary Council of the Elders stood by
the police, not least because the city council and the mayor as elected
bodies were in charge of the police. It was thus not surprising when
authorities avoided blaming each other. At the ﬁrst meeting of the
city council shortly after the events,9 the recent riots had been added
to the agenda at the last minute. Actual discussions were cut short.
Instead, council members listened to a report by Police Chief Anton
Heigl before, according to Die Süddeutsche Zeitung, “praising the
police.”10 Council Member Georg Fischer from the social democrats
(SPD) noted, the police did not “clear the area until after trafﬁc was
disrupted, property damaged, and even lives of citizens endangered.”11
The SPD Caucus led by Mayor Vogel published a proclamation after
the meeting, concluding, “The Social Democratic Caucus of the city
council regrets any kind of actions that call for police intervention;
yet it cannot dismiss such police assignments because they are in the
interest of security for our citizens.”12 The SPD Caucus also promised,
“If violations [by the police] occurred then there will be a proper inves-
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Figure 6.1 Police arrest a youngster during the “Schwabing Riots,” 1962. Courtesy
of Otfried Schmidt/Süddeutsche Zeitung Photo.

tigation. The Caucus will discuss its results and draw its conclusions.
We pass on our sympathy to those guiltless caught in the middle of
the events.”13 This brief acknowledgment of potential missteps seemed
superﬁcial given the magnitude of recent events in Schwabing.

Punishing the Student
Authorities equally applied the full force of the law after the riots, regardless of evidence. They wanted to convict all those arrested during
the events. However, initial hearings of early cases outlined problems
with evidence. In the trial against twenty-year-old Karl Kristan, for instance, the police had not even sufﬁcient evidence to indicate why it
had kept him in custody for sixty-seven days. A police ofﬁcer initially
claiming he knew the accused only to partially retract his original testimony later on. According to Der Münchner Merkur, the trial became
“a farce.”14 For authorities, however, even such lack of evidence did not
automatically result in the dismissal of a case, an aspect that captures
desires to blame and persecute the student at all costs. One of the mu-
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sicians, initially at the scene in Schwabing, experienced this after his
arrest. Without much evidence against him, the police searched his
room hoping to unearth links to communism; he was also interrogated
at his work. This questioning took place in front of his boss, making
it all the more uncomfortable and intimidating. In the end, he faced a
150 Deutsche Mark ﬁne for “improper use of the sidewalk.”15
Subsequent trials continued to illustrate the exaggerated response
of the judicial system. In late September 1962, a male youngster was
accused of participating in the riots. He noted, “I wanted to see how
someone is arrested for once,” and thus decided to come to Schwabing.16
There, according to various witnesses, he was “particularly active”:17
he walked slowly across the street to disrupt trafﬁc, encouraged others
to sit on the road, and failed to follow police orders. That the attorney detected “anarchic”18 characteristics in the accused did not help
his defense. He was eventually sentenced to eleven months in a juvenile prison. Other youngsters experienced similar verdicts. A twentythree-year-old French journalist had to go to jail for mocking the police
and “banding together” with others.19 In one case the statement by a
youngster that his friend was more active than him brought that friend
to jail and to court. Sentences ranged from pedagogical measures or
community service to much stricter verdicts, and the judicial review
seemed to care surprisingly little about broad generalizations and limited evidence. In fact, twenty-one-year-old student of medicine Elmar
was sentenced to six months in juvenile prison because he supposedly
kicked a journalist. According to the verdict, “more self-restraint and
reason should be expected from a student coming from a good family.”20 Even Director of the Youth Welfare Ofﬁce Kurt Seelmann was
initially indicted based on his mere presence at the event,21 an aspect
that underlines the stark judicial response of local courts.
Accused participants, bystanders, and victims had little leverage.
Often without the means or support to push for convictions of police
ofﬁcers, those individuals deciding to put forward a complaint could
only rely on an inadequate judicial review. Police ofﬁcers rarely recalled when they were involved in what brawl. If they did, then they
kept it to themselves. A strong and largely institutionalized bias within
the judicial system towards law enforcement plus the chaotic scenes
during the riots did not help. That victims had no way of identifying
police ofﬁcers, who had no visual identiﬁcations, made prosecution
virtually impossible. As a result, courts dismissed many accusations
based on a lack of evidence,22 and the ﬁrst actual trial against a police
ofﬁcer did not occur until February 1963. Then, a policeman accused
of heavy assault against a student faced charges.23 The ofﬁcer had
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twice pushed student Klaus Staudt onto the side of the road. Staudt
severely injured his knee. In this case, the accused faced six weeks in
prison and a ﬁne of 200 Deutsche Marks. Yet over the course of the
trials, only fourteen out of 248 police ofﬁcers were convicted.24 In May
1963, an editorial in Die Süddeutsche Zeitung summarized the judicial
review of Schwabing, stating that 25 percent of all civilians initially
arrested were convicted while only 1 percent of police ofﬁcers. “This
is,” the editorial concluded, “simply shocking.”25
The role of Kurt Seelman ﬁnally gave some credibility to those pushing back already. Caught up in the riots plus a victim of police brutality, Seelman spoke out against the police. His credibility grounded
in his role within the city administration and adult age made him a
powerful voice. According to mayor Hans-Jochen Vogel, “it was the
case of Kurt Seelmann in particular” that inspired others to speak up
against the police.26 At least then the mayor met with victims, showed
his sympathy, and promised that “violations by police ofﬁcers will not
be covered up.”27 At the end, however, only a couple of police ofﬁcers
faced charges, making it all look like a cover-up and embarrassment
for the city of Munich, now promoting itself as a cosmopolitan metropolis and tourist destination.

The Birth of the Munich Line
While the judicial process took shape and complaints continued to
pour in, local decision makers began revisiting police tactics. In the
ﬁrst meeting of the city council after summer break, authorities focused on possible changes to general strategies as well as identiﬁcation
numbers for police ofﬁcers, the latter being quickly dismissed because
of privacy issues and fears of discrimination.28 Discussions about tactics, on the other hand, continued, increasingly shaped by a public
debate and new insights. City Council Member Georg Fischer (SPD)
addressed Police Chief Anton Heigl during the council meeting in October directly, noting, “It should not happen again that the police walk
around without clear guidance, like chickens.”29 When Anton Heigl did
not react to this criticism, conservative Council Member Peter Schmidhuber (CSU) got short, stating, “If you are not going to respond, then I
wonder why we even discuss this issue.”30 This incident, amongst others, underlined Heigl’s inability or unwillingness to communicate with
authorities and the press. His attempts to emphasize that Munich’s
police were “not barbarians”31 in the newspaper Welt am Sonntag was
not enough to rebuild a by then damaged reputation. Soon Heigl be-
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came a prime target of the media, and a symbol for static, outdated,
and traditional administrational structures.
His illness and sudden death in a tragic accident eventually allowed
the city of Munich to replace Anton Heigl with a younger, more communicative, and less predisposed police chief. According to Mayor Vogel, Manfred Schreiber perfectly ﬁt this description and also followed
more current police tactics.32 Another ofﬁcial referenced continuities
within the mindset of the city police when discussing Heigl’s replacement and noted, “It had been quite difﬁcult to impose new guidelines
for training and ﬁll the structure of the police with more democratic
formats. The understandings of some participants in the war [World
War II] and now members of the police was simply overshadowed by
militaristic ideologies.”33 Local leadership hoped that thirty-sevenyear-old Manfred Schreiber could more easily address these issues. He
had been the public face of the police in Munich even before Heigl’s
death. As Schreiber acknowledged himself, “To better the relationship
between police and public” became his main objective following the
riots.34
Although technically legal given outdated police standards, the police
had certainly not played a positive role in the riots. Changes seemed
necessary, especially once public pressure increased. After initial debates on various levels, a broad proposal outlined more detailed possibilities. First, ofﬁcials thought about hiring a psychologist to better
prepare police ofﬁcers for stressful situations. Second, authorities debated whether to purchase an additional water cannon. State ofﬁcials
had underlined the necessity for this in the past, and most agreed that
the use of a water cannon during the riots in Schwabing would have
defused the situation. Only Anton Heigl—among a few others—had
stated that a water cannon would be empty too quickly, forcing the
police to withdraw while protestors regrouped. In addition, the police
discussed the need for new procedures. During the riots, a lack of coordination had become apparent: time and again supervisors left police
ofﬁcers behind or with little to no guidance. A clear structural framework seemed necessary, as were concisely worded demands to be read
to rioters. Discussions surrounding the purchase of a video and audio
vehicle ﬁnally addressed the need to gather evidence.35
After extensive debates, the city of Munich endorsed this so-called
Munich Line, a police reform grounded in post-riot lessons. One of
the reports summarized its content in thirteen points. These included
better schooling of the police, more coordination, more ﬂexibility in
response to rioters, the need for more street and undercover patrols,
and the necessity to employ a psychologist.36 In an interview with the
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news magazine Der Spiegel, Manfred Schreiber, who in many ways personiﬁed the Munich Line, speciﬁcally commented on the need for a
psychologist. In a surprisingly blunt statement he noted, “the police …
do not have access to the best and the brightest; that is why one could
only weed out those not useful for the police; to school the rest by
employing psychological techniques is necessary to get as close as possible to the ideal police ofﬁcer.”37 Psychologist Rolf Umbach and eight
others took on this role, and soon trained police ofﬁcers for different scenarios.38 Such psychological training included ways to remain
calm when provoked by a rebellious crowd. Apart from a psychological
division, the police also established a ﬁlm and audio crew to gather
evidence.39 An emphasis on better cooperation with the press and an
increased attention to public relations in general indicated that the
police wished to avoid bad publicity in the future.40 In the evaluation
of police historian Josef Falter, the Munich Line meant the “internal
and external modernization of the city police,”41 arguably—one could
add—to primarily better public perceptions.
The Munich Line became the pride of the city police. Proudly promoted and applied in the following years, authorities saw it as a step
towards de-escalation and cooperation. Compared to other cities still
relying on pre-1933 tactics, the Bavarian capital did indeed lead the
way towards more tolerance. According to Police Chief Schreiber,
“not beating or hitting, but convincing … and guiding are in the foreground today. The police tactic is based on the tactic of demonstrators,
knowledge based on the psychology of the masses, and the general
environment.”42 The new Munich Line also incorporated the press, and
aimed to limit provocations, all in an effort to mainly avoid bad publicity. Streamlining police tactics and procedures was meant to create
stricter hierarchies and limit mistakes. In order to avoid a lack of evidence after a riot, the police would now carefully document any misbehavior of protestors with cameras; that the use of recording devices
helped dismiss calls for police identiﬁcation was all the more reason to
implement such setups.43
Overall then, the implementation of the Munich Line did not indicate a change of heart. Even though the police became more open
and less brutal, previous attempts to move forward against rioting
youngsters were not dismissed. Instead, the Munich Line merely acknowledged that brutal behaviors would bring negative publicity to
the police and could escalate a situation. One ofﬁcial report had stated
without hesitation, “events [in Schwabing in 1962] were without precedence after the war, and have been dealt with in the best manner possible given the situation.”44 Police Chief Manfred Schreiber agreed with
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such sentiments.45 Actually, the Munich Line was not a soft approach,
but more a way to appear more modern, gather more evidence, and act
preemptively. In a way, this framework marked a shift towards more
nuanced and subtle tactics of social control, still to be used to target
youth, but now much more in line with Munich’s self-image as an international, cosmopolitan, and open metropolis. The role of police ofﬁcer
Rudolf Mayer during a demonstration in N ovember 1969 underlines
this most clearly: Mayer linked his arms with protestors and joined
them in their demonstration through Munich. From then on informally
known as Unterhak-Mayer arm-linking Mayer, his behavior symbolized the positive and de-escalating role of the Munich Line for years
to come46—without acknowledging that even his mere presence at the
head of demonstrations underlined that mechanisms of control had
gained access to previously protected spaces within protest movements.

Monitoring Schwabing
With the ofﬁcial approval of the Munich Line, authorities imposed an
intricate system of social control. Instead of running the risk of bad
publicity and collective resistance, the police took a more indirect and
preventive approach. This included much more clandestine work. Most
notably, shortly after the riots in Schwabing, undercover police patrols
on foot increased dramatically, especially during summer months. A
direct order outlined that “younger ofﬁcers in particular”47 need to patrol in Schwabing: this would limit detection among a primarily young
crowd. The directive also speciﬁcally stated that these undercover patrols should not provoke or spark disruptions. Instead, they needed to
observe as events unfold, only to step in once a situation has calmed
down or disruptive individuals were isolated. Precise reports indicating disruptions and concerning behaviors were recurred at 8 P.M. every
night. From spring until fall every year, ofﬁcials put forward a similar
directive. If the weather was nice and the student and the Gammler
was out, then undercover agents were on duty walking and observing
Schwabing.
The daily reports produced by such patrols give detailed insights
into how authorities perceived youth. Still wary of a repeat of the June
1962 riots, patrols documented any potential threat. On 10 June 1964,
for instance, a patrol noted “two twenty-two-year-old American students … because they played guitar on a bench” at the Leopoldstraße
boulevard.48 Such behaviors could spark a riot again, they warned. A
week later, the police followed up on a call complaining about “a crowd
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of students storming the cinema box ofﬁce.”49 When they arrived the
supposed threat had disappeared. On a Saturday in July the police
noted “two students sitting on a doorstep. … Whereas one was singing foreign songs, the other one played along with the guitar.”50 This
conduct was threatening, and the police on duty made sure to write
down as much information about these musicians as possible. Two
days later, a patrol reported how “students and those, who claim to be
students,” were selling paintings.51 For those on duty even that was a
potential threat. The next day, a patrol responded to another breach of
peace regarding the music of young street musicians. In this instance
“the students reduced the volume of their music without problems”
once notiﬁed.52 Yet the threat such individuals posed to society was
highlighted in the evening report. To keep an eye on the student and the
Gammler, note any misbehavior, and preemptively write down everything about certain youngsters was seen as vital in attempts to prevent
future riots and gather evidence for later.
Not all disruptions led to a citation. Whereas some patrols pressed
charges once they had isolated the violator and felt safe from collective
resistance, others took the relaxed climate of Schwabing into account.
According to one report, “the daily situation at the Leopoldstraße boulevard might violate laws in various ways, yet this is well-known in
higher ranks and seen virtually as a normal state for Schwabing. It is
ofﬁcially tolerated.”53 Aware of such lenient tendencies amongst some
ofﬁcers, Police Chief Manfred Schreiber soon clariﬁed the ofﬁcial
standpoint of the police. As Schreiber stated in ofﬁcial orders, “Painting on the sidewalk or making music is prohibited. Such individuals
need special attention because their behaviors inherently carry additional potential for disruptions of law and order.”54
The creation of a massive data system including information about
supposedly disruptive individuals soon supported surveillance efforts
and prosecution. Rooted in a directive from June 1964, “all incidents
connected to the situation at the Leopoldstraße boulevard and its surroundings have to be centrally collected, indexed, and stored at the
police station.”55 A complex system based on various color codes organized the data. For example, the letter L scribbled on a card with
a green pencil underlined the urgency of a speciﬁc note. Such setups
allowed the police to determine disruptive individuals without problems; it also provided valuable evidence once a youngster faced criminal charges.
Police presence increasingly deterred disruptions. In June 1965,
Manfred Schreiber noted, “Mainly students have become more careful as they hope to avoid citations”56 and conﬂicts with the law. That
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everyone could read about the presence of undercover police ofﬁcers
in newspapers signiﬁcantly helped deter disruptive forces. For local
authorities, these measures turned out to be an excellent preemptive
tool as they successfully intimidated and controlled the student and the
Gammler in Schwabing57—even if constant surveillance and the collection of data could not prevent all disruptions. Many youngsters became simply more cautious as they spent time in public spaces, talked
loudly, and sometimes used a moment of solitude to play music.
Nonetheless, in late fall of 1965, the city council of Munich decided
to tighten restrictions, using urban design as a tool of control. In a
nonpublic meeting on 14 November, a report backed by the police and
the city park service outlined the problem while providing an adequate
solution. According to the ofﬁcial record of the meeting, “during the
summer dangers regarding disruptions of order remain high. … Based
on years of supervision and numerous experiences by the police, it
has become obvious that Wedekindplatz square [in Schwabing] in
particular remains an attraction for so-called Gammler and a starting
point for disruptions of all kinds.”58 Such unruly forces included local
youngsters and travelers from all over. “They occupy the benches and
the area of Wedekindplatz square from early in the morning until late
at night.”59 In order to deal with such disruptive individuals the report
proposed a new spatial concept for this area: “Only the cultivation of
plants at Wedekindplatz square can bring relief. The new spatial concept would limit the behaviors described above. … Legally the police
would also have leverage to tighten control in this area, because the
space left after spatial restructuring needs to be clear for pedestrians;
trespassing onto [then planted] city park property is a misdemeanor.”60
The report even outlined that some plants are better than others and
suggested the “use of thorny groves so as to avoid trespassing. … Planting roses would further increase the threshold within the population to
damage this public space.”61 The city council agreed with the proposal,
and city planners went to work. Over the winter months, authorities
remodeled the public area around Wedekindplatz square; city services
narrowed the sidewalk and planted thorny bushes.
The use of spatial planning fulﬁlled its immediate objective, yet
the overall setup ultimately failed. When the next surveillance season
started in April 1966, a report noted, “The proposed remodeling and
plantation of Wedekindplatz square has been completed, so that additional opportunities regarding police action are more likely possible.”62
As additional reports indicate, the police had no problem bringing this
disruptive space formerly used by potentially unruly youngsters under
control. Few stepped into the bushes, aware that their thorns are un-
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comfortable. Those who simply blocked the sidewalk could be cited
for disrupting the ﬂow of trafﬁc. Although spatial planning had helped
remold an urban environment to ﬁt the needs of local law enforcement
without exposing the authorities to public scrutiny, the larger plan
to expel clusters of disruptive youth from city spaces failed. Instead
of showing up in supervised youth organizations, as authorities had
hoped, the young found new spaces to hang out. In the 1960s, many
moved into the area around the University and the Academy of the
Arts; those loitering in the summer also hung out in local parks. To
remodel all parks was impossible given its disposition as an area for
public leisure and recreation. In this sense, the success of Wedekindplatz square in Schwabing did not solve the problem, and it would take
decades until authorities considered including the young into urban
planning processes and providing spaces for them within Munich as a
way to deal with the situation.
Constant surveillance of Schwabing also brought the Gammler more
speciﬁcally into the limelight. Since at least 1964, this homeless young
bum had been spotted mainly in Schwabing. The Gammler came from
a middle-class background and should have attended college or gotten
a job. Instead, such youngsters decided to live on the streets, supposedly sold drugs, and tainted the image of the city, all behaviors that
raised fears. These anxieties had already inﬂuenced the redesign of
Wedekindplatz square, a favorite spot of the Gammler in Schwabing.
By the mid-1960s numerous authorities and social commentators had
voiced additional concerns. According to some, Gammlers literally and
metaphorically besmirched the clean city of Munich, and many feared
their lifestyle choices.63 By 1966, even national newspapers picked up
the story. With numerous Gammlers on the cover, Der Spiegel introduced, among others, Helga Reiners, age twenty, who hung out in Munich begging for “pennies, a sip of your beer, and a smoke from your
cigarette.”64 For one commentator of the conservative Springer press,
Gammlers were “the ugliest the twentieth century has seen.”65 Whereas
such aspects unmistakably aligned the Gammler with delinquents and
criminals, these references once more also provided an avenue to act
against youth within Schwabing.
After closely observing the Gammler in the aftermath of the riots,
conservative authorities eventually had had enough. In 1966, one city
council member of the Conservative Socialist Union (CSU) demanded
the police to “reduce Gammlerism … to an appropriate amount”66—
whatever that entailed. The N ationalist Party (N PD) hoped for even
stricter measures. In a party leaﬂet it called for “measures … to deal
with the whole problem … in a radical way and along public senti-
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ments.”67 These voices had support from high up. In a directive to state
ministries of the interior, conservative Chancellor Ludwig Erhard
asked for precise information regarding the Gammler. Erhard wanted
to know, “in what manner do Gammler threaten law and order; are
Gammler similar to vagabonds; do Gammler riot and vandalize; and
are there foreigners among the Gammlers.”68 Together with local authorities he was “ready to ﬁght against Gammler and delinquents.”69
To take on the Gammler was not that simple, yet existing mechanisms
of control following the Schwabing riots helped authorities. Forced to
work with laws in place at the time, Police Chief Manfred Schreiber
outlined, “Dirt in itself is not a crime.”70 But since the Gammler problem was most evident in Schwabing, the police simply employed existing measures. Schreiber even added more police ofﬁcers believing
that such “reinforcement was necessary because the entertainment
quarter [Schwabing] had become increasingly popular.”71 Now the police paid attention “speciﬁcally … to the Gammler,”72 collected, ﬁled,
and indexed all information about such bums; they also wrote weekly
reports for Police Chief Schreiber and a monthly Gammler report for
local newspapers. The creation of such data helped authorities in their
attempts to spot and interrupt disruptive forces early on; it also raised
awareness and deterred the Gammler.73 As one contemporary voice
noted, “the cops patrol and control [certain areas] four, ﬁve times each
and every day.”74 Once spotted on daily patrols, the police could charge
the Gammler according to a variety of laws. When they were seen bumming around in the park, they could face ﬁve days in jail due to a violation of landscape and park orders or trespassing; if the Gammler was
sitting on the sidewalk, he or she either had to pay a ﬁne of forty-ﬁve
Deutsche Marks, or spend three days in jail for disruption of trafﬁc.
Constant control for identiﬁcation gave authorities the most helpful
avenue to harass the Gammler. A newspaper described in 1966,
For the ﬁrst time in the history of Schwabing seven long-haired
“Gammler” were called off the trees in the English Garden. They had
spent the night there and were now welcomed by the Munich police. The
wake-up call was “ID check.” Initially, these jobless young gentleman
with their mop tops [hair] spent their short nights … in the English Garden park. There they faced trespassing charges. On the grass … they got
too cold. “The ﬁrst snow will deal with this problem,” noted a local and
optimistic police ofﬁcer.75

The news magazine Der Spiegel reported on one instance in which
one youngster was jailed for blasphemy. He had carried a sign stating,
“Jesus was also a Gammler.”76 In addition, large-scale raids through-
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out the late 1960s underlined authorities’ willingness to crack down
on this social group as they had against the delinquent boy and the
sexually deviant girl during the crisis years. The southern part of the
English Garden city park was systematically searched various times.
By early 1968, local law enforcement had detained 600 male and 135
female youngsters for a variety of reasons.77 Twenty-year-old Helmuth
Waitschies, for instance, was caught spending the night in a shabby
hut with three girls and was sent to prison for four weeks;78 others
went to prison because they had been unable to provide evidence of
residency or appropriate means to sustain themselves. Countless youngsters experienced a similar fate, encouraging the newspaper Der Münchner Merkur to name 1967 a record year regarding arrests.79 In that
sense, existing mechanisms seemed to be an excellent tool against different and hence abnormal behaviors detected among the young, students and Gammlers alike.
Over the course of several summers, authorities seemed to bring
the Schwabing problem under control. According to an ofﬁcial report
released in February 1968, the numbers of wandering youth bumming
around in Schwabing slowly decreased, and Schwabing became cleaner;
yet the same report remained unsure how international trends like the
hippie movement or the rise of a drug culture would inﬂuence the situation in the future. It thus advised authorities to stay alert, and continue to watch out for the student and the Gammler.80

Coping with the Student in 1968
Apart from minor disruptions, the visit of the shah in 1967 marked the
ﬁrst real test of the Munich Line. Partly applied at a Rolling Stones
concert in 1965,81 this new tactic had been useful when trying to defuse
hostile situations during that particular visit. Whereas numerous individuals protested, blocked streets, and disturbed public order, the police were able to separate opposing groups. In addition, it did not allow
protestors to provoke police ofﬁcers. The approach of standing back
instead of stepping in initially sparked criticism: many wondered if the
soft line of the police was appropriate for authorities aiming to keep
law and order. News regarding the escalation of a similar situation in
West Berlin changed such attitudes. There, the police were unwilling
to separate pro-shah protestors from demonstrators but stepped in violently later on. The situation soon escalated, leading to the death of
Benno Ohnesorg. Once hearing about this tragedy, local ofﬁcials and
the media in Munich became quite satisﬁed with the Munich Line.
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Then, in the following months, the university became the center of
protests. There, student organizations met to organize demonstrations
before marching from the university through the city. To control this
environment was thus important. Apart from regular patrols within
the university area and Schwabing as a whole, the police soon looked
for a way to monitor newly forming student organizations. To inﬁltrate such groups undercover became a prime objective. This intrusion
could give authorities insights into the structure and composition of
certain organizations and groups; it would also allow the police “to
detect possible threats prior to the actual event.”82 Die Süddeutsche Zeitung described such attempts as “Mao’s tactics”;83 the Minister of the
Interior Bruno Merk vehemently supported the approach. In his view,
“subversive behaviors of disruptors could only be controlled by ‘quasi
subversive’ measures of authorities.”84 The local police had the blessing to move forward, and in the following months it sent undercover
ofﬁcers to various student meetings, especially those of more radical
groups like the SDS. They hoped to ﬁnd out more about future protests
and disruptions. In order to avoid detection, young ofﬁcers generally
took on such tasks. On their secret missions, such undercover police ofﬁcers collected data on leaders and other participants. Based on those
reports, ofﬁcials created individual ﬁles on various protestors, student
groups, and leading ﬁgures. These included photos, newspaper clips,
and police reports.85 Whereas such data was useful for potential future
investigations and convictions, a mere presence also gave authorities
enough information about plans to prevent surprises. Coordination
between different agencies was key in that process, and had worked
well ever since undercover agents patrolled the streets of Schwabing.
In fact, local authorities connected to the Immigration Ofﬁce to access
information about Iranian émigrés living in Munich before the shah
visited the city. According to Der Spiegel at least, those in opposition
to the shah, or merely with a questionable attitude, faced a curfew
while the shah was in the city.86 A potential visit by student leader Rudi
Dutschke sparked similar conversations amongst local authorities.
One such discussion circled around preemptively detaining Dutschke,
if he should approach the Bavarian capital,87 and is a striking example
for mechanisms of social control authorities deemed acceptable in this
ﬁght against the student.
In general, local authorities did little to hide their attempts to inﬁltrate student life, and many therefore knew about surveillance. Police
Chief Schreiber and Minister of the Interior Merk spoke freely about
their desire and ability to spy on student organizations; both even
gave an interview to the more conservative student paper Konturen in
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May 1968 regarding their actions.88 This openness, they hoped, would
deter the student from attending certain meetings while underlining
the constant presence of law enforcement. For potential protestors,
on the other hand, such inﬁltration only sustained their views of an
increasingly restrictive state. Actually, at one teach-in in December
1967 demonstrators detected an undercover police ofﬁcer.89 Though
these instances were uncommon, detected police agents played into
the hands of those believing that the state employed fascist and totalitarian surveillance methods, inﬁltrated universities, and subverted
freedom of academia, speech, and assembly. In this sense, exposure
and detection merely heightened anxieties, and contributed to an ever-growing polarization by early 1968.
As division increased, various authorities began presenting themselves as protectors of society and proposed ways to further strengthen
and expand mechanisms of social control. Originally less strict in his
outlook,90 Minister of the Interior Bruno Merk at this point employed
ﬁerce rhetoric to directly attack the student and the SDS. He noted in the
newspaper Die Süddeutsche Zeitung, “Whoever thinks doing damage to
property and assault in order to push one’s own agenda against a majority is not far away from those who try the same by using bombs.”91 For
him, amongst others, newly imposed measures including inﬁltration
seemed insufﬁcient. Of course, such voices also repeatedly used these
discussions to strengthen their own political proﬁle. Merk, at least, felt
that the police were unable to deal with this situation, thus favoring
a more stringent reaction than Police Chief Schreiber.92 Munich’s police initially brushed off such accusations. Yet divisions emerged even
within the state government, especially once the leader of the conservative party (CSU), Franz-Josef Strauß, voiced his views. Minister for
Culture and Education Ludwig Huber felt pressured by Strauß and others to do more. Indeed, in February 1968, Strauß sent Huber an angry
telegram encouraging him to move forward more ﬁercely against “such
leftist terror.”93 In his view, a left, radical, and threatening minority of
students staged protests in Munich and elsewhere, and that needed to
stop. At the same time, Der Münchner Merkur questioned Munich’s “soft
approach” against protestors altogether. Are “gloves instead of batons”94
the solution? Huber was irritated, and responded with an annoyed letter to Strauß. He voiced his antipathy regarding “the form and the publication [in the media] of this [private] correspondence.” Huber made
clear that the state government “is fully aware of its constitutional obligation and political duty to the state of Bavaria.”95
Others were upset about the supposed lax application of available
measures. In February 1968, Minister of Justice Philipp Held advised
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local judges to “ﬁght against such criminal behaviors quickly and effectively.”96 Police and various administrational authorities likewise
pushed for more efﬁciency. Police Chief Manfred Schreiber agreed,
stating, “a liberalization of the law” would worsen the situation.97 He
had been upset several years earlier when the federal government
consisting of conservatives and liberals had passed a new criminal
proceedings law. Since it forced the police, among other measures,
to notify those arrested about various procedures, some saw it as “a
criminal protection law.”98 Now, such measures limited the ability of
authorities to move forward swiftly. Authorities also became increasingly frustrated with demonstrations. With little means to restrict the
Right of Assembly granted in the Constitution, attempts to impose requirements when registering a protest gave authorities some leverage.
City ofﬁcials could demand registration for certain events, and in that
process they pushed for compliance with certain codes of conduct and
rules. Those taking responsibility for scheduled demonstrations had
little issues with such restrictions, and simply completed the necessary
paperwork. Once protests took place, however, such previous agreements were often broken. To then catch those breaking the rules was
almost impossible. Cameras helped, but many soon ﬁgured out how to
sneak around these documentation devices; participants at demonstrations also employed passive resistance like sit-ins or teach-ins. These
provocations further limited the ability of the police to avoid direct
engagement and escalation.
At this time, the student was not only a recipient of retribution. Reasonably educated and aware of civil liberties within a democracy, most
protestors took advantage of their rights. For those less versed regarding judicial processes, student organizations set up assistance groups,
one actually led by well-known student leader Rolf Pohle himself.99
These organizations outlined the necessity to remain silent, once arrested, and handed out contact information for judicial assistance at
demonstrations. A group set up by the Extraparliamentary Opposition
shared its contact information during the Easter march in 1968,100 for
example, thus preparing demonstrators for various eventualities. Most
groups also remained active beyond certain riots. For instance, after
the Easter riots the Judicial Assistance Group of the Extraparliamentary Opposition ran a small ad in the local newspaper, looking for eyewitnesses to the riots.101 The need for evidence became vital when it
came to trials and also challenged the monopoly of state authorities’
views of the events. Soon court rooms became spaces for the continuation of discussions and struggles as protests continued within such
environments. Student leaders like Rolf Pohle “feared a cover-up” by
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local authorities;102 Mayor Hans-Jochen Vogel and other ofﬁcials, on
the other hand, questioned the role of student groups and called on
the Extraparliamentary Judicial Assistance to actually put forward
their supposed evidence.103 Such endless debates outlined how student
organizations constructed authorities as a threat in response to their
own demonization. The result was a stalemate, as both sides relied on
vague evidence to accuse each other, making it almost impossible to
move forward against actual criminals. That neither the circumstances
surrounding the death of Klaus Frings nor Rüdiger Schreck were ever
fully uncovered was thus not surprising [Figure 6.2].

Reacting to the Easter Riots
Preemptive measures could not avert the riots at the Buchgewerbehaus building. Whereas local authorities had previously considered arresting Dutschke to prevent his possible visit to Munich, they could not

Figure 6.2 Conclusion of a student protest in honor of Klaus Frings and against
“Political Murder, Terror and Violence as an Instrument of Politics.” One banner
reads, “Rocks are no arguments.” Munich, 1968. Courtesy of Fritz Neuwirth/
Süddeutsche Zeitung Photo.
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stop information regarding the attempted assassination of the student
leader from reaching the Bavarian capital. Unlike other cities, however, Munich had experienced a similar situation in 1962. During the
riots in spring 1968, the police followed its Munich Line, smothered
protestors, and avoided provocations.104 Demonstrators, on the other
hand, aimed to disrupt such attempts by resisting passively, and by
trying to speciﬁcally provoke authorities. Their prime objective during
the riots was to expose the police as part of a fascist system. Over the
course of the Easter weekend, the situation climaxed with the death of
two individuals, a reporter and a student. The Munich Line had paradoxically claimed two victims. Neither demonstrators nor authorities
were prepared for that tragedy.
Throughout the protests, Chancellor Kurt Georg Kiesinger felt the
need to take a stand. Without any executive power within the states,
he asked several ministers of the interior if they felt up to the task.105
Of course, no state asked for help. Getting federal assistance meant
transferring some state power to the federal level. More speciﬁcally,
this option was not feasible for a state with antifederalist tendencies,
like Bavaria. Even the news about the death of Klaus Frings and later
Rüdiger Schreck did not change such sentiments, and local ofﬁcials
felt they had everything under control even thereafter.
Once the riots ended, city ofﬁcials still drew a positive conclusion.
Apart from keeping law and order most of the time, the police and other
authorities had worked together efﬁciently. In a city council meeting on
22 April, members congratulated themselves. Although shocked by the
death of Klaus Frings and Rüdiger Schreck, one member noted, “The
police completed the assignment in a satisfying manner” and did “excellent” work; another member outlined, “The psychological schooling
of the police had brought wonderful results.” Police Chief Manfred
Schreiber agreed, of course, and proudly asserted, “The Munich Line
had stood the test.” In his view, authorities had reacted well. The water
cannon, though welcomed by some protestors as a cooling system, had
repeatedly dispersed the crowd. In addition, most police ofﬁcers did
not fall for provocations. Instead, many of them carried on political
discussions with protestors, thus creating outlets for them and helping to humanize law enforcement ofﬁcers.106 The slogan was, “Where
discussions happen there is no brawl.”107 Within the self-congratulatory environment of the council meeting, the deaths of two individuals
seemed of little importance. Instead, participants applauded themselves and worried little about the underlying motives of protestors,
and how such should be approached in the future. In effect, everyone
agreed as the meeting adjourned: a tight system of social control and
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the Munich Line had protected social order. Only Mayor Hans-Jochen
Vogel seemed a little uneasy about the possibility of someone leaking
the content of the meeting to the press, as the council’s position and
lack of empathy might be misunderstood by the general public.108
Numbers seemingly sustained positive evaluations. By 17 April, authorities indicted 180 individuals;109 ﬁfty-three additional cases were
added later on, based on witnesses and photos.110 According to one statistic from 16 April, 110 individuals were taken into custody after the
Easter march on Monday. Surprisingly, only thirty-three of them were
university-attending students.111 The rest were a mixture of high school
students and adults alike, with diverse backgrounds and motivations.
This diversity did not seem to matter in a time when the student was
seen as the dominant threat to society.
State ofﬁcials were also pleased with the way local authorities had
dealt with the riots. On 24 April, the Bavarian parliament discussed the
events. After commemorating the deaths of Frings and Schreck, fears
of “Bonn becoming another Weimar” became visible.112 This comparison loomed throughout debates as authorities feared for democratic
structures. Anxieties seemed all the more prominent in Munich given
the city’s own experiences following World War I. In November 1918,
a socialist revolution led by Kurt Eisner had helped oust the Bavarian
monarchy, and later on events like the Beer Hall putsch had threatened existing structures. As a result, for many ofﬁcials the true test
for any democratic state arose when it had to defend itself but still
could maintain law and order. After several comments along these
lines, Minister of the Interior Bruno Merk shared his interpretation
of the events taking place over Easter. He explained difﬁculties facing
the police, namely in regard to withstanding provocations and ﬁnding
sufﬁcient evidence to persecute demonstrators. Throughout his explanations, he emphasized that ofﬁcials should abstain from “generalizations” and “too many emotions” regarding the student or the young
generation.113 To stay calm seemed important. At the same time, Merk
did exactly what he noted should not be done: That is, to raise fears.
During his speech, he insisted that the state did not simply face an
extraparliamentary opposition but was ﬁghting against an antiparliamentary resistance in the form of a Maoist revolution: “I am amazed at
the fact that some democrats still refuse to take that into account.”114
The general assembly cheered in response to such remarks. When he
assured the audience that the police needed to use batons and weapons in self-defense, fellow conservatives applauded. Social democrats
interrupted him during his speech once he talked about the events on
Friday because some of them felt that the situation was not handled
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properly. For others, the arrest of forty-one individuals that day was
simply not enough. Towards the end, Minister of Culture and Education Ludwig Huber underlined the possibility of passing stricter disciplinary measures; Minister of Justice Philipp Held called for “a quick
and efﬁcient prosecution.”115 Bavarian President Alfons Goppel eventually closed the session by ensuring his audience, “the state is safe.”116
Overall, state authorities could be satisﬁed. The Ministry of Culture
and Education had cooperated efﬁciently with the Ministry of the Interior. In mid-April, the latter had forwarded a list of 134 students who
had come into conﬂict with the law during the protests. The Ministry of
Culture and Education passed this information to universities, directing them to take appropriate actions. These consisted of disciplinary
sanctions including the removal of students from the university.117 In
addition, Minister of the Interior Merk had called for a quick judicial
review throughout the riots. According to him, “It is good that justice
is done quickly. It is necessary and right that the crimes committed in
the riots are prosecuted.”118 Those convicted of a crime faced severe
punishments.119 Most were accused of creating a brawl or a mass resistance against governmental authorities and breach of public peace.
The ﬁrst sentence was announced only a couple of days after the riots:
student Gerhard Rothmann had to go to prison for seven months.120
Other participants, like Heinz Koderer and Alois Aschenbrenner, were
sent to prison for nine and four months;121 student leader Rolf Pohle
faced charges of leadership during the Easter riots. As a student of
jurisprudence, a conviction and three months in prison destroyed his
chances of becoming a judge in the future.122 Although these sentences
were partially repealed later on, at the time authorities moved forward
efﬁciently. According to Bavarian Minister of the Interior Bruno Merk,
“the police had everything under control,”123 the state was not in jeopardy of experiencing another Weimar, and ofﬁcials did not need to employ additional measures of social control.
Within a short time, however, it became obvious that the prosecution of the student did not move forward so smoothly. Although the
police had made an effort to precisely document criminal behavior
during the Easter riots and beyond, such proof was not always useful evidence in court. Also, during the riots, the police had to rely on
images taken by journalists from Die Bildzeitung because “the camera
vehicle [of the police] was too expensive to use.”124 The press photos
could only provide limited references because they were not taken for
prosecutorial purposes. Moreover, the continuing resistance of some
protestors disrupted the judicial process. Well aware of their rights,
many of those arrested refused to cooperate with authorities and re-
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mained silent—consequently slowing down the judicial process signiﬁcantly. It soon dawned on authorities that various judicial assistance
groups had adequately prepared them, and they would continue to do
so as long as protests and antagonisms persisted. The Extraparliamentary Judicial Assistance Group even presented its own report on the
Easter riots in June 1968.125 Eighty-two pages long, it was based on numerous statements from witnesses. Although it was rooted in attempts
to demonize authorities, such evidence had to be taken seriously, especially because other groups, including the German Association for
Journalists, also questioned the judicial process. Even the newspaper
Der Münchner Merkur and the broadcasting cooperation Der Bayerische Rundfunk eventually joined such calls.126 Such pressure put additional limitations on the police and only led to further delays.
Such setbacks soon raised concerns and complaints amongst authorities. State ofﬁcials hoped for more preemptive interference and a
stricter application of the law by the police. But to set up preventative
measures was difﬁcult as the German Constitution guaranteed a Right
of Assembly. Police Chief Manfred Schreiber also did not want to move
away from his beloved Munich Line.127 In his view, it was the fault of the
judges. According to Schreiber, they should just consider “the partially
subversive nature” of certain crimes, and not let protestors get away
so easily.128 Bavarian Minister of Justice Philipp Held, on the other
hand, pushed back and blamed other factors.129 Yet data supported
Schreiber’s general claims. Until 1 May 1969, the Higher Regional Court
in Munich had investigated 478 cases; only ninety-seven of them resulted in convictions.130 The 233 individuals arrested throughout the
Easter riots took a long time to make their way through the judicial
system.131 Such low numbers and frequent delays indicate that initial
efforts to reach suspended sentences as a way to “educate” the student
was ultimately declined.132

Judicial and University Reform
Local authorities saw an upcoming judicial reform as an excellent opportunity to approach a variety of issues regarding the control of youth.
West Germany’s penal code was indeed in dire need of revision. Still
partly based on laws from 1871, attempts to revise outdated measures
had been on the agenda of the federal government since 1949. According to Der Spiegel, in the 1960s “verdicts remain tied to the ideological
standpoint of the judge,”133 a problematic dynamic for any democracy.
Local Bavarian authorities and ofﬁcials, on the other hand, hoped that
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reform would help streamline the judicial process, and make the persecution of the student much easier. For them, the situation was out of
control, and the government needed much more power.
The most prominent voice in that context remains conservative
leader and Bavarian politician Franz-Josef Strauß. In several meetings
of subcommittees in the West German parliament he speciﬁcally opposed “a soft approach.”134 Whereas, as he noted, he “did not favor a
police state or terror of justice,” he believed that “each citizen has the
right for protection from criminal elements and authorities the duty to
protect the state from revolutionary upheavals.”135 Strauß referred to
recent developments within the state of Bavaria; he also more particularly referenced the student to sustain his claims. In fall 1968 protestor Reinhard Wetter was indicted for various crimes in the context of
his opposition.136 Sentenced to eight months of juvenile detention, he
served his term in Ebrach near Bamberg in Northern Bavaria. Throughout June and July 1969 some protestors from all over West Germany
came to the Bamberg area to show their support for Wetter. They set
up a camp and hoped to spark protests within the region. However,
only a couple of minor brawls broke out because the local population
did not show much sympathy for them.137 N onetheless, Franz-Josef
Strauß understood the events in Ebrach as another attack on the state.
Apart from sending a letter to Bavarian President Goppel asking him
to move forward against such individuals, Strauß also noted that those
protesting in Bamberg “behave like animals, which makes it impossible for current laws to apply.”138 According to Strauß’s continuing demonization, “APO revolutionaries urinated and defecated in public.”139
In December 1969 he pointed out that they supposedly trashed a county
ofﬁce, urinated on documents, and stole religious ornaments from the
local cemetery. “One female student fornicated with two men in public
and in front of three- to six-year old children.”140 N one of his accusations could be proven or sustained, and the statement as such led
to criticism from various sides. Even the German Judges Association
condemned his use of “Nazi vocabulary.”141 Strauß, on the other hand,
did not concede easily, and called members of the Extraparliamentary
Opposition “mentally ill,”142 thus continually trying to beneﬁt from his
own construct of juvenile delinquency.
Yet a shift on the federal level made it increasingly difﬁcult for those
in favor of more stringent measures against the student. In October
1969, Willy Brandt became the ﬁrst social democratic chancellor and
the head of a new coalition. Brandt and the social democrats (SPD)
had not won the elections. Instead, Kurt Georg Kiesinger and the conservative party received the most votes. In this sense, a majority of the
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people in West Germany seemed at least content with the way conservatives dealt with current problems. However, the liberals shifted
coalitions. This possibility had become available ever since social
democrats (SPD) and liberals (FDP) supported the same presidential
candidate. A variety of internal frictions between conservatives and
liberals then lead to the ﬁrst SPD-FDP coalition, marking a major shift
in West German politics;143 it also inﬂuenced debates regarding the
student. Willy Brandt’s credo of “daring more democracy”144 emerged
partially in response to calls by the young as some members of this
coalition hoped to bring the student back into society. Ongoing discussions about judicial reform provided an avenue for reaching out to
those under investigation, especially once numerous well-known intellectuals favored such an amnesty.145
Conservatives throughout West Germany and particularly in the
state of Bavaria pushed back. As the media reported, they had “reservations”146 and certainly opposed an amnesty.147 Such concerns of
“the law and order faction” even within Brandt’s coalition government
resulted in an initial delay.148 As conversations resumed in early 1970,
so did fears. In spring 1970 Bavarian Justice Secretary Josef Bauer
sent a letter to Federal Minister of Justice Gustav Heinemann outlining his distress regarding a possible amnesty more speciﬁcally. In his
view, such a measure would encourage delinquent behavior in the future and jeopardize stability.149 His letter did not result in the desired
outcome. In March the social democrats and liberals passed judicial reform, including an amnesty for protestors. Demonstrators like
Fritz Teufel saw it as too weak; conservatives understood it as a postlegalization of unlawful protests.150 Either way, and similar to the situation in other countries, the protests seemed over and SPD and FDP
could at least hope that the student would cast votes for them in the
future.
Yet in Munich discussions continued, now tied to the attempt of the
Bavarian government to pass university reform as a way to control the
student. Such conversations had gained momentum since late 1968,
especially once protestors had shifted their focus away from emergency laws151 and towards disrupting academic life.152 As a result, local
authorities had concentrated on getting police access to institutions
of higher education to dissolve meetings of student organizations and
prevent further disruptions—a tricky attempt given current law.153 In
a meeting on 10 January 1969 representatives of the police, the Ministry of the Interior, and university ofﬁcials had already looked into this
issue and possible responses, including the possibility of checking stu-
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dent identiﬁcation cards. This approach, they had hoped, would prevent disruptors from inﬁltrating higher education, inciting university
students, and disturbing lectures. Most ofﬁcials had deemed such an
approach as impractical and “unfeasible”154 although, as one ofﬁcial
had noted then, “factual jurisdiction of the police also includes universities.”155 Conversations brieﬂy shifted in early February 1969 when
the Ministry of the Interior considered an accelerated judicial process
if existing disciplinary measures and convictions based on compensation for damage turned out to be insufﬁcient.156 On 13 February 1969,
several members of the conservative CSU, led by Professor Friedrich
August von der Heydte, also proposed more stringent penalties to protect what he saw as the freedom of academic affairs. This proposal
included cuts to certain scholarships,157 an approach many conservatives believed could “end the spook” of left-radicalism within various
student organizations.158 One member of Parliament went even further
when stating,
Let’s end the uproar of so-called students. … We ﬁght against the use of
our tax money if such is given to these elements that do not have any
real work on their minds but only pranks. … Expel students, or we will
not pay taxes anymore. Give them a snow shovel and send them to work
camps so that they learn how to work.159

By the summer of 1969, Bavarian authorities also pushed more directly
for a comprehensive disciplinary law.160 Whereas many believed such a
reform would break “the dictatorship of learners against teachers,”161
Minister of Culture and Education Huber did not want to wait for its
passage on the federal level. Instead, he—among other mainly conservative state ministers—followed the lead of the state government of
North Rhine-Westphalia and signed on to a broader agreement. This
document also touched on “the standardization of disciplinary measures at universities.”162 In addition, Ludwig Huber proposed a provision regarding “behaviors of order within the university.”163 Conservative Bavarian authorities consequently continued to employ the
student as a way to push for additional measures of social control although protests had decreased signiﬁcantly and broader federal dynamics had favored a more cooperative approach.
N ot surprisingly, demonstrations in opposition to such proposals
surged within Munich, aimed primarily against Huber. Protestors now
more speciﬁcally tied to university environments relied on the power
of student bodies and various organizations to dismiss governmental
attempts to interfere in academic life and within university spaces.
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Early on, various protestors had simply blocked the decision-making
process within disciplinary committees. Authorities had become frustrated with such efforts, apparent in a report by university professor
Paul Bockelmann.164 To expand state rule within academia by limiting student governance and overall participation in various forums
soon ranked high on the agenda of authorities given such early pushbacks in such spaces. Soon opposition against Huber’s university reform became much more organized and coherent. Supported mostly
by left-leaning organizations, student groups began deﬁning the proposed reform as another emergency law. Moreover, different groups
organized. In February 1969, ten student organizations had already
signed a resolution against the Bavarian emergency law165 while some
had occupied Munich’s Academy for the Arts;166 the student newspaper
unireport had proclaimed its decisive “No! Regarding the CSU-Emergency Law!” by 1969.167 In the following weeks and months, Huber became enemy number one for demonstrators because he was pushing
for “more state power within lecture halls.”168 Unable to prevent him
from signing the law, protestors continued to demonize the minister
by demonstrating against the possibility of a new and more restrictive
university reform.
Attempts to control and student responses in the form of protests
reached a ﬁnal climax in 1973. Then, more than 20,000 students joined
the opposition against Huber’s successor in Munich,169 the new Minister of Culture and Education Hans Maier. The latter also pushed for
more stringent mechanisms of control; he even called for “a separate
university police.”170 According to his proposal, the state had to hold
domestic power over the university. In Munich, Maier asked for “more
state authority [and] less autonomy”171 overall and continued to push
for the states’ ability to “exercise domestic authority;”172 he also hoped
the state would be able to expel rebellious students. Compared to other
state legislatures, this approach seemed radical. While Bavarian state
ofﬁcials simply continued to demonize the student as left-radicals in
their attempts to shape university reform,173 states led by a social democratic government had allowed more student participation and governance within the university as a whole. In that sense, Maier and others
tried to avoid more democratization and broader shifts within the university setup—and they took advantage of the student as an initially
constructed threat as long and as much as possible.
Actual students fought back. During a visit at a Bavarian university
Maier experienced the nature of protests as masked protestors interfered with several meetings. “A brawl developed,” Der Spiegel wrote
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in 1973, and after “extreme chaos the students left the assembly hall
again.”174 Protestors had organized and used their power to directly
challenge what they saw as undemocratic and illegal state interference;
some of them had also more fully endorsed the student as their identity
given issues at hand.
In the end, Hans Maier and other conservative Bavarian ofﬁcials
seemingly succeeded. The Act of Higher Education for Bavaria passed
in December 1973, before the federal Framework Law for Higher Education. Similar to the situation in other conservative states,175 this
law “beefed up the disciplinary powers of the university authorities;”176
the reform also limited student participation within the university. The
strongly politicized student group AStA, for instance, was dissolved.
Such new restrictions and authoritative measures ended remaining
concerns of authorities for now.177
The protest years in Munich might have ended in 1973; images of
youth, however, continued to haunt discourses thereafter. In fact, by
the mid-1970s images of youth shifted along broader discussions tied
to the end of economic progress and environmental issues. The oil
crisis outlined economic instability and the “Limits of Growth” debate
increased fears regarding environmental degradation. Constructs of
youth followed such narratives, now seen as environmentally conscious, in support of direct democratic processes, and more likely
to vote for the German Green Party. Previous stereotypes tied to the
Gammler remained in place particularly around connections between
youth and drugs. In the 1980s, discussions around armament brought
the peace movement back into the public limelight as thousands protested against the return to harsh Cold War rhetoric that endangered
planet and future. Again, youth mattered.178 In the 1990s, references
to inner city youth became a way to discuss immigration at a time
when a united Germany wondered about its national and potentially
nationalistic identity. Such conversations continue as Turkish male
youngsters in particular have become the new threat. In February
2011, for example, an article in the news magazine Der Spiegel referred to male youth as Halbstarke. In this context the article tries to
capture complex relationships and dynamics regarding young male
Halbstarke with an immigrant background within Berlin-N eukölln’s
urban topography.179 In other words, although some normalization is
apparent and broad hysteria and panic much less common, youth remains a discursive space, at this point tied to immigration, housing,
crime, and education.
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Coming of Age discusses six dominant images or constructions of
youth. Arising out of the ashes of World War II, the delinquent boy
marked threats to recovery. Instead of helping to rebuild society, he
roamed around, spent time engaged in the black market, and had supposedly no interest in political participation or leadership. The sexually
deviant girl fraternized and endangered society by spreading venereal
diseases; she also challenged gender roles and racial categories. Adult
contemporaries mobilized both images to express perceived threats
for recovery. In the miracle years, youth once again became a space
for discussing and criticizing Americanization. Inﬂuenced by a growth
in youth culture, two images stepped into the limelight: the Halbstarke
as a working-class male youngster who wasted time on street corners
and rebelled against social norms; and the teenager with her middleclass background, desire to dance to rock ’n’ roll music, and claim to
leave home and kitchen. Both constructs of youth challenged the return of traditional conceptions of normality. Initiated by protests in
Schwabing in 1962, the student and the Gammler threatened the political cohesion and overall order. Mostly seen as male images of older
youngsters with female companions, the student in particular began
organizing outside accepted political structures and formats. His economic background and education, in combination with open dissent,
challenged the future of the nation; he also unearthed fears of Munich
becoming another Weimar.
Gendered roles and binaries are apparent when analyzing these images of youth. Contemporaries constructed males as delinquent if they
abstained from work, failed to prepare for future leadership positions,
and challenged broader traditional norms; female deviancy, on the
other hand, was tied to sexuality. Gender, sexuality, and age mattered
and played a key role when deﬁning and constructing female misbe-
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haviors all through this time period. These surprisingly consistent patterns mark continuities throughout modern history; they also capture
a lack of scholarly debate surrounding female youth more speciﬁcally
because juvenile delinquency remains a male concept. As scholars we
need to understand interactions between male and female youth if we
want to get a better sense of everyday dynamics, interactions, and relationships—as apparent in Coming of Age for the context of Munich.
Space mattered as well because certain locations helped deﬁne and
characterize juvenile delinquency. The Bavarian capital has been a social democratic island, surrounded by a conservative rural environment, for decades. As a result, traditional stereotypes regarding the
dangers of cityscapes, loose law enforcement, and a lack of social order are all the more apparent in Munich. Street corners, dark alley
ways, or train stations became collaborators in constructing youth as
delinquent: time and again adult authorities construed young people
seen within these environments as deviant by default. N ot surprisingly, young people became increasingly active in evading such deviant
spaces and adult supervision overall. As demonstrated in Coming of
Age, they began challenging spatial frameworks in their attempt to create spaces for youth. Conﬂicts surrounding juvenile delinquency thus
played out within certain city spaces: black markets and the areas surrounding American barracks in the crisis years; street corners and milk
bars in the 1950s; or parts of Schwabing, the university or even courtrooms during the protest years. Some scholarship has addressed such
connections to space1 but speciﬁc historical studies focusing on juvenile delinquency seldom keep these important frameworks in mind.
The actual young had agency throughout this transitional period in
modern German history, and it clearly increased as Munich came of
age. Throughout the crisis years, young people had comparable little
input or power concerning the construction of youth. Many protested
once picked up and detained to supposed educational facilities; most
tried to evade raids the best they could. Yet overall U.S. ofﬁcials and local authorities had an easy time to create and manufacture threatening
images of male and female delinquency to then pick up delinquents
on the streets of Munich. The rise of youth cultures and a widespread
commercialization of West German society throughout the 1950s then
showed a slight shift. Youth had become proﬁtable and the young
gained a little more agency. Soon young people organized themselves
in groups and clubs, and began contributing to the constructions of
youth. This trend continued in the following years, triggered by the
political awakening of young people in the Schwabing riots in 1962.
Young males and females increasingly organized in community initia-
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tives and student organizations, and they found ways to spread their
own views and constructs of youth. Alternative media outlets, or the
simple willingness to speak up and provoke, thus complicated broad
narratives and simplistic constructs around juvenile delinquency in
Munich. Such growth of agency ultimately diversiﬁed society, a process that captures an overall democratization.2 Historian Dieter Rink
argues that youth cultures have provoked German society over the
years, and such exposure to difference has made West Germany more
tolerant. Society has, according to Rink, “abstained from criminalizing, excluding, and destructing” various youth cultures since the
1970s.3 Coming of Age agrees with this interpretation although it is
important to note that authorities often became simply more subtle in
their responses.
The analyzed images of youth were social constructs and created
representations. Homelessness, black-marketeering, and fraternization among the young did exist. But in the postwar period in Munich,
these were much more complex phenomena. At best 10 percent of the
young population overall could be broadly described as the Halbstarke.
The supposed widespread nature of the teenager is more difﬁcult to
assess. However, sources suggest that she was also a limited phenomenon, if she existed at all. In the mid-1950s, most girls could rarely leave
the house and if they did could not simply go into a nightclub to dance.
Milk bars or maybe their own rooms remained their prime space, always near authorities. The student and the Gammler were not the only
carriers of protests, and the latter in particular was a small yet visible
group. At times, carefree or careless youngsters found themselves demonized as Gammlers throughout the 1960s, a dynamic speaking to
the power of this construct in Munich as elsewhere.4 Similarly, at the
riots and protests in Schwabing, not even half of those arrested were
students; at the protests at the Buchgewerbehaus building six years
later, students played a key role in organizing but did not carry out the
protests themselves. Instead, it was a broader movement of protestors
aimed against emergency laws, the War in Vietnam, and various other
issues. Over time, this changed, and by the early 1970s actual university students more fully endorsed the student as their identity. In general, however, authorities exaggerated juvenile deviancy throughout
this period in Munich because it was beneﬁcial.
Not surprisingly, most of these representations of young people are
still evident in current historiography and a broader collective memory. The delinquent boy and the sexually deviant girl haunt discussions
regarding the immediate postwar period. Both images have been reproduced by a variety of scholars to underline the devastation after the
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war. In that sense, juvenile delinquency became a symbol for the state
of postwar Munich. The Halbstarke has elicited numerous publications
to this day. Most of them do not go beyond a brief acknowledgment
regarding the limited visibility of this image; some even reproduce
questionable characteristics, making sporadic references to the possibility of a moral panic insufﬁcient. The teenager has seen less scrutiny overall—apart from broad and general references to the rise of
American youth culture. Some recent conversations have added some
complexities, namely in the context of discussing the youth magazine
Bravo. Finally, the student—more so than the Gammler—has become
an almost mystical image, and has taken on a life of its own. Some see
the democratization of society rooted in the arrival of the student; others nervously recall the end of traditional values, established morals,
and social order. In fact, a high-ranking Munich police ofﬁcer noted in
2009, “I am eighty-two years old and have managed to block out the
events [occurring in the Bavarian capital in 1968]. I do not want to be
reminded of them and do not want to get upset.”5 Protestor Reinhard
Wetter, on the other hand, noted in a similar context that he does not
want to participate in attempts to revisit the events of 1968 in Munich.
He believes that too many simpliﬁcations and generalizations are apparent.6 Personal recollections of those that came of age at that time
sustain these dynamics as individuals align their memory along age,
political leanings, and broader historical context. This then explains
the widespread popularity of music, movies, or other cultural elements
coming out of this timeframe, and the perhaps larger impact of the
1950s and 1960s on Germany’s collective memory overall.
The existence of images of delinquency also hints at the constructed
nature of intergenerational conﬂicts. Adults deﬁne and defend existing societal norms. This setup makes conﬂicts between different age
groups—deﬁned, at times, as generation gaps—seemingly inevitable.
The young are generally more vulnerable and thus exposed to discrimination. Although most societies rely on these hierarchies, Coming of
Age exposes the fact that intergenerational differences are largely constructed and not inescapable. Rooted in a continuing emphasis on
juvenile delinquency and supposed misbehaviors, the media, various
authorities, and a diverse mixture of other societal groups continually nourished distrust towards the young—and do so to this day. After
all, the existence of delinquency is beneﬁcial, making efforts to cultivate and, at times, promote, intergenerational conﬂicts a surprisingly
widespread, lucrative, and persistent phenomena: institutions rely on
generational differences to gain legitimacy, and marketing strategists
hoping to make money off the young continually sustain generational
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divides. The actual young also deﬁne their identity based on exaggerated and partly imagined differences from adults. Actually, throughout
the 1960s “‘generation’ served protesters … as a political argument,”7
as noted by one scholar. Pierre Bourdieu said it best, stating that “both
youth and old age are socially constructed in the conﬂict (lutte) between the young and the old.”8
Connections between constructing and controlling remain central
to this volume. Interested in the beneﬁts of constructing youth as deviant, Coming of Age demonstrates how social constructions can become
powerful tools of social control. As indicated throughout this study,
once adults framed youth as deviant, then each image of youth became
a way to control the actual young, and society as a whole. By 1946, the
existence of the delinquent boy allowed authorities to justify large-scale
raids in less orderly areas of town; at the same time, the appearance
of the sexually deviant girl justiﬁed broad and invasive health regulations; it also helped demonize fraternization. Later, the construction
of the Halbstarke helped impose stricter trafﬁc laws and brought more
funds to traditional youth groups. Besides, police had a justiﬁcation to
increase surveillance of certain parts of town, namely working-class
neighborhoods. Female youngsters demonized as the teenager faced
stringent measures as well. Simply listening to rock ’n’ roll music and
idolizing Elvis was reason enough to be sent to juvenile detention, a
frightening dynamic that speaks to the power of such discourses. Commercialization eventually provided another way to conform and domesticate youth: the promotion of an apolitical and consuming youngster, the new teenager, opened a proﬁtable space in a fearful society.
The events in Schwabing in 1962, combined with a politicization during the 1960s overall, allowed authorities to create the Schwabing police
state: undercover police ofﬁcers patrolled the streets and collected data,
law enforcement inﬁltrated student groups, and city ofﬁcials utilized
urban planning to reclaim spaces mostly frequented by the young. The
latter indicates again how space mattered, not only when constructing
youth as deviant but also when trying to control the young.
The mere existence of certain constructions of youth became perhaps the most powerful tool of social control. As this microhistory
demonstrates, deﬁning and marking someone as an “abnormal Other”
was a way to control their behaviors. Moreover, constituting norms
and standards for all became a way to normalize society. Both trends
affected Munich’s formative years. Girls shortly after the war did not
want to be called Veronika Dankeschön. They thus made sure to stay
away from supposed deviant city spaces and avoided conversations
with U.S. American soldiers, if at all possible. Similarly, many male
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youngsters worked hard and aligned with the demands of authorities;
only then, they hoped, could they avoid being seen as delinquents.
Shortly after the war, that was extremely difﬁcult because scarcities
pushed the young—like many others—to the black market or to the
U.S. Military Government for resources and work. In the 1950s, lines
became a little more blurred. Some male youngsters used certain elements of U.S. popular culture to create their own identities and subcultures. Their active participation in the construction of the Halbstarke
makes an analysis of who constructed these images more complicated.
The fact that authorities even perceived youngsters simply driving
their mopeds to work as deviant and threatening nonetheless outlines
the power of this construct. This means, in some cases, it was a stigma
to be called a Halbstarke, and any behavior along these lines had to be
prevented; other youngsters enjoyed the attention and used this image to provoke, to test boundaries, or to simply enjoy being young.
For young women, references to their sexual purity remained amongst
the most powerful ways to control female bodies and behaviors. Combined with traditional values, girls in the 1950s were often exposed to
the gaze of those around them. References like, “That does not suit a
lady,” and the possible stigmatization of being “a loose woman” were
extremely powerful in a society that held up sexual repression and
patriarchy. Finally, in the 1960s, youngsters, along with many other
voices, most actively used the images of the student and the Gammler to
provoke and to frame an alternative narrative of events. Whereas being
called a student or Gammler did not necessarily lose its stigma, the use
of both constructs by protestors indicates a certain progression: the
young now more actively participated in the construction of youth.
Yet it was the fact that protestors organized in the 1960s that made a
difference against a state still employing harsh mechanisms of social
control. Ultimately, as Coming of Age argues, adult authorities did not
merely construct deviancy and blow it out of proportion, as noted by
Stanley Hall and others; they also used the existence of delinquency
to control society, to follow Michel Foucault. Desires to control were
grounded in historical precedents, contemporary exigencies, conﬂicting motives of various actors, and the unique postwar situation.
These trends regarding constructing and controlling male and female youth in Munich expose much broader dynamics, including continuities in Munich’s history and beyond. Discussions around 1945 as
a supposed Stunde Null zero hour have been questioned by scholars
focusing on Alltagsgeschichte for quite some time. Coming of Age aligns
with such critiques. Unlike existing studies, however, it exposes continuities in regard to the management of youth. Young people felt only
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minor differences regarding their treatment after 1945, and compared
to the Nazi period: they continued to be seen as deviant if they did not
align with largely traditional norms and frameworks. That local German authorities and the U.S. Military Government worked together so
closely when it came to dealing with juvenile delinquency only hints at
even broader trends, especially since these authorities rarely agreed on
other issues. Furthermore, the protest years did not end in 1969. Instead, many authorities continued to hold on to the student even after
the end of broader debates and protests. For them, it was a useful tool
to continue to push their agenda. This reading challenges a top-down
approach that argues that federal dynamics—namely the chancellorship of Willy Brandt—is more important when trying to understand a
sudden shift in discussions. Whereas over time broader debates within
West Germany around détente, amnesty, and more direct democracy
became noticeable in Munich, conservative state institutions in Bavaria actively questioned and challenged such an approach. The voices
of the young and others on the streets, this volume contends, are consequently signiﬁcant when trying to make sense of larger historical
trends and complexities.
Conversations around youth more so than broad political shifts on
a federal level helped push Munich towards a more tolerant and open
society, an openness that had its limitations. As apparent in Coming of
Age and arguably for this transition period in modern German history
more broadly, authorities merely shifted towards more subtle mechanisms of social control. Direct actions in the forms of raids or invasive
health policies as apparent in the crisis years and certainly before that
increasingly lost their appeal, especially after the riots in Schwabing.
Until then, however, and in some instances beyond the early 1960s,
similarities between Munich in West Germany and the situation in city
spaces in East Germany are clearly apparent. But by the mid-1960s a
broader and organized coalition within the general public in Munich
protested directly against police brutality and invasive mechanisms
of social control—unlike in the GDR, where such protests were not
a possibility. Local ofﬁcials responded to this not by rethinking their
approach overall, or even by stepping away from demonizing youth.
Constructing youth as deviant is a much too proﬁtable framework.
Instead, adult authorities looked into more reﬁned tactics to control
youth and society that seem to be more acceptable for a democracy:
undercover agents, surveillance, spatial planning, deescalation. All of
these frameworks were mechanisms of social control still aimed to
combat real and imagined juvenile delinquency; and all of them ultimately helped control much broader spectrums of society overall. In
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this sense, coming of age for Munich and West Germany also meant
growing up as a democracy by now employing more indirect and thus
only outwardly tolerant mechanisms of social control.
Finally, and more globally speaking, constructions of youth as delinquent and attempts to utilize such representations to control young
people and societies haunt public conversations well beyond Munich or
Germany. In daily life the demonization of youth, or the war on youth
as cultural critic Henry Giroux has described it,9 takes many forms,
especially in times of political and economic difﬁculties. A constructed
distrust towards the young, grounded in the use of age as a way to
frame hierarchies, is at the center of these conversations; moral panics
involving gangs, rowdies, pregnant teenagers, or other concepts tied to
juvenile delinquency are often the norm because these types remain
lucrative setups for educators, child savers, and corporate interests
alike. Historical studies must question the uncritical reliance on constructs of youth as delinquent much more broadly. As Coming of Age
demonstrates, images of youth as deviant remain adult constructions
in place due to many ulterior motives. Scholars need to be aware of this
dynamic and should be extra careful when relying on such discourses
in their own work. Such efforts, I hope, will more broadly afﬁrm that
talking about youth is much more than simply discussing young people.

Notes
1. See, for example: Tracey Skelton and Gill Valentine, eds., Cool Places: Geographies of Youth Cultures (New York, 1998); Axel Schildt and Detlef Siegfried, eds., European Cities, Youth and the Public Sphere in the Twentieth
Century (Burlington, 2005).
2. Jarausch, After Hitler.
3. Dieter Rink, “Beunruhigende Normalisierung: Zum Wandel von Jugendkulturen in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland,” Aus Politik und Zeitgeschichte 5 (2002): 3–6, here 6. See also: Krüger, “Vom Punk zum Emo,” in
Inter-cool 3.0.
4. Ross, May ’68 and Its Afterlives.
5. Stankiewitz, München ’68, 76.
6. Ibid., 52.
7. Holger Nehring, “‘Generation’ as a Political Argument in West European
Protest Movements during the 1960s,” in Generations in Twentieth-Century
Europe, 57–78, here 57.
8. Jones, Youth, 3. See also: Bourdieu, “Youth Is Just a Word,” in Sociology in
Question.
9. Henry Giroux, America’s Education Deficit and the War on Youth (N ew
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